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PREFACE 

The writer's approach to this topic is both legal and economic. The economics of 
the Goods and Services Tax (GST) are relevant to what is predominantly a legal 
paper because the legislation would make little sense without an understanding of 
the economic theory which animates it. The value added tax (VAT) is one of the 
few taxes that is modern enough to have been developed from economic theory and 
by taxation economists rather than by taxation lawyers and accountants. It has its 
roots in an economic literature that accumulated over forty years before any 
country implemented it rather than being a tax which developed and was studied by 
public sector economists after the event. Tax economics is also relevant because 
it provides policy criteria to evaluate taxation law. Alternatively this paper could 
be seen as an example of what has become known as the economic analysis of law.1 

The Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 (GSTA) is a topic that could be approached in 
several different ways. Firstly the Act could be considered simply as what it is: 
New Zealand's second most important piece of taxation legislation. Secondly, as 
suggested above, it could be seen as a taxation reform designed to meet certain, 
explicit, economic objectives with a number of important economic and social 
effects. 

Thirdly, this topic could be seen as an interesting case study in legislative drafting. 
The GST Booklet in 1984 announced the implementation of a tax for which 
"uniformity in the treatment of traders and goods and services [was to be] a central 
tenet.11 2 The GST White Paper3 (WP) followed this up and contained a broadbased 
but European type VAT which, besides having many technical problems, appeared 
to be drafted with the objective of minimising distortions higher in the 
draftperson's mind than administrative considerations. Certain problem areas, 
including the treatment of land and financial services and the appropriate 
registration threshold and rate, were also highlighted for later consideration. The 
Advisory Panel heard submissions and issued a report4 which filled in many details 
and made a number of important changes, largely designed to ease administration 
of the tax for small business, like a reasonably high threshold, differentiated return 
periods and a hybrid cash/accruals accounting system. These and other changes 
contributed to making the first draft of the GST Bill (GSTBl) a unique VAT. The 
Finance and Expenditure Committee (de Cleene Committee) heard further 
submissions and apart from some important changes, like the treatment of land and 
the $48,000 de minimis rule, largely tidied up the legislation. The recently 
introduced Taxation Reform Bill 1986 (TRB) continues this process. 

tAW LIBRARY .. , 
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Fourthly, and similarly, this topic could be approached as a sociological study of 
the influence of a small number of readily identifiable groups with different 
philosophies or interests on the composition of an important piece of legislation. 
These actors included the government departments: the Inland Revenue 
Department (IRD), the Customs Department and, especially, the Treasury who 
supported the concept of a "textbook VAT". The Advisory Panel, whose brief was 
always administration of the GST, arguably placed a greater emphasis on lowering 
compliance costs particularly for small traders. They were also not afraid of 
proposing radical changes to the legislation, for example in the areas of financial 
services and imports. Those who made submissions to the two committees also had 
an important impact on the legislation. These included special interest groups, like 
the local body and tourist lobbies, and those like the Society of Accountants and 
accounting firms with more general interests who suggested possible improvements 
to the legislation. Other groups like the Federation of Labour promoted various 
measures to relieve the impact of the GST on lower income groups. Finally of 
course there were the politicians who were more or less divided along party lines 
on the GST. 

Fifthly the GST can be seen in the international context of at least forty one VAT-
like taxes in the world all adopted since the end of the Second World War that 
makes VAT arguably the world's most popular tax reform. New Zealand's move 
from the wholesales sales tax means that with the exception of Australia and 
Canada no OECD country uses that tax, the manufacturers' sales tax or the once 
popular turnover tax. The change also means that N.Z. shifts closer to the OECD 
average in its mix of direct and indirect taxation and its taxation of income and 
expenditure (see Ch. 18). 

The writer has attempted to cover all of these aspects of the topic as well as the 
strictly legal and policy aspects. 

This paper begins with a discussion of the tax policy criteria used in it. A brief 
history of and introduction to the VAT is given. As a beginning to the legal 
discussion the scheme of the GSTA is outlined. The main legal prerequisites for 
GST liability are set out in Ch. 5 to 9. The mechanism by which GST liability is 
determined - the credit offset mechanism - is then discussed followed by three 
chapters which deal with related matters: the value of supply, the time of supply 
and accounting bases. The important issues surrounding the treatment of 
particular goods and services are canvassed in Ch. 14. Exports, imports and some 



international implications are then considered followed by a discussion of the 
system of registration and returns and some documentation and pricing issues. The 
writer then returns to a more economic perspective by considering the place of the 
GST A in the total tax system and draws some policy conclusions about the GST A. 
For reasons of space most administrative and transitional provisions in the GST A 
are not discussed. These provisions are also only peripheral to the issues raised in 
this paper. Appendicies are used for matters of detail and bibliographies of 
important UK cases and references are provided. 

The UK and other overseas law, unless stated otherwise, is as at the end of 1985. 
The N.Z. law assumes that the Taxation Reform Bill 1986 (TRB) is passed in the 
form introduced into Parliament. All exchange rates are BNZ sell rates as at 6 
August 1986. 
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1. POLICY CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE FEATURES OF TAXES 

Tax economists have long been concerned with questions like: What is a 

"good" tax system, what is a "good" tax and what are "good" features of 

particular taxes?5 The writer, for present purposes, is interested primarily in 

the last two questions; although similar considerations apply to all three 

questions. Tax economists have created a number of criteria for answering 

these questions. Precisely which criteria are adopted and the weighting they 

are given, depends on the question being answered as well as the tastes of the 

writer. In the context of evaluating alternative features of VATs, in 

particular, the writer adopts the below criteria. 

1.1 Neutrality 
Neutrality is synonymous with efficiency. A neutral tax does not distort 

individuals' economic decisions. Under a perfectly neutral tax the economic 

choices of individuals would be no different to if there were no tax system. 

There is a substantial and very technical economic literature on tax 

neutrality. 6 This seems to confirm that no tax, with the possible exception 

of the lump sum tax, can achieve absolute neutrality even in theory. All 

other taxes seem to distort individuals' choices between goods and leisure. 7 

Neutrality is therefore more of an objective or a benchmark for taxes than 

something that is feasible. Some of the other main decisions which taxes 

may distort, according to Bevin8, include: 

(a) the choice between present and future consumption (i.e. savings); 

(b) the choice between assets or industries (i.e. investment decisions); 

(c) the choice of business organisational form; and 

(d) the choice between real and financial assets in a household's asset 

portfolio. 

Though these were framed as business tax criteria they can be applied more 

generally. For example, as will be seen, it is widely argued that the turnover 

sales tax distorts the choice in (c) while the income tax vis a vis the 

expenditure tax distorts (a). 
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1.2 Equity 
Equity is fairness. What is fair is obviously a subjective question. However 

there are a few common approaches to the concept. The two most common 

in the economic literature are the benefit approach and the ability to pay 

approach. Under the benefit approach: 9 

••. an equitable tax system is one under which each taxpayer 

contributes in line with the benefits which he or she received 

from public services. According to this principle, the truly 

equitable tax system will differ, depending on the expenditure 

structure. The benefit criterion, therefore is not one of tax 

policy only, but of tax-expenditure policy. 

Economists who adopt this approach often argue for the "earmarking" of 

government revenue for particular expenditures.1° For example it has been 

argued excise taxes on alcohol should be earmarked for expenditure in the 

health and law and order areas as alcohol use results in expenditure in these 

areas. 

Musgrave and Musgrave state that the ability to pay approach " •••. calls for 

people with equal capacity to pay the same, while people with greater ability 

should pay more [taxes]. The former is referred to as horizontal equity and 

the latter as vertical equity11
•
11 A major problem these definitions of 

horizontal and vertical equity create is the meaning of "capacity" or 

"ability". Musgrave and Musgrave put some good arguments for consumption 

being this measure of capacity.12 The Australian Tax Review Committee, 

for example, however adopts the more usual income measure. 13 

Other approaches are possible to equity.14 In line with the weight of 

academic writing, though recognising the problems of the approach, the 

writer will mainly use the ability to pay approach with income as the measure 

of who are equals and who are unequals. 

1.3 Administrative Efficiency 

Along with the economic costs in Ch. 1.1. taxes have other costs that fall 
specifically on the taxpayer and the tax collector. The former are called 

compliance costs and the latter administrative costs. The writer will define 
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an administratively efficient tax, or feature of a tax, as one which minimises 

both administrative and compliance costs. There is a well developed 

literature on compliance costs.15 This suggests that any tax, with any 

combination of features, is likely to have higher commencement compliance 

costs than its permanent costs. The writer is primarily concerned with the 

latter. It is also important to recognise that these permanent compliance 

costs - including, say, the money costs of employing a tax consultant, the 

time costs of collecting accounting data and the psychic costs of the anxieties 

associated with taxes - should be offset by cashflow benefits and managerial 

benefits.16 Cash flow benefits are the benefits (in terms of interest 

payments) in holding the IRD's money between return periods. Managerial 

benefits accrue to firms who are required to generate accounting information 

they did not have previously and which can be used to improve their 

operations. 

1.4 Visibility 
Consistent with the benefit approach to equity is the visibility criterion.17 A 

visible tax is one individuals are made aware of so that they are aware of 

their total tax liability. If the tax system is visible to taxpayers who receive 

the benefit of government expenditure they will be able to weigh up the costs 

and the benefits of the public sector. Therefore, it is argued, voters will be 

able to use political processes to more rationally allocate resources between 

the public and private sectors. 

1.5 The Writer's Approach 

When one is evaluating possible alternative aspects of one tax rather than one 

total tax system vis a vis another, the writer would argue, equity objectives 

should be of less importance, Even if one accepts the ability to pay approach 

using income as a measure of equality of sacrifice there are usually only 

comparatively small vertical equity gains to be made from adjusting 

. d" "d 1 f 18 h h d h d" d m 1 v1 ua eatures. On the at er an sue a JUstments can pro uce 

distortions which result in considerable efficiency losses. They can also 

create horizontal inequities, increase administrative costs and result in heavy, 

and often heavily regressive, compliance costs being imposed on some 

industries, Often also such adjustments have perverse results ~ince they 

rarely deliver compensation just to those it is targeted to. 
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Further, to give equity objectives too heavy a weighting when evaluating 
alternative VAT features is arguably inappropriate because the VAT concept 

was never created to meet these objectives. The mechanisms of the VAT, 

which may seem so strange to those unfamiliar with them, were developed to 

create a neutral indirect tax to replace distortionary taxes like the turnover 

tax and excises. 

The evaluation of alternative VAT features, then, will often amount to a 

trade-off between neutrality and administrative efficiency. Tax theory can 

tell us with reasonable certainty what, to maximise economic efficiency, 

most VAT features should be. These "first best" features may be the 

technically "correct" ones but may be too administratively difficult to 

implement19 and, therefore, "second best" features will have to be 

developed. In addition, with many less problematic features there will be an 

implicit neutrality/administrative efficiency trade-off to be resolved. 

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE VAT ANO THE GST 

The VAT concept has its roots in European and, perhaps more surprisingly, 

North American tax writings. Though the French proclaim a Frenchman, 

Maurice Laure, the "father of VAT" one writer argued Laure did little more 

for the VAT than change its name20 while another described VAT "as 

American as apple pie". 21 

A history of VAT should however perhaps begin in Spain in 1342 when the 

first turnover tax was introduced. 22 A turnover, or cascade, tax is a 

multistage tax similar to the VAT. Tax is added at each stage of the 

production or distribution process but without credit for tax paid at previous 

stages. Therefore the more stages in the production process the more tax 

there is on any particular product. This results in a "cascade" of tax on tax 

which creates an artificial incentive for vertical integration and otherwise 

distorts consumers' choices between goods and services and producers' 

preferences as to production processes. The first writer to use these sorts of 

arguments to recommend the substitution of a VAT -like tax for the turnover 

tax was the German van Siemens in 1918. Despite his and later writers' 

arguments the turnover tax remained the principal broadbased indirect tax in 

Western Europe until the late 1960s. 
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Before World War II the VAT concept gained a certain currency in the US. 23 

In 1918 Professor T .S. Adams supported a VAT-like tax as the best form of 
business tax. In 1932 and again in 1933 the influential Brookings Institute 
recommended the VAT as a state sales tax for Alabama and Iowa. 

l 

Following endorsements by respected taxation writers like Paul Stadenski 
Senator C. Joseph O'Mahoney introduced a VAT Bill into the US Senate but 
failed to receive much support. 

The event which probably triggered the initial interest in the tax after World 
War II was the Shoup Mission to Japan. 24 Professor Carl Shoup proposed a 
VAT (in some respects very similar to the current Brazilian ICM VAT) as a 
means of dealing with Japan's decimated post war economy. This 
consumption type VAT, based on the origin principle, allowed a choice 
between the subtraction and addition methods of calculation. It had two 
rates, two return periods and exempted a wide section of Japanese 
businesses. The Local Tax Bill was passed by the Japanese Diet in 1950 but 
its date of introduction was postponed a number of times until the Act was 
finally repealed in 1954. 

In 1948 Laure introduced a VAT -like component to France's turnover tax at 
the wholesale stage which was extended in 1954. The French also persuaded 
the framers of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to accept 
the VAT as a legitimate aid to exporters greatly increasing its attraction for 
export orientated economies. 

In 1953, with little advance warning, the State of Michigan introduced a tax 
called the business activities tax (BAT) which remained in force until 1967. 
It was a VAT-like business tax calculated on the subtraction method. 25 In 
1960 it was held by a U.S. court to be an income tax. 26 In 1975 Michigan 
introduced the single business tax (SBT), a VAT-like business tax calculated 
on the addition basis. 27 

When the EEC customs union was formed in 1957 one issue high on their 
agenda was the finding of methods to harmonise their members' tax systems. 
In 1963 the Neumark Committee made the VAT EEC policy as they 
considered it the most desirable form of sales tax for harmonisation purposes. 
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A meeting of the EEC Ministers confirmed this policy. Hence the EEC Sixth 
Directive in 1967 was drafted, setting out a model tax code for a 
consumption type VAT based on the destination principle. This is still the 
basis for the so-called "European model" of VAT. From 1968 onward the EEC 
members converted their (mainly turnover) sales tax systems into VATs. 

Despite the unfavourable finding of the UK Richardson Committee on 
Turnover Taxation28 the 1970 Conservative Government was elected on a 
mandate of abolishing the Selective Employment Tax (SET) and investigating 
the VAT concept. In 1971 a Green Paper29 was published proposing to 
replace the SET and the purchase tax in 1973. In 1973 the VAT was 
introduced with two positive rates which was reduced to one in 1979. 

From 1960 onward a number of developing countries began to develop VAT-
like taxes, usually from cascade or other sales taxes. Many of these remain 
merely refined turnover taxes but are nonetheless listed in Appendix A3. In 
1976 Israel introduced a single positive rated VAT with a broad base while in 
1977, on International Monetary Fund (IMF) recommendations, South Korea 
introduced another "textbook" VAT. 

In 1979 Senator Long and Representative Al Ullman, Chairman of two leading 
congressional tax writing committees, proposed a ten percent $US115 B 
VA T30• The library of Congress prepared for the House Ways and Means 
Committee a ninety eight page bibliography of VAT writings containing 
approximately 1000 entries in English. 31 The proposal again stalled but 
continuing U.S. interest in the VAT can be seen from the major 1984 Report 
of the U.S. Treasury on the VAT. A timeline of important events in the 
history of VAT is provided in Appendix Al while a list of the world's VA Ts 
and VAT -like taxes is Appendix A3. 

New Zealand has little experience with indirect taxation generally and, unlike 
in Europe, the VAT concept has only become known to the public very 
recently. NZ's first broadbased indirect tax was a wholesale sales tax 
introduced as a temporary emergency measure in 1933 at a single rate of five 
percent but with substantial exemptions for "necesssities". By 1984 tax rates 
had proliferated and the tax base had narrowed to only thirty seven percent 
of total consumption32. In the wake of the report of the Richardson 
Committee the Ross Committee on Taxation in NZ opposed the VAT, arguing 
it was inappropriate in NZ because we had no history of multi-stage sales 
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taxes and had a great number of small businesses. 33 However they did 
recommend a wider wholesale sales tax base and a tax on some services. 

By 1976 in NZ the tide of academic opinion was turning. The Monetary and 
Economic Council proposed a major shift to indirect taxation34 (as the 
Australian Asprey Committee had done a year earlier). The NZ Taskforce on 
Tax Reform (the McCaw Committee) of 1982 recommended the consideration 
of the VAT concept.35 

In July 1984 a Labour Government with little explicit policy on taxation was 
elected. In his 8 November Budget the Minister of Finance announced the 
proposed GST. Its general form was evident from his Budget Speech:36 

The Goods and Services tax will be levied in instalments 
on all transactions in goods and services up to and 
including the retail level.... Overseas experience with 
similar taxes, and experience in New Zealand with the 
wholesale sales tax, clearly shows that, to be efficient, 
the new tax should be applied at the single rate to the 
widest range of goods and services. This is our broad 
objective. 

While the White Paper on the GST (WP) followed this broad objective it was 
published with a number of issues unresolved, like the rate, registration 
threshold and the treatment of financial services and land. 

An Advisory Panel of Dr. Donald Brash (an economist), Mr. Alan Martin (a 
retailer) and Mr. Richard Green (a taxation lawyer) was set up to receive 
submissions. It issued two reports on 4 June and 22 August 1985. The Panel 
said four areas of concern were particularly important to those who made 
submissions to them, namely: 

the high costs of compliance; 
the consequences of taxing particular goods and services; 
the cashflow consequences of GST on some activities; and 
transitional problems. 37 
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These concerns, as will be seen, framed the terms of reference for what was 
considered in the First Report which had a major impact on the GST A. Of the 
Advisory Panel's fifty one recommendations the Minister of Finance 
substantially agreed with twenty eight, substantially disagreed with twelve 
and had other responses to eleven. Their Second Report 38 on financial 
services and land was largely rejected as being too difficult to implement in 
the time available. 

After the deferral of the GST introduction date from 1 April 1986 to 1 
October 1986 the Minister of Finance announced only a ten percent rate 
would be necessary as the GST's broad base would allow $2, 700M to be 
collected in a full year.39 The first draft of the GSTB was introduced into 
the House on 22 August 1985. By this stage the broad form of the legislation 
was set. The Bill however was referred to the de Cleene Committee who 
improved the drafting and resolved the question of the treatment of land. 
The GSTA became law on 3 December 1985 with some of its provisions 
coming into effect immediately. Further amending legislation, the TRB, was 
introduced into the House in 1986 and the GST was introduced in 1 October 
1986. For a timeline showing the evolution of the GST see Appendix A2. 

3. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE VAT CONCEPT 

3.1 Introduction 
To introduce the VAT concept, and therefore the GST, it is useful to begin by 
distinguishing between some of the theoretical, largely economic, taxation 
concepts. These are: 

(a) direct and indirect taxation; 
(b) the income and the consumption/expenditure tax base; 
(c) broadbased and ad valorem sales taxes and excise sales taxes; 
(d) single stage and multi-stage sales taxes; 
(e) the ring system and the credit system; 
( f) the gross product, income and consumption types of VAT; 
(g) addition, subtraction and credit offset methods of calculation; and 
(h) tax inclusive and exclusive bases. 
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In terms of these concepts the GST is an indirect tax on the consumption 
base. It is a broadbased ad valorem sales tax. It is multi-staged and makes 
use of the credit system. Within the family of VATs it is a consumption type 
credit offset VAT calculated using a VAT exclusive rate of ten percent 
although taxpayers will file returns using GST inclusive amounts. 

3.2 Direct versus Indirect Taxation 
The distinction between direct and indirect taxation is an economic one and 
is far from straightforward. Direct taxes are usually said to include income 
taxes, corporate taxes, capital gains taxes, social security taxes, payroll 
taxes, estate and gift duties and the like. Indirect taxes are said to include 
all taxes on goods and services and customs duties. Direct taxes are ones 
where the legal taxpayer is in fact the person who bears the tax (the 
economic taxpayer). Indirect taxes are ones where the person legally 
responsible for the tax passes it on to someone else (the economic taxpayer). 
The distinction is unclear, 40 and only of academic interest anyway, because 
the economic incidence of taxes is rarely known. In very uncompetitive 
markets taxes on corporations may be shifted forward to the consumers of 
their products in higher prices whereas in very competitive markets 
producers may shift backward liability for GST from the consumers of their 
products to themselves by lowering prices and earning a lower profit. 
Economists often have to make assumptions about where tax liability falls. 
For example it is usually assumed that GST will be fully shifted forward to 
consumers (which may be realistic in a largely cost-plus economy like it 
sometimes argued NZ is). 41 

The distinction is of little importance as economists no longer believe 
indirect taxes to be necessarily inferior to direct ones on the criteria in Ch. 
1. 42 In fact commentators who perceive direct taxes to be carrying too 
much burden have made indirect taxes quite fashioinable. 

3.3 Income versus Consumption Tax Base 
Of more importance than the direct versus indirect taxation questions is the 

h . f b Th h h b . bl 43 th d b t . c 01ce o tax ases. oug at er tax ases are poss1 e e e a e in 

most theoretical writings is between the income and the consumption tax 
bases. The income tax base is what is sometimes called the comprehensive 
income tax base as defined by writers like Haig and Simons44 and includes 
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income from all sources like capital gains and inter vi vos gifts which may not 
be taxed in real world income taxes. The maximum tax base of taxes on 
commodities is consumption or expenditure (i.e. income less savings on an 
annual basis). Of course over time all savings will be liquidated and 
expenditure will equate with income making the savings decision essentially a 
choice between current or future consumption. 45 In any case most direct 
taxes, like income taxes, aim to tax income (i.e. expenditure plus savings). 46 

It follows that the advent of the GST is as much a switch from the income to 
the consumption tax base as it is from direct to indirect taxation. 

Which tax base is preferable on the criteria in Ch. 1? This is one most 
important and controversial question in public finance economics today. As 
stated the basic difference between the two bases is the treatment of 

savings. As interest payments are income an income tax, in effect, taxes 
savings twice i.e. once when the income is derived and again when part of the 
income yields a return in the form of interest payments. 4 7 In terms of 
neutrality the comprehensive income base is probably inferior 48 because it 
distorts individual choices in favour of present consumption and against 
future consumption of savings. It also reduces the rate of return on savings 
and, as the rate of return on investments is unchanged, drives a "tax wedge" 
between the two rates of return. 

Goode however opposes the expenditure tax since it is more regressive with 
respect to income on ability to pay equity grounds. 49 However it is possible 
to argue for the expenditure tax on ability to pay grounds when consumption 
is used as the measure of capacity which Musgrave and Musgrave believe is 
more sensible. 50 It is also possible to argue for taxes on expenditure o;, 
equity grounds, on a less academic level, that "taxing consumption means 
taxing those who are withdrawing resources from the 'common pool', 
exempting those who are adding to productive potential by saving and hitting 
the wealthy who finance consumption out of capital resources.1151 It is on 
administrative efficiency criteria that opponents of taxing the expenditure 
tax base directly have their strongest case. The direct expenditure tax is 
largely untried52 and would cause many problems in the international 
context. However an indirect consumption tax li ke the GST is largely 

without these difficulties. Therefore it could be concluded that the 
consumption base is superior to the income one and that substituting the IT A 
(which is not a comprehensive income tax anyway) partly with a higher rated 
GST would be a worthwhile reform. 
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3.4 Broadbased Ad Valorem and Excise Sales Taxes 

If indirect taxes are seen to be largely synonymous with sales taxes of various 
sorts then sales taxes can be classified into two broad classes. Firstly there are the broadbased sales taxes (in historical order of appearance: the 
turnover tax, the manufacturers' sales tax, the wholesale sales tax, the retail 
sales tax and the VAT) and secondly the excise taxes. Broadbased sales taxes 
are levied on a class of business in an attempt to cover a wide range of goods 
and services. Excise taxes are levied on one or a small number of goods and 
services. Broadbased taxes, including GST, are usually ad valorem i.e. levied 
as a percentage of goods and services' prices, and hence provide an inflation 
proofed form of revenue for the government. Excise taxes, for example the 
motor spirits duty, are often per unit i.e. levied on some physical measure of 
the goods and are not inflation proofed. 

Taxes on one or a few commodities violate neutrality because they alter consumer preferences, 53 tend often to regressivity and probably impose a 
heavy compliance cost burden on some traders. In the NZ context they may 
lack visibility, as evidenced by the ease and regularity with which past 
Ministers of Finance have raised them.54 The only sound economic argument 
for such taxes, it is submitted, must be based on the benefit approach. If certain products, mainly tobacco and alcohol, increase costs in the public sector, in particular in the health and criminal justice areas then it can be 
argued the users of those products should meet those social costs. This 
rationale is often implicit in Ministerial statements55 but to be justified two 
things are necessary. Firstly the social costs involved must be quantified in 
order that the extra tax burden the products should bear can be quantified. 
Secondly the government revenue should be explicitly "earmarked" for 
meeting the social costs. Neither of these steps have been taken in NZ as far 
as the author knows. 

This approach to excise taxes is visible in the Taxation Reform Bill 1986 
which repealed a wide range of excise taxes that existed before GST. The 
excises remaining are those on beer, wine, liquor and tobacco under the 
Customs Act 1966 and certain levies on petrol. Though the above two steps 
have not been scientifically completed, for what it is worth, it is the writer's 
opinion that, since the relevant social costs of alcohol and tabacco are widely 
known, these taxes should remain in place. The levies on petrol are more 
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difficult to justify. These issues are returned to in Ch. 18 and 19. 

3.5 Single Stage and Multi-Stage Sales Taxes 
What are the merits of the various broadbased taxes? The arguments against 
the turnover taxes for a developed country are well known and in the writer's 

56 opinion very sound. The arguments against NZ's wholesale sales tax (and 
therefore the inferior manufacturers' sales tax used in Canada) are set out 
elsewhere.57 The retail sales tax - a tax levied on the final stage of the 
production and distribution process prior to consumption - is the only serious 
rival of the VAT. In comparing the two taxes it is important to realise how 
similar they are. In theory they can have identical tax bases. 58 Also a retail 
sales tax covers the sales of more than just retailers. To be as 
comprehensive as the GST a retail sales tax would have to cover many 

manufacturers, wholesalers and so on, over a certain threshold, who sell to 
the public. This is why the McCaw Committee59 said that if either tax were 
adopted 180,000 traders would have to be registered. 

A comprehensive retail sales tax has a number of disadvantages compared to 
a VA T60 including: 

(a) a method must be found to ensure sales between registered traders are 
not taxed. Some of the "credit" schemes to overcome this problem are 
a step on the road to a VAT; 

(b) it is generally believed that retail sales taxes cannot sustain high rates 
without undue evasion. The VAT invoice trail seems to be a factor in 
allowing VAT rates of thirty percent without undue evasion with retail 
sales taxes above fifteen percent unknown; and 

(c) apart from Sweden (who abandoned it) and developing countries like 
Zimbabwe there is no international experience of operating a retail 
sales tax at a national level whereas VATs are widely used and the UK 
VAT A and other legislation provided a guide for drafting the GST A as 
well as a useful body of case law. 

3.6 The Ring and the Credit System 

As seen above the retail sales tax - like the turnover tax and the other 
broadbased sales taxes - can result in tax on tax cascades if sales between 
registered traders are taxed. For reasons of neutrality with respect to 
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organisational form and consumer choices these are undesirable. One 
response is the "ring system" where sales between registered traders, within 
the ring, are not taxed whilst those outside are. The ring system, which 
would probably have been part of the proposed Australian retail sales tax, 
reduces tax cascading but results in tax evasion when registered persons 
consume goods or services. It is therefore arguably only a "second best" 
approach helpful for developing countries (it was used in Bolivia, Costa Rica 
and Honduras in 198461). The "credit system" is an alternative system where 
registered traders can offset the tax paid by other registered traders on the 
goods and services they purchase. This is of course a VAT -type mechanism. 
The adoption of this mechanism, to overcome the problems of the ring 
system, has lead to many of the developing countries in Appendix A3 adopting 
VAT-like taxes. 

3. 7 The Gross Product, Income and Consumption VAT Types. 
In the theoretical VAT literature62 there are at least three types of VATs 
with slightly different bases. These are the gross product type VAT (which 
allows credit for current expenditure but neither capital expenditure nor 
depreciation)63, the income type VAT (which allows credit for current 
expenditure and depreciation but not capital expenditure) and the 
consumption type (which allows the deduction of current and capital 
expenditure but not depreciation). The gross product type has a tax base 
equal to total Gross National Product (GNP) or that of a comprehensive 
income tax without a depreciation allowance. Such a tax would be extremely 
distortionary with respect to savings decisions. The income type VAT would 
tax the same base as a flat rate comprehensive income tax i.e. net income or 
Net National Product (NNP). The consumption type VAT, however, taxes 
merely the consumption tax base. Hence the choice between the two types 
of VAT is between the two tax bases mentioned earlier. 

These three and the other64 VAT variants have developed from the 
theoretical VAT literature. While a number of developing countries have 
introduced non-consumption type VA Ts it is primarily that type, which was 
first implemented in France, we are concerned with. 
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3.8 The Addition, Subtraction and Credit Offset Methods of Calculation 

Legal tax liability under a VAT is levied on the value a registered trader adds 

to the goods or services they produce. From economic identities this value 

added can be calculated in a number of ways. 65 This value added can be 

calculated by adding the factor payments to labour, land, capital and 

entrepreneurship since these represent the distribution of the value the firm 

adds amongst those who create it. Under this, the addition method, a firm's 

liability is calculated by adding wages, rent, interest and net profit. To 

calculate tax liability the rate is multiplied by the value added, Alternatively 

the value added by a firm can be calculated from its source. Under the 

subtractive method VAT is calculated by subtracting purchases from sales and 

applying the VAT rate to the difference. A refinement of this is the credit 

offset method of calculation. It calculates a firm's tax liability by applying 

the rate separately to a firm's sales and purchases. The purchases multiplied 

by the rate (input tax) is deducted from sales multiplied by the rate (output 

tax) to determine tax liability. A numerical example of these methods is 

included in Appendix A5. Appendix A6 shows these methods of calculation 

for each of the VAT types in Ch. 3. 7. 

A proper addition method has never been used to calculate VAT though the 

Japanese and post-1975 Michigan taxes come closest to this. A number of 

the developing countries with VAT-like taxes in Appendix A3 use a simple 

subtractive method. 66 The credit offset method of calculation is standard in 

European VA Ts and is a feature of the NZ GST. Its advantage over the 

subtraction method is that it creates a system of self-enforcement (the so-

called invoice trail) since to get input tax deductions registered traders are 

required to produce documentation supplied by those who sell their goods and 

services. This added enforcement, though, raises compliance costs. 

3.9 Tax Inclusive and Exclusive Bases 
A VAT rate can be levied on a price either including or excluding the VAT 

element. The GST's ten percent rate is a VAT exclusive rate. Sweden is the 

only country to use a VAT inclusive rate. It has an inclusive rate of nineteen 

percent which gives an exclusive rate of 23.46 percent. It is submitted that 
exclusive rates tend to be more readily understood by the public. 
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However it should be noted that in completing their GST return registered 
persons will calculate their output and input tax using the GST inclusive rate. 

Therefore they will have to use the GST inclusive rate of 9.1 percent or what 

is called the "tax fraction" in the legislation67 (1/ u). The tax fraction for 
calculating the GST component of GST inclusive amounts is equal to t 
where t is the tax rate. lOO+t 

4. THE SCHEME OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES TAX ACT 1985 

The GSTA itself (including the amendments in the TRB) is a near code for 
NZ's VAT. Though some areas, most notably pricing issues, apportionment 
rules and the treatment of GST for income tax purposes, will require further 

"legislation" (be it an Amendment Act, delegated legislation or, the method 
presently employed, IRD departmental instructions) the vast bulk of the GST 
is provided for in the GSTA's eighty five sections. This approach compares 
to, say, the UK VATA where much of the VAT law is contained in statutory 
instruments. This also compares with the NZ ITA where an Annual Taxing 
Act is required to set rates. The GST rate is "written into" the taxing 
provisions of the GST A 68 (although the tax fraction is expressed in a general 
form). 69 Similarly most of the various thresholds or trigger levels are 
written into the Act, 70 though there are provisions for the Governor General 
to increase many of these. 71 This compares to section 9 of the 1972 version 
of the VAT A which allowed a set rate which could be increased or decreased 
within a set maxima or minima 72 or section 9 of the current Act 73 which 
allows the current rate to be increased by up to twenty five percent by 
statutory instrument. Besides the constitutional problems these sorts of 
provisions raise, it is submitted that, the GST A's approach is to be preferred 
for reasons of visibility. Legal and economic taxpayers should have access to 
an Act of Parliament which clearly sets out the rules for determining their 
tax liability and especially the rate(s). Further, it is submitted that, major 
changes to the GST regime, especially as to the rate(s), should be only 
possible after Parliamentary debate. 

The GSTA is divided into twelve parts. Part I provides a number of important 

definitions including "supply" and "taxable activity". Part II imposes the tax 
and is central to both the Act and the discussion in this paper. Part III 
prescribes the return periods and the method for calculating the payment of 
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GST. Administrative aspects, like objection procedures, are provided by 
Parts IV to VII and are largely irrelevant for this paper. The requirements for 
registration of traders are dealt with in Parts VIII and IX. Some other 
matters and the transitional provisions, again largely outside the scope of this 
paper, are also provided for. 

Within Part II GST is levied on traders under sections 8(1), 12 and 13. Section 
12 imposes GST on imports entered or delivered for home consumption as 
under the Customs Act 1966. It is discussed in Ch. 15.3 of this paper. 
Section 13 of the GST A imposes GST on goods subject to section 134 of the 
Customs Act, for example alcohol and tobacco. The most important 
provision in the GST A is section 8(1) which provides: 

Subject to this Act, a tax, to be known as goods and 
services tax, shall be charged in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act at the rate of 10 percent on the 
supply (but not including an exempt supply) in New 
Zealand of goods and services, on or after the 1st day of 
October 1986, by a registered person in the course or 
furtherance of a taxable activity carried on by that 
person ••• 

Therefore for tax liability to arise, for goods or services covered by section 
8(1), several elements must be satisfied. Firstly there must be a non-exempt 
or taxable "supply". Secondly the place of supply must be "in New Zealand"; 
the residence requirements must be satisfied. Thirdly the supply must be of 
either "goods" or "services". Fourthly the supply must be by a person 
registered under Parts VIII and IX of the Act. Fifthly the supply must be "in 
the course or furtherance of a taxable activity carried on". The "taxable 
activity" is therefore the legal taxable entity under the Act having a similar 
meaning to "business". in addition, from the definition of "taxable activity" 
in section 6(1), the supply must also be for a "consideration" for GST to be 
imposed. These elements are discussed in Ch. 5 to 9 and 16 of this paper. 

These elements are not novel. They have been adapted from those in section 
2 of the VAT A. Section 2(1) provides: 
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Tax shall be charged on the supply of goods or services 

made in the United Kingdom, where it is a taxable supply 

made by a taxable person in the course or furtherance of 

any business carried on by him. 

The elements above are substantially as in NZ except for differences in the 

taxable entity element. In the VAT A the "consideration" element is included 

in the section 3(2) supply definition. 

Though section 8(1) provides the general preconditions for tax liability it is 

silent on the extent of the liability and when it arises. The first question is 

answered by the value of supply provisions which in turn depends on the 

definition of consideration and the open market value provisions as discussed 

in Ch. ll. The second question is answered by a combination of the time of 

supply provisions and the accounting basis the trader adopts. These aspects 

of the GST are discussed in Ch. 12 and 13. Return periods are also relevant 

to this question and are discussed in Ch. 16. 

The rest of the scheme of the GST A is also very much as the Minister of 

Finance envisaged in his 1984 Budget speech. The effect of the GSTA 

provisions is to make the GST not just a single rated but a very 

comprehensive VAT in terms of its coverage of the tax base. Apart from 

exported goods and services zerorating is hardly used at all in the GSTA. 

Exemptions have been limited to a small number of goods and services. As is 

shown in Ch. 14 it is really only mainly the difficult to tax areas of financial 

services and accommodation and land where second best treatments have 

been adopted because of the technical problems. A further pointer to the 

width of coverage of the GST A is, ironically, the complexity and number of 

deeming provisions in sections like those defining "supply" and "time of 

supply" which aim to tax specific transactions like bets and hire purchase 

transactions which differ from the stereotypical sale of goods or services 

transactions. 

Two further aspects of the scheme of the GST A are its adoption of the 

destination principle and its preferential treatment of many small traders. In 

line with the destination principle "border adjustments" provide that exported 

goods and services are zerorated while imported goods are taxed, as discussed 

in Ch. 15. As an attempt at dealing with the regressi vi t y of compliance costs 
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74 with respect to firm size, which is often a feature of VA Ts, a number of 

features, largely instituted by the Advisory Panel, are provided, including: 

• a reasonably high registration threshold; 
I 

• differentiated return periods; 
• a number of special provisions for "non-profit bodies"; and 
• the payments basis of accounting. 

These aspects of the GSTA are largely discussed in Ch. 16 and 13. 

5. THE MEANING OF "SUPPLY" 

5.1 Introduction 
In the GSTA for liability to arise there must be a non-exempt "supply". In 
NZ, as in the UK, supply is tautologically defined to " ••• (include) all forms of 
supply1175• "Taxable supply" is defined as "supply" less "exempt supply". 76 As 
well as having an ordinary meaning the following are deemed to be supplies: 

(a) the non-voluntary sale of goods to satisfy a debt; 77 

(b) goods and services which have accrued input tax when a person ceases 
to be registered; 78 

(c) a sale under the Door to Door Sales Act 1967 after the cancellation 
. d h . d 79 per10 as expire ; 

(d) the delivery of goods under the Layby Sales Act 1971;80 

(e) the supplies of public and local authorities and local body rates; 81 

(f) betting and purchasing a lottery ticket; 82 

(g) the disposition of a taxable activity as a going concern;83 

(h) an indemnity payment on a taxable activity-related insurance policy;84 

(i) motor vehicle registration and licencing fees; 85 and 
(j) supplies made for consideration in stamps on postal notes. 86 

Of course the deeming provision does not greatly assist us in discovering the 
ordinary meaning of supply in the GSTA. That is not defined in the Act. What, 
then, does it mean? Inter alia the Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines the noun 
supply as: "The art of making up a deficiency, or fulfilling a want or demand". 87 

Such definitions however may be misleading as supply in the GSTA is coloured by 
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the fact that the supply must be of goods or services. Other sources have 
therefore been explored. 

5.2 Common Law and Statutory Definition 
"Supply" in a sense similar to that used in the GST A has been defined in a 
number of cases. In the US Clayton v. Bridgereport Machine Co. is often 
used as authority for the meaning of supply. There it was held supply can be 
defined as "to furnish with what is wanted"; "available aggregate of things 
needed or demanded"; "anything yielded or afforded to meet a want"; and 
"the art of furnishing with what is wanted". 88 This idea of supply as 
furnishing something was logically held in the UK (in the context of water) to 
involve passing something from those who have to those who want. 89 One 
natural result of this was that it was not possible for someone to supply 
themself. 90 The fact that the concept involves two parties was agreed to by 
an Australian Court in Andalora v. Wyong Co-op. Dairy Soc. LtcJ:1 in a 
different context. They held supply required both a delivery and an 
acceptance of delivery. 

An Australian case on the meaning of supply under the Airport Act provides 
interesting authority. 92 There Menzies J.held: 93 

The supply of goods does not necessitate a change in 
ownership of the goods supplied. In many cases the word 
'supply' is equivalent to the word 'provide' and it often 
happens that a person is provided by others with what 
belongs to him. Thus a shop, which has a home delivery 
service, supplies goods upon delivery notwithstanding that 
they may have been bought in the shop, or by telephone, 
or by mail order. A supplier is not merely one who sells. 
He may be one who delivers. 

This is probably the case in the GST A too. Though a supply of goods probably, 
without statutory intervention, must require two parties, one delivering to the 
other, it probably does not require a sale or a change in ownership. However, as 
will be seen, the time of supply rules are different to those in the quotation. 
Windeyer J. (dissenting) in the same case held that the supply of services:94 
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••• connotes, I think, some undertaking regularly carried 
on, presumably for reward - such as providing porterage 
for passengers' baggage, booking accommodation for 
incoming travellers, arranging transport, or taking 
photographs. Merely helping someone with his suitcases 
would not, I think, be supplying a service, nor would 
driving him to or from the airport. 

This is also probably the case under the GSTA. 

5.3 U.K. Cases 
The UK VAT cases, since they concern the same statutory language in the 
same context, are better authority. They are of a similar effect to those in 
Ch. 5.2. The leading case is Carlton Lodge Club v. CEC95 where an 
unincorporated members' drinking club used members' subscriptions to buy 
alcohol. The club argued it did not supply alcohol because it did not sell 
alcohol. A member who wanted a drink from the bar paid a sum of money in 
consideration, only, for the other members releasing their share of the 
alcohol. The Court accepted both these arguments agreeing the club did not 
make "sales" to its members. They stated, though, that a sale was not 
required for a supply to exist. Milmo J. also used an old licensing case test 
which stated that the word "supply in its ordinary and natural sense means to 
furnish or to serve1196 and therefore included this case. 

Further in CEC v. 0Iiver97 the taxpayer was a secondhand car dealer who sold 
some stolen goods. The Commissioners assessed him for VAT on that sale. 
The taxpayer argued there was no supply as the sale of a stolen article is void 
and does not comply with the legal requirements of the law of contract. 
Griffiths J. stated that " ••. it is quite clear from the language of this Act that 
'supply' is a word of the widest import11

•
98 He said that: " ..• if any layman 

had asked the purchaser of one of the stolen motor cars who supplied him with 
the car, he would I think unhesitatingly answer by giving the name of the 
taxpayer". 99 He also held that the fact the contract was void was of no 
great moment; the technical rules of contract did not have to be satisfied. 
Finally he defined the supply of goods as: 100 
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••• the passing of possession in goods pursuant to an 
agreement whereunder the supplier agrees to part with and 
the recipient agrees to take possession. By 'possession' is 
meant in this context control over the goods, in the sense 
of having the immediate facility for their use. They may 
or may not involve the physical removal of the goods. 

Oliver is to some extent limited by the House of Lord's decision in CEC v. 
Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd. 101 That case concerned contracts, for the 
letting of television sets, which existed when VAT was introduced. The 
taxpayer argued there was no supply of goods because the television sets had 
been delivered when VAT was introduced. It was held that supply included 
letting and did not necessarily require the delivery of goods. The formation 
of the contract for hiring was not the supply. The case is not necessarily 
contrary to Oliver however since the supply in Thorn was a continuous state 
rather than a once and for all transaction. Presumably Oliver is still good 
law for once and for all supplies of goods. 

Supply then seems to involve two parties with one party providing or 
furnishing goods or services to the other without always, but usually, 
ownership changing or there being a sale. The technical sales of contract are 
probably not required to be satisfied. Goods will usually require some sort of 
delivery or passing of possession unless supply is a continuous state or, 
perhaps, the "goods" are some form of real property. 

This regime would be similar to that under the German VAT Law 1967 (the 
Mehrwertsteur) where the "supply of objects" (movable and immovable goods 
and intangible goods like water and energy)102 and performances of 
services103 are generally taxable supplies. Such supplies are taxable 
regardless of whether title passes or the supply of goods or services is 
required by law.104 The effect of the first rule can be seen in the treatment 
of hire purchase contracts which are taxable when the customer has the 
power to dispose of them net necessarily when the title in the goods passes. 

On a policy level the writer considers it unfortunate that the legislature did 
not put a statutory definition of supply in the GST A. Those who doubt that 
such a useful definition is possible are referred to the section 2 definition of 
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"supply" in the N.Z. Commerce Ac_t 1986 which could be used as the starting 
point for a more comprehensive definition. 

6. THE MEANING OF "GOODS AND SERVICES" 

6. 1 Introduction 

The supply must be of "goods" or "services" for it to be taxable under the 
GST A. "Goods" are defined as "all kinds of personal or real property; but not 
chases in action or money11

•
105 This definition extends the natural meaning 

and is very wide: for example when compared to that under the Sale of 
Goods Act 1908 or even the Commerce Act 1986. Common law definitions of 
real and personal property show this width, for example:106 

It is not sufficient ••• to say simply without qualification 
that land is realty and all other property is personalty. 
Real property includes, besides the freehold estates and 
interests in land, things which are said to 'savour of the 
realty'. These include, for example, such divergencies as 
the documents of title to freehold land, heirlooms, and 
deer preserved in a lawful park; in addition, trees are part 
of the realty until cut down, when they become 
personalty... Personal property, of course, includes both 
tangible chattels and chases in action 
interests in land are personal property. 

leasehold 

Chases in action would be goods under this definition so they are expressly 
excluded and are included in services (when they are not money). Of course, 
many of these will be exempt as financial services. 

"Money" is not taxed under the GSTA; only goods or services are. Money is 
widely defined to include currency; postal notes and money orders; and 
promissory notes and bills of exchange. 107 Therefore it could be argued, say, 
that discounting a bill of exchange is outside the GST regime though this 
result is prevented by section 3 (1) (b). 

Section 2 GST A says "'Services' means anything which is not goods or money". 
This provision is problematic in a number of ways. 
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Firstly it is rather strange to use the word "means" in a negative definition. 
It amounts to using "means" when the ordinary meaning is to be kept 
intact. 108 Secondly, and similarly, the definition is strictly incorrect. 
Anything which is not a good or money is not necessarily a service. Thirdly, 
and most importantly, it does little to clarify the meaning of "services". 

What then is the meaning of "services" in the phrase "goods and services"? 
An economist would have little trouble with the concept. A service is an 
intangible (consumption or capital) good. 109 However this is a technical 
definition and the courts have in the past avoided economic definitions of 
words in revenue statutes. llO The noun service has fourteen definitions in 
the Concise Oxford Dictionary. lll None of these however are similar to the 
way the word is used in this context. Therefore the writer has researched a 
number of sources for the meaning of services. 

6. 2 General Case Law 
Few cases in common law jurisdiction have discussed this meaning of 
services. However in the NZ case of Dwyer v. Hunterll 2 legislation allowed a 
tribunal to "fix prices for goods and services". The Tribunal purported to fix 
hotel tariffs under the legislation. The case turned on the meaning of 
services. Though Finlay J. gave no definition of services he said:113 

An hotel keeper does render services, even if that term be 
regarded in the narrowest way. On arrival, a guest is 
received and escorted to the room he is to occupy, and his 
baggage is taken to that room. Thereafter meals are 
brought to him ••• His shoes may be cleaned and his 
clothing sent to and received from a laundry. Mail 
addressed to him is received and delivered. Telephone 
calls and taxis are obtained as needed ••• The supply of 
meals may be considered either as the rendering of 
services or as the sale and deli very of goods, or it may be 
something of both ••• The provision of a bedroom with bed 
and other furnishings is the rendering of a service •.• The 
provision of chairs in dining-rooms and sitting-rooms is ... 

There is a similar list in R. v. Paddington Rent Tribunal. ll4 
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In a taxation case the Australian High Court had to decide the meaning of 
"rendering of services". McTiernan J. said: 115 

The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defined 'service' as 'the art 
of helping or benefitting', and in plural, 'friendly or 
professional services'. This is a broad definition. It would 
include all the things contemplated by the word 'services' 
in the common phrase 'goods and services'. It would 
include any ordinary commercial contract, as well as all 
those activities more specifically called services, which 
do not actually involve the production or processing of 
goods, for instance, banking and financing, transportation, 

and insurance. 

He concluded however that this broad definition could not be adopted. He 
quoted Sharke J. as saying in an earlier case that the rendering of services 
required the "doing of a positive act11

•
116 Williams J. there held that services 

must be a kind that could be performed under a contract of service. 
McTiernan J. himself decided: 117 

I consider that the 'rendering of services' should consist of 
the doing of an act for the benefit of another, which is 
more than the mere making of a contract and which goes 
beyond the performance of an obligation undertaken in 
the course of an ordinary commercial contract. 

Perhaps however the broader definition is more useful for present purposes. 

In an entirely different context Herbstein J. had to decide a similar question. 
He held: 118 

The phase 'for services rendered' is in common use and its 
ordinary meaning is that some thing has been done for the 
benefit of some person e.g. supplying of a particular need. 
When one speaks of a fee for services rendered one means 
the payment of a sum of money as compensation for an 
act which has been performed, or a need which has been 
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performed •.• The words apply naturally to the charging 
for hospital attention or attendance at a school. 

This test then bears some similarity to McTiernan J!s. 

6.3 Overseas VAT Statutes 
Article 6 of the EEC Sixth Directive119 says the supply of services "shall 
mean any transaction which does not constitute a supply of goods •.• " but shall 
include (inter alia): 

(a) assignments of intangible property; 
(b) obligations to refrain from an act or to tolerate an act or situation; and 
(c) the performance of services required by law. 

Specifically Annex B of the EEC Second Directive120 listed services to be 
included under members' VA Ts including: assignments of patents, trademarks 
etc; work on tangible movable property; provision of services to prepare or 
co-ordinate the carrying out of work; commercial advertising services; 
transport and storage; provision of staff; services provided by consultants, 
engineers, planning officers etc. in scientific, economic or technical fields; 
carrying out of an obligation to refrain from doing something and the services 
of intermediaries in the supply or importation of goods. 

The German VAT legislation provides a slightly different, but interesting, 
approach to the meaning of services. Supplies of goods are defined as: 121 

'Performances by which an entrepreneur · directly or 
through a third party acting on his behalf transfers to the 
recipient directly or through a third party acting on 
behalf of the latter the power to dispose of an item in the 
recipient's own name'. Supplies of services are .•• all 
performances by an entrepreneur which are not supplies 
of goods in the above-mentioned sense. This includes also 
cases where the entrepreneur merely refrains from doing 
something or tolerates an act or situation ••• If the 
materials provided and used by the entrepreneur carrying 
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out his work are not of a merely accessory or ancillary 
nature the whole transaction is treated as •.. a supply of 
goods ••• If the entrepreneur uses entirely materials 
provided by his customer or if materials he provides 
himself are only of accessory or ancillary nature, the 
whole supply is treated as a supply of services. If the 
entrepreneur receives from his customer material for 
processing and returns to him the finished product not 
made out of the material received but of the same type of 
material, this is still seen as a supply of services ... 

The UK VAT A has a similar definition of services to the GST A as "anything 
which is not a supply of goods but is done for a consideration (including, if so 
done, the granting, assignment or surrender of any rights)11 •

122 There are 
quite a number of other contextual clues in the VATA as to the meaning of 
services. The transfer of a share of property in goods or the possession of 
goods is a supply of services.123 Many of the services in the Second 
Directive are listed in Schedules 2 and 3 of the VAT A. In Schedule 5 Group 9 
some types of services are listed : cultural, artistic, sporting, educational and 
entertainment services. 

6.4 UK Cases 
The UK cases show one possible approach to the meaning of services in the 
GST A. In Landmark Cash and Carry Group Ltd. v. CEC124 the taxpayer was a 
company limited by guarantee whose members were cash and carry grocery 
outlets. The taxpayer's main purpose was to maximise the profitability of the 
group to the benefit of its members. Therefore it promoted the sales of its 
members' products. One method of doing this was to enter agreements with 
its members' suppliers for the payment of "overrider payments" when its 
members purchased more than a set quantity of goods from the suppliers. 
The overrider payments were eventually distributed to the members. The 
Commissioners argued these overrider payments to the taxpayer were 
consideration for the supply of services by the taxpayer. The VAT Tribunal 
agreed holding the services supplied were the offering of a potentially larger 
market to the suppliers. The Tribunal placed great emphasis of the definition 
of services as things "done" although they held that for something to be done 
did not necessarily require a positive activity. A negative activity, for 
example refraining from doing something, could be a service. 
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In the UK the following have also been held to be supplies of services: 
(a) keeping a stallion on stud; 125 

(b) seconding employees;126 

(c) providing an option to purchase a commodity which is not subsequently 
taken up;127 and 

(d) conferring the status of an approved customer on someone, allowing 
them a replacement bottled gas cylinder, for consideration.128 

6.5 GST A Drafting History 
The GST WP defined "goods" as "all kinds of moveable personal property, 
including animals, but does not include things in action or money" •129 Real 
property was inserted by the de Cleene Committee when they decided to 
remove the special treatment of land in the first draft of the GSTB. Services 
were defined under clause 13. This provision owed much to the UK VAT A. 
Services were things "done" for consideration.130 Applying treatments or 
processes to other goods and the supply of power, heat, refrigeration or 
ventilation were all supplies of goods.131 Subject to clause 13 it was 
provided "... anything which is not a supply of goods but is done for a 
consideration (including, if so done, the granting, assignment, or surrender of 
the whole or part of any right) is a supply of services11

•
132 Despite these 

useful contextual clues the Advisory Panel argued a definition of services was 
needed however the Minister of Finance disagreed with their contention.133 

The first draft of the GSTB omitted the above references to goods and 
services. It contained the definitions that were to be incorporated in the 
GSTA as noted earlier. There are however a number of contextual clues in 
the Act. From section 3(1) it will be seen that (financial) services are 
capable of being described as "activities" although, as discussed in Ch. 8, the 
definition of that term is also problematic. More usefully the proviso to 
section 8(2) and section 11(2)(d) suggests that services must be capable of 
being "physically performed" which perhaps suggests similar results to 
defining services as "anything done". Also the inclusion of some negative 
activities in sections 11(2)(f) and (g) shows that they were considered by the 
draftsperson to be services. Though this resolves the difficult question of 
whether sales of intellectual property or restrictive covenants are services it 
does not show whether other negative activities are if they fall outside the 
definitions. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
The precise extent of the meaning of services is therefore unclear. Obviously 
whatever definition the courts adopt it will include the type of services in 
Dwyer or Paddington Rent Tribunal. However more difficult situations like 
(a) to (d) in Ch. 6.4 are more doubtful though the author would expect similar 
conclusions to those in the UK cases. Even more difficult questions arise 
when there is or appears to be little or no positive activity by the purported 
supplier: for example the sale of a franchise or "goodwill" where no going 
concern is sold or the fulfilling of certain spiritual or religious needs for 
consideration. 

Debate over whether or not any service is provided in exchange for motor 
vehicle registration and licence fees, which was resolved by an amendment to 
the GST A, 134 highlights a related problem area. How do you distinguish 
negative activities from non-activities? Commonsense would suggest that a 
penalty, fine or impost, unless the legislation provides otherwise, should not 
be taxable as no service is provided in return for the payment. However it 
may be arguable that a service is there but just less evident. For example it 
could have been argued that motor vehicle relicensing fees may be eventually 
spent on providing better roading for motorists. A stronger argument can be 
made concerning parking fines for motor vehicles or overdue fines on library 
books. The writer understands that IRD's view is that certainly the former 
and perhaps the latter will not be subject to GST as the payments are a 
penalty rather than consideration for a service supplied. It could be argued 
though that the fined driver is consuming services: parking beyond the 
alloted time, the "services" of traffic officers and perhaps the "service" of 
having the vehicle towed away. The argument is much stronger in the 
situation of an overdue library book where an overdue fine may be deemed a 
payment for a de facto licence to hold the book beyond its due date. 

For what it is worth it is the writer's opinion that, in line with some of the 
cases in Ch. 6.2, services in the GST A should be found where some reasonably 
clear "benefit" is created for the person supplied whether by positive or 
negative act on the part of the supplier. It is also concluded that the loss of 
definition of services through the drafting process is very disappointing. The 
reader who does not agree that a definition that is both helpful and 
reasonably comprehensive could be drafted is referred to the European 
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legislation and the definition in section 2 Commerce Act 1986. Interestingly 
the latter definition places emphasis on there being a benefit for the person 
supplied. Finally it should be noted that the meaning of services is not just 
important as to whether GST is imposed. As some provisions distinguish 
goods and services, for example those dealing with imports and exports, the 
definition of a supply may affect its treatment under the GST A. 

7. THE MEANING OF "CONSIDERATION" 

To be taxable a supply must be for "consideration". "Consideration" under 

the GST A includes:135 

••• any payment made or any act or forbearance, whether 
or not voluntary, in respect of, in response to, or for the 
inducement of, the supply of any goods and services, 
whether by that person or by any other person. 

Unconditional gifts (that is true donations) have been explicitly excluded 
f th . d f" ·t· 136 ram 1s e m1 10n. 

The consideration element was present in the WP137 but that legislation 
followed the VAT A in providing no definition of consideration. However 
perhaps because of concern over the courts' possible exclusion of non-
voluntary payments to the government or even payments in kind the above 
definition was included. The definition as drafted is obviously a very wide 
one but has much in common with common law definitions. The "act or 
forbearance" part is reminiscent of the definition Sir Frederick Pollock 
adopted in Dunlop v. Selfridqe.138 The words "whether or not voluntary" are 
the main addition to the common law definition and appear to be an attempt 

to reverse the rule in Collins v. Godefrey139 that the performance of a public 
duty is not consideration and, more importantly, ensure that statutorily 
required payments can be considerations. In the UK such payments escaped 

the VAT net because of their lack of voluntariness. In CEC v. Apple and Pear 
Development Council Ltd}40 a compulsory levy of a statutory body, under a 
statute, was held not to be consideration in return for a supply. 
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The words may also have the effect, perhaps unwittingly, of making contracts 
made under (economic or other) duress subject to GST because consideration 
does not have to be voluntary and the technical rules of contract do not 
probably apply in determining whether there is a supply under the GST A. 141 

Consideration in the VATA has been given its ordinary meaning under the 
common law by the UK courts.142 However it has been held that in 
determining the existence of consideration the whole transaction should be 
examined without being artificially dissected.143 The main requirement for 
consideration, implicit in the N.Z. definition, is reciprocity or mutuality for 
the supply of goods or services.144 Profit, or whether the taxable entity is 
operated commercially, is irrelevant to whether there is consideration.145 

Under these rules, which would probably be followed in N.Z., the following 
have been held to be consideration: 

(a) the giving of an interest free loan/46 

(b) the allowing of a right to purchase goods at a discount/47 

(c) an employee's services given for the "gift" of goods (i~e. petrol) from 
th . l 148 eir emp oyer; 

(d) the reimbursement of sums paid out (as profit is irrelevant);149 and 
(e) the exchange of a motor car. 158 

Consideration is not only important because it must countervail or flow in the 
opposite direction to the supply of goods or services for GST liability to arise. 
As is shown in Ch. 11 its open market value is used to determine the extent 
of that liability. 

8. THE TAXABLE ENTITY : THE "TAXABLE ACTIVITY" 

Under the GST A the supply must be "in the course, or furtherance of a 
taxable activity11 •

151 Therefore the legal (but not the economic) taxable 
entity under the GSTA is the "taxable activity". "Taxable activity" is defined 
in section 6 GSTA. As taxable activity, unlike say business, is a 
manufactured expression having no natural or ordinary meaning the definition 
in section 6(1) is exhaustive except where other provisions of section 6 
include or exclude activities. The section 6(l)(a) definition will be referred 
to as the ordinary meaning of taxable activity. 
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There are seven elements in this ordinary meaning of taxable activity, 
namely that: 

(a) there must be an "activity"; 
(b) it must be "carried on continuously or regularly"; 
(c) it must be carried on "by any person"; 
(d) it can be carried on, or not, for "pecuniary profit"; 
(e) it must involve, or be intended to involve, in whole or in part the supply 

of goods and services; 
( f) that supply must be to any other person; and 
(g) that supply must be for a consideration. The definition includes: 
(h) any taxable activity "carried on in the form of a business, trade, 

manufacture, profession, vocation, association, or club"; and 
(i) the "activities of any public or local authority11152• 

Nothwithstanding anything in section 6 excluded from the definition are 
private recreational pursuits and hobbies; contracts of service; directorships; 
employment contracts of some highranking officials; and, of course, 

t . ·t· k" t 1· 153 ac 1 v1 ies ma mg exemp supp 1es. 

The writer will discuss the meaning of each of these elements to make 
clearer the nature of the GSTA taxable entity. First, however, what does the 
phrase "in the course or furtherance of a taxable activity" mean. Under the 
VAT A the taxable entity is a "business". However for supplies to be taxable 
they must be made in the "course or furtherance of any business11154• The 
use of the word "any" in the VAT A is wider than the word "a" in the GST A. 
The supplies under the GSTA must be specifically in the course or for the 
furtherance of the taxpayer's taxable activity not of any business that they 
may be carrying on. This difference though, it is submitted, will be of little 
practical importance given the width of the taxable activity definition. 

The meaning of "in the course of" is made a little clearer by the approach of 
Lord Emslie in CEC v. Morrison's Academy Boarding Association155 to the 
expression "business": 

In my opinion it will never be possible or desirable to 
define exhaustively 'business'... What one must do is to 
discover what are the activities of the taxable person in 
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the course of which taxable supplies are made. If these 
activities ate, as in this case, predominate! y concerned 
with the making of taxable supplies to consumers for a 
consideration it seems to me to require no straining of the 
language of ••• [ the] Act to enable one to conclude that 
the taxable person is in the 'business' of making taxable 
supplies, and the taxable supplies which he makes are 
supplies made in the course of carrying on that business, 
especially if, as in this case, the supplies are of a kind 
which, subject to differences of detail, are made 
commercially by those who seek to profit by them. 

This approach seems very sensible to the writer. If a taxable activity 
undertakes an activity which is predominantly concerned with making taxable 
supplies to consumers for consideration the taxable supplies of the taxable 
activity can be held to have been made in the course of the taxable activity. 
Also, to Lord Cameron the phrase " ••• suggests that the supply must be not 
merely in sporadic or isolated transactions but continued over an appreciable 
tract of time and with frequency as to amount to a recognisable and 
identifiable activity .•• 11156 The words "or furtherance" seem to widen the 
taxable supplies of a taxable activity that will be subject to GST though it is 
difficult to be precise how. 

The fact that the taxable activity must be "carried on" reinforces Lord 
Cameron's interpretation of "in the course of". The meaning of "carrying on" 
in taxing statutes was established in Smith v. Anderson where it was said it 
" ••• implies a repetition of acts, and excludes the case of an association 
formed for doing one particular act which is never repeated11

•
157 It similarly 

also covers the " ••• habitual pursuit of a course of conduct. .. 11158 

Turning to the elements outlined: what is the meaning of the requirement for 
an "activity" in section 6 GSTA? The expression is not defined in the 
interpretation section, used widely in overseas legislation or the NZ IT A. The 
Concise Oxford Dictionary defines the noun "activity" as an "Exertion of 
energy; state or quality of being active". However activity in this context is 
probably not used in this English sense but in the American sense of a 
,, "f" . . ,, 159 spec1 1c action or pursuit . 
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The question arises whether an activity requires positive actions (i.e. doing 
something) or whether negative actions (i.e. refraining from doing something) 
can amount to an activity? Section 3 suggests the former as it defines 
financial services and lists a number of activities. All these activities seem 
to be positive ones. The closest a UK case comes to this question is the 
Landmark Cash and Carry case, discussed in Ch. 6.4, which suggests services 
can be negative acts. Perhaps more on point is the EEC Sixth Directive 
Article 4 which is formulated similarly to section 6(1). It provides:160 

1. 'Taxable person' shall mean any person who 
independently carries out in any place any economic 
activity specifically defined in paragraph (2), whatever 
the purpose or results of that activity. 

2. The economic activities referred to in paragraph (1) 
shall comprise all activities of producers, traders, and 
persons supplying services including mining •.. activities 
and activities of the professions. The exploitation of 
tangible or intangible property for the purpose of 
obtaining income therefrom on a continuing basis shall 
also be considered an economic activity. 

The Sixth Directive makes other use of the expression activities and lists 
twenty seven activities in Annex F. It would be difficult though to argue 
these provisions would be relevant in interpreting GST A provisions. 

In conclusion activity in the GSTA is probably used in the sense Webster's 
Dictionary defines it. It is submitted that actual acts or actions will be 
required for an entity to be a taxable activity. The idea that the taxable 
activity must be expending energy or being active is supported by section 
6(l)(a) which requires the activity to be carried on. However perhaps the 
more important point is the width of the meaning of activity in this context. 
It extends well beyond the meaning of business to almost any form of pursuit. 
Stamp collecting or fishing, for example, are clearly activities or otherwise 
section 6(3)(a) would not have been necessary. 
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Element (b) reinforces the idea that more than sporadic transactions are 
required for an activity to be taxable. The expression "carried on" is 
repeated. Further the activity must be carried on "continuously or 
regularly". Those words will obviously exclude some activities since 
occasional irregular but quite substantial transactions will not come within 
section 6. This element for example ensures that private sales of houses 
worth more than $24,000 will not result in sellers being required to register. 
This element is an aspect of the natural meaning of "business" in taxing 
statutes161 and of "business" under the VAT A. 162 

Element (c) is an interesting one. The taxable activity must be carried on "by 
any person". "Person" is defined in section 2 to include bodies corporate and 
unincorporate as well as public and local authorities. Natural persons are 
obviously to be read in. The element is of academic interest because, as will 
be seen in Ch. 16, it represents the first time in NZ tax law that many 
unincorporated bodies have been taxable entities. The element is of more 
practical importance because it will require the Commissioner or the courts 
to determine in each case which person, natural or otherwise, is carrying on 
the taxable activity. An example of this general problem is discussed in the 
section on partnerships in Ch. 16.2 where it was originally possible for 
individuals to avoid being registered by engaging in a number of different 
partnerships with similar partners with low enough turnovers. The GST A's 
anti-avoidance provision might also be invoked in these sorts of situations. 163 

Element (d) displaces the requirement for tax liability under the IT A for 
businesses to intend to earn a profit.164 This simply codefies the UK 
position.165 This element is sensible, as argued by Lord Cameron, since VAT 
is not a tax on business' profits but on consumption so that to exclude goods 
or services from liability on the basis that the suppliers of them did not seek 
profits would create administrative problems and distort consumer demand. 
For the same reason the German VAT requires registered persons 
("entrepreneurs") who intend to create income net profits to be compulsorily 
registered (as those who intend to make sales presumably intend to earn 
income if not profits). 166 This policy argument is also behind UK courts 
holding that for business to be taxable they did not have to be "commercially" 
run. This rule was used to make a non-profit boarding house167 and a public 
water authorit/68 taxable and would certainly be followed in N.Z. It should 
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be noted that this element is necessary to bring not just non-profit bodies but 
many government agencies within the GST where they supply goods and 
services. 

The intended or actual supply of goods or services required under element (f) 
must be to another person (as defined under section 2). Therefore an activity 
for self-supply (for example the supply of accommodation in ones own 
residence) is not within the definition of taxable activity. 

Element (g) is discussed in Ch. 7 of this paper. 

The definition of taxable activity then includes any activity (with the above 
elements) carried on in the form of a business, trade, manufacture, 
profession, vocation, association or club. What meaning should be attached 
to these forms? Looking firstly at "business" three possible meanings occur 
to the writer. Firstly the word may have its meaning under the IT A. The 
writer would be surprised if the NZ courts adopted this definition since it 
includes trade, manufacture and profession which are separately provided for. 
It is also submitted that the policy of the GST of taxing consumers rather 
than profits makes this inappropriate. 

Secondly perhaps business should have a meaning similar to that under VAT A. 
Though it has never been possible to exhaustively define business there169 

various factors have been used including that the activity is: 

(a) regular and makes goods or services available on a wide scale;170 

(b) conducted on sound and recognised business principles;171 

(c) conducted with a familiar constitutional mechanism for carrying on a 
. 1 d t k. l ?2 commerc1a un er a mg; 

(d) conducted with a declared purpose in providing goods and services 
which are of a type provided and exchanged in everyday life and 

173 commerce; 
(e) competing in a market with others offering similar goods or 

. 174 d services; an 
(f) a serious undertaking earnestly pursued. 175 

Though factors like these will no doubt be used in the NZ statute the UK 
definition is, if anything, too wide. It only differs from the NZ "taxable 
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activity" definition in that it does not cover some chari ties. 17 6 

The third and perhaps most appropriate meaning of business is its ordinary 
and natural meaning as illustrated by the dictum of Richardson J. in Grieve v. 
CIR. There, inter alia he described it as a "commercial or mercantile 
activity customarily engaged in as a means of livelihood and typically 
involving some independence of judgement and power of decision.11177 

"Trade" probably too has its ordinary meaning in tax cases like Griffiths v. 
Harrison178 of an entity which buys and sells goods while the inclusion of 
"manufacture" complements by providing for these activities who create 
goods. The other forms of taxable activities also probably have their natural 
meanings and confirm the width of the provision. Presumably two other 
possible forms of taxable activities, the "undertaking" and the "scheme", lack 
the required continuity of operations. 

Element (i) expressly includes government activities. The non-taxation of 
recreational pursuits and hobbies codifies the VATA position in cases like 
CEC v. Lord Fisher179 while the non-taxation of contracts of service and 
directo;s' salaries are also a feature of the VAT A. 180 Both these exclusions 
can be supported on the policy ground that VATs do not attempt to tax the 
household sector of the economy. 

Putting aside the inclusions and exclusions the ordinary meaning of taxable 
activity is obviously a very wide one. As most entities will be capable of 
being described as activities essentially there are only two main requirements 
for determining whether something is a taxable activity: whether it intends 
to supply goods or services and whether it has the required continuity and 
regularity of transactions for the Act. Therefore for most regular suppliers 
of goods and services the only way of avoiding GST liability will be to be 
under the registration threshold. It should also be noted that the wide and 
vague GST definition of the taxable entity, which is probably the widest ever 
used in NZ tax law, ensures maximum coverage of the tax base. 
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9. THE PLACE OF SUPPLY AND RESIDENCE RULES 

For tax liability to arise under the GSTA the supply must be made "in New 
Zealand11

•
181 The GST A's residence rules become relevant as to whether or 

not a supply has been made in NZ, subject to a number of exceptions, because 
supplies are "deemed" to be made in NZ if the supplier is a NZ resident and 
not if s/he is not. 182 One consequence of the fact that such a deeming 
provision is used is that supplies made "in NZ" in the common or ordinary 
sense are arguably within section 8(1) regardless of the residence rules. This 
will cover the vast majority of commercial transactions so that the residence 
rules will only have to be considered in difficult cases. 

The general rule is that a supply will be made by a resident (and therefore in 
NZ) if that person is a resident in accordance with section 241 IT A, carries on 
in NZ an activity while having a fixed or permanent place related to that 
activity or is an unincorporated body with its centre of its administrative 
management in Nz.183 If the person making the supply is not a resident that 
supply will still be deemed to be made in NZ if the goods are in NZ at the 
time of supply or the services are "physically performed" in NZ by someone in 
NZ when they are performed.184 This second deemed supply in NZ will only 
apply in the situation when goods or services are supplied by the non-resident 
to a registered person for that person's taxable activity if the suppliers and 
the recipient agree to have it apply. 

It is important to note that these rules apply independently of those for 
imports and exports. GST liability on imports arises independently of the 
section 8(1) requirement that supply be made in NZ, under section 12. Relief 
for exports, in the form of zerorating under section 11, is an ex post facto 
inquiry once it has been found that prima facie GST liability exists under 
section 8(1). Hence under section 8(3) NZ residents are taxed regardless of 
where the supply is made. However in practice they are taxed at zero 
percent if supplied overseas. 

The GSTA residence rules are quite different for different types of registered 
persons. A natural registered person will be resident if s/he: 
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(a) is a resident in the natural or ordinary meaning; 
(b) has a "permanent place of abode" in NZ;185 

(c) is personally present for a continuous period of not less than 365 days 
Cl . "t )186 ess v1s1 s overseas or 

(d) carries on an activity with a fixed or permanent place in NZ (to the 
extent they do).187 

A company which is a registered person will be resident if it: 

(a) is a resident in the natural or ordinary meaning; 
(b) is incorporated in Nz;188 

(c) has its head office (i.e. "centre of administrative management") in NZ 
(except for banks);189 or 

(d) carries on an activity with a fixed or permanent place in NZ (to the 
extent it does.)190 An unincorporated body will be resident if it meets 

the requirements of a natural person above or if it: 
(e) has its centre of administrative management in Nz.191 

This last provision was added by the TRB when it was realised that the IT A 
applies the provisions for a natural person, not for a company, to 
unincorporated bodies whereas in the context of the GST A the reverse would 
be appropriate. 

Each of the elements adds something to the meaning of residence for the 
various types of registered person though it is difficult to see how (b) and (c) 
of the natural person definition can be applied to unincorporated bodies 
which, unlike under the ITA, are taxable entities under the GSTA. In any 
case the NZ GST follows overseas VAT practice in using tests like 
"permanent place of abode", "fixed or permanent place" or "centre of 
administrative management" to determine residence. The UK VAT A for 
example determines whether services have been supplied in the UK on the 
basis of such criteria. Section 6(5) says that a "supply of services shall be 
treated as made ••• in the United Kingdom if the supplier belongs in the United 
Kingdom ••. " Where a supplier "belongs" is determined by where s/he has "a 
business establishment or other fixed establishment" or failing that his/her 
"usual place of residence11 •

192 A "business establishment" is defined as a 
"branch or agency" a person is carrying on a business through while the "usual 
place of residence" of a body corporate is the place it is legally 

t ·t d 193 cons 1 ute . 
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As stated previously the supplies of a non-resident to an unregistered person 
will be taxable if the goods are in NZ at the time of supply or if the services 
are physically performed in NZ. This is consistent with the GST taxing all 
consumption in NZ regardless of the residence of the supplier as it may be 
possible for a non-resident to set up a taxable activity supplying goods 
without becoming a resident. Similarly it may be possible for a non-resident 
to set up a taxable activity performing services without becoming a resident. 
Where goods or services are supplied by a non-resident to a taxable activity, 
and they are goods which avoid being taxed as imports, GST need not apply 
unless the registered person and the non-resident agree it should. This can be 
justified on the basis that the Advisory Panel sought to have all imports 
untaxed:194 there are no revenue implications in not taxing imports by 
registered persons as full GST becomes payable when the supply is made to an 
unregistered person in NZ. This provision will mainly apply to "imported" 
services. A different, and perhaps unnecessarily complex, approach to this is 
the German "Abzugsverfahren". Since 1980 services performed by non-
residents for entrepreneurs in Germany have been subject to tax withholding. 
The entrepreneur is liable for the tax. 195 

Finally it should be noted that goods supplied to tourists in NZ and 
subsequently taken out of the country are subject to GST. Unlike in other 
countries like the UK no refund of GST paid is available. Similarly, as will be 
seen later, services performed for inbound tourists in NZ are fully taxable. 

The topic of residence raises a number of related topics: the treatment of 
imported and exported goods and services, withholding taxes and 
international double and non-taxation. These are discussed in Ch. 15. It is 
sufficient to say for present purposes that the residence rules ensure that the 
maximum amount of the consumption tax base in NZ is taxed as all supplies 
of residents are taxed (with relief given if this is overseas) and all supplies by 
non-residents taxed where they are not caught by the importation 
provisions196 or picked up later in the GST chain. 
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10. THE CONCEPTS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT TAX 

10.1 Introduction 

For the reasons in Ch. 3 the credit offset VAT makes use of the concepts of 
input and output tax. To simplify input tax is "the GST already paid on inputs 
purchased by a trader11197 (for which credit is received) while output tax 
is"the GST owed on sales by taxable traders11198 or simply the GST rate 
multiplied by sales. GST liability for the taxable entity is the difference 
between output and input tax. Under the GST A output tax is the amount 
levied under section 8(1)199; where the elements dealt with in Ch. 5 to 9 are 
present. Input tax is the sum of the GST on supplies of goods and services 
made to the trader; the GST on imports and an imputed input tax credit on 
secondhand goods bought by a non-registered person200 provided in each case 
that the goods or services are "acquired for the principal purpose of making 
taxable supplies". 

The imputed input tax credit, 1/ 11 th of the consideration in money, is a NZ 
innovation, not in the WP 201 but in the GSTBl, 202 that neutrally treats 
registered and unregistered sellers of secondhand goods since both types of 
goods are likely to have had a GST component in their purchase price once 
GST has been in operation for a while. 

The difference between output and input tax is payable to IRD under section 
20. 

To get an input tax credit for any good or service a registered person must 
meet two requirements: they must satisfy the "principal purpose" test and 
have the required documentation. In the vast majority of transactions it will 
be clear whether goods or services are acquired for the principal purpose of 
making taxable supplies. Generally if the acquisition was 51 to 100 percent 
for that purpose a deduction will be allowed though if the percentage is less 
than 100 percent apportionment will be necessary. Purposes will usually be 
fairly easy to ascertain with two major purposes clearly not deductible: 
private purposes and the purpose of making exempt supplies. 
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However there is a body of tax law which suggests there may be difficulties 
here. A number of cases on sections 65(2)(e) and 67 of the IT A have 
considered the meaning of "acquired" and "purposes". "Acquired" can have 
two meanings. It may merely mean coming into possession of something or it 
may require obtaining by ones own exertions. 203 It was held in the context 
of property transactions that acquire should be given this second narrower 
meaning. 204 This is consistent with the requirement that the goods or 
services be acquired with a purpose which would not be possible in the case of 
a passive recipient of a gift. Hence goods or services given by way of 
testamentary205 or inter vivos 206 gift cannot allow the registered person an 
input tax credit. Nor can goods be acquired when the vendor comes back into 
possession of them under, say, a hire purchase or mortgage agreement. 207 

Turning to the meaning of "purpose" it is clearly a subjective concept. An 
input tax credit is still available to the bona fide but unreasonable person who 
acquires goods believing they can be sold while no one else would. Also the 
purpose, or mens rea element, must be present when the goods or services are 
acquired. 208 Therefore if goods or services are acquired for some purpose 
other than making taxable supplies but are subsequently used for that purpose 
no input credit can be given209 or if goods or services are acquired for the 
purpose of making taxable supplies but are subsequently put to some private 
or exempt use the Commissioner has no right to reclaim the input tax 

d·t 210 ere 1 • 

The meaning of purpose could be problematic however if the property 
transaction purpose cases are applied by the courts. For example if a land 
speculator purchases land intending to use it as a hedge against inflation, can 
she claim an input tax credit? Prebble argues 211 there are two lines of 
property transaction cases on the meaning of purpose. One line (the Holden v. 
CIR 212 line) focuses on the direct intention of the taxpayer and is not 
concerned with underlying schemes or motives at the time of acquisition. The 
other line (the CIR v. ~alker213 line) focuses on the underlying dominant 
purpose of the taxpayer rather than the more immediate intention. On the 
rules of precedent the Holden line is the better law and may prevent the land 
speculator from getting a tax credit because her underlying motive of 
eventual sale would be irrelevant and her direct intention was to hold the 
property rather than to use it to make taxable supplies. It is submitted 
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however that, in this context the Walker line provides a better test for 
purpose. 

Also, similarly to section 104 IT A, even if supplies are made to the registered 
person, there must be some sort of nexus between the purchases and the 
person's taxable supplies. In the UK the test is framed slightly differently 
since section 14(3) VAT A requires the goods or services to be used for the 
purpose of the business rather than the purpose of making taxable supplies. It 
is submitted that this would make little practical difference since it has been 
held by the UK Court of Appeal that a business is an activity which makes or 
intends to make taxable supplies. 214 

For example the Court of Appeal case of CEC v. British Railways Board215 is 
a fairly typical case. An employer incurred expenses running an employees' 
pension scheme and was allowed to claim an input tax credit because it was 
held that providing such a scheme was an integral part of the management of 
a modern business. Also of relevance are three cases of input tax credits 
claimed for racehorses. In the first two 216companies sought to deduct the 
costs of horses as advertising expenses since the horses raced under the 
company name. These claims were disallowed because the sufficient nexus 
was missing. However in Demar Investments Ltd. v. CEC 217 a licenced house 
was allowed to deduct the expenses of racehorses because the company's 
customers were actively interested in racing so that running the horses was 
intended to promote the firm's name and custom. 

It is also important to note that for input tax credits to claimed the supply 
must be made to the registered person who seeks the credit. Therefore an 
"input tax credit does not arise in respect of supplies made to an employee, 
agent or subcontractor". 218 An example of the first is BBC v. CEC 219 where 
an employer was prevented from claiming a tax credit for ·its employees' 
accommodation at a motel. This was because the accommodation was 
supplied to the employee even though he was travelling on his employer's 
business. Similarly in Stirlings (Glasgow) Ltd. v. CEc220 the taxpaying 
company provided an allowance to its travelling sales representatives to 
purchase petrol but was prevented from deducting the VAT component of the 
petrol. 
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Input tax claims will also be disallowed if supplies are made to the taxpayer's 
customer rather than the taxpayer. In Normal Motor Factors v. CEc 221 the 
taxpayer company sold engine lubricants with a guarantee that they would 
extend the life of the customer's motor car engine. The taxpayer company 
tried to deduct the cost of repairs made under the guarantees but was 
prevented because the supply of materials was not made to them but to their 
customers. 

On general principles then the provisions dealing with input and output tax 
credits in the GST A, like in the VAT A, are a sensible way of providing for the 
credit offset mechanism. The rules on input tax credits will operate as 
intended if the courts follow the UK precedents. However there are 
potential difficulties with the meaning of purpose if the property transaction 
cases are followed. The writer hopes that the courts do not apply that body 
of law or, if they do, that they apply the more appropriate Walker line of 
cases. For a useful diagramatical representation the GST A's input tax 
provisions see Appendix A 7. 

10.2 Adjustments 
Under any developed country's VAT system there will have to be adjustments 
to output and input tax. Those provided in the GST A are: 

(a) output tax is invoiced where goods and services are used, as non-exempt 
supplies, by the registered person; 222 

(b) input tax can be credited where private goods or services are 
. d d. h b . 223 intro uce into t e usiness; 

(c) output tax is payable on non-exempt fringe benefits calculated using 
the Fringe Benefits Tax formulae/ 24 

(d) input tax is invoiced when bad debts are written off and output tax 
increased if they are subsequently received/25 

(e) output tax is invoiced where an indemnity payment is received under an 
. 226 Insurance contract; 

(f) output tax is payable on bartered goods on their open market value 
(OMV);227 

(g) adjustments are made because of the transition to GST from the 
previous wholesale sales tax and where traders change their accounting 
basis or cease to be registered; 
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(h) output tax is payable where secondhand goods bought from an 
. t d d 228 unreg1s ere person are exporte ; 

(i) adjustments are made when credit or debit notes are issued; 229 

(j) input tax can be credited for pre-incorporation contracts; 230 and 
(k) input tax can still be claimed where an invoice arrives late. 231 

An example of (a) is the common income tax evasion situation where a family 
who own a corner dairy "eat off their shelves" so that section 21(1) GST A 
performs a similar function to sections 90 and 91 IT A. The situation in (b) is 
merely the reverse of (a). 

The situation in (c) is not a "tax on tax" but recognises that if input tax 
credits are allowed for the expenses of a firm and no tax is payable on 
payments of fringe benefits then firms will have an added incentive to 
provide fringe benefits for their employees. 232 The US Treasury report for 
example notes that many EEC countries do not allow input tax credits for 
firms purchasing automobiles as a crude mechanism for penalising fringe 
benefits of automobiles provided to employees. The NZ treatment, which is 
expected to provide $16.5M yearly, 233 is probably more neutral than this but 
is by no means faultless as the "taxable values" under the Fringe Benefits Tax 
are an imperfect guide to the value of fringe benefit received by the 
consumer. 

The bad debts provisions in the GST A are very liberal and have an interesting 
drafting history. Under the VAT A traders are required to bring their debtor 
to insolvency before they can get bad debt relief. This creates much hardship 
in the UK. Therefore the WP provided a fairer system whereby bad debt 
relief could be recovered if: 

the bad debt had been written off; 
the registered person had taken all reasonable steps to recover it; and 
the registered person had satisfied the Commissioner that there was no 
reasonable or probable expectation that the bad debt would ever be 
recovered. 234 

The Advisory Panel however thought these prov1s10ns was vague and 
discretionary and recommended the section 106(l)(b) IT A provisions be 
enacted. 235 This was provided for those using the invoice basis only until it 
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was realised that many of those using the payments basis had to account for 
some sales on an invoice-like basis (e.g. hire purchase sales). 236 Hite 
purchase bad debts, due to the exemption of interest: must be apportioned so 
that only the percentage of cash price divided by the total payable under the 
agreement is an input tax credit. 237 

For analogous reasons to those for section 79 ITA indemnity payments from 
insurance policies covering commercial risks should be included in output tax. 
The adjustment in (h) is necessary to prevent those who export secondhand 
goods from getting an input tax credit twice. 

The position in (i) is a little more complex. Debit or credit are issued when 
there has been an error: either a tax invoice 238 or a tax return239 has been 
incorrectly completed. The legislation envisages a credit note will be issued 
when: 

(a) previously invoiced supplies of goods and services have not been made; 
(b) previously agreed consideration is too high; 
(c) goods or services have been returned; or 
(d) after a return has been made the amount of a tax invoice has been 

found to be too high. On the other hand a debit note is issued when: 

(a) previously agreed consideration is too low; or 
(b) after a return has been made the amount of a tax invoice has been 

found to be too low. Debit and credit notes are a necessary part of any 
VAT regime and assuming they are bona fide will be revenue neutral for the 
IRD. It should be noted that discounts for prompt payment do not require the 
. . f d" t 240 1ssu1ng o a ere 1t no e. 

The adjustment in (j) is necessary to allow the deduction of purchases made in 
pre-incorporation contracts once the taxable entity is in existence. 

10.3 Apportionment 
The apportionment of output tax is necessary to correct the taxpayer's 
position when, in effect, too much input tax has been claimed. It must be 
realised however that as a result of apportionment output tax is increased, 
subsequent input tax claims are never reduced. Apportionment is also 
necessary to prevent exempted activities from being zerorated. 
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Apportionment occurs when a good or service is used 51 to 99 percent to 
make taxable supplies. 

However a de minimus rule 241 is provided which effectively zerorates some 
exempt activities. The clawback of exempt activities' input tax is not 
required if the taxpayer has reasonable grounds for believing all his/her 
exempt supplies will be the lesser of: 

$48,000; or 
five percent of total turnover. 

This rule was added by the de Cleene Committee and is calculated on the 
basis of a $24,000 threshold. If raised the Treasury believes it would on 
average only affect firms with an annual turnover of $1M or more. There are 
no legal rules for apportionment. However IRD instructions provide a number 
f "d 1· f . d d" 242 F . tl ·t . o gu1 e mes or apportionments an a Justments. irs y 1 1s necessary 

to calculate the amount of non-taxable use. The IRD suggests using the 
proportion of the use of the good or service in the taxable activity and 
otherwise (the attribution method) or, in the case of exempt supplies, the 
proportion exempt supplies are of total turnover (the turnover method). They 
further suggest that particular methods should be used for particular 
expenses, for example calculations for goods taken for private use should be 
on the attribution method while electricity should be apportioned using 
turnover. With capital items IRD say they require all taxpayers to use 
straight line depreciation over the expected life of the asset to calculate the 
extent of apportionment each taxable period even where diminishing value is 
used for IT A purposes. 

It is submitted that either any reasonable method must be permitted by IRD 
or these rules should be included in some form of legislation. 
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11. THE VALUE OF SUPPLY 

11. l Introduction 
To generalise the value of supply rules determine the maximum extent of 
GST liability. In theory the value of supply could be used to calculate output 
tax. The practice, as noted in Ch. 3.9, is that the value of supply is 
consideration less the GST component. Value of supply is tax exclusive while 
consideration is tax inclusive. For the purpose of returns the (GST inclusive) 
consideration is used with input and output tax calculated from the tax 
fraction rather than the GST rate. This is done for ease of 

d .. t t· 243 a minis ra 10n. 

Consideration obviously can be in cash, part cash and kind or kind. Therefore 
in general the consideration will be the aggregate of: 

(a) the consideration in money to the extent the consideration is money; 
and 

(b) the OMV of the supply (i.e. the price of the supply on the market; or the 
price of a similar supply or a price the Commissioner determines) to the 

th . d t · . t . 244 extent e cons1 era 10n 1s no in money. 

These OMV rules were adapted from the previous Sales Tax rules on the 
recommendation of the Advisory Panel. 245 

Also in non-armslength transactions goods or services may be supplied for 
considerations less than their OMV for certain tax reasons. Under section 
10(3)(b) the OMV rules may be applied where the two parties are "associated 
persons". The legislature have chosen to adapt the section 67 IT A definition 
to include: 

two companies with substantially the same shareholders or under the 
246 control of the same persons; 

a company and a person (or his/her family or trustee) who holds ten 
percent of the share capital of the company; 247 

a person and their trustee; 248 

persons who are relatives to the fourth degree. 249 

Therefore the GSTA definition of associated person is substantially the same 
as the section 8 IT A definition and it is difficult to imagine a non-armslength 
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transaction, other than perhaps through an intermediary company, which 
could escape the Commissioner's discretion. 

ll.2 Special Cases 
The sorts of special types of supply seen in Ch. 5 of this paper often require 
special rules for value of supply. These special cases are: 

(a) Credit contracts. As financial services, and therefore finance charges, 
are exempt under the GST the consideration in a credit contract is 
deemed to be its cash price only. 250 "Credit contract" is defined as 
under the Credit Contracts Act 1981. 

(b) Accommodation in a commercial dwelling. The treatment of such 

accommodation is discussed in Ch. 14.5 but suffice to say in many cases 
consideration will be sixty percent of the actual consideration. 

( ) F · b f. 251 C ·d . f f . b f. . d P t c rmge ene its. onsi eration or rmge ene its is as un er ar 
XB IT A. Low interest loans and probably overseas travel are excluded 
from these calculations where they are exempt or zerorated 
respectively. 

(d) Layby sales not delivered. Where layby sales under the Layby Sales Act 
1971 are cancelled but the seller retains or recovers252 some amount 
the consideration is the amount retained or recovered. 253 

(e) Goods or services supplied to the Crown by a public or local authority. 
To get around problems in UK cases like CEC v. Apple and Pear 
Development Council 254 and of the indivisibility of the Crown the 
consideration in money from a public or local authority to the Crown 
shall be the "amount paid". 255 

(f) Racing, other gambling and lotteries. In determining the consideration 
in racing or gambling the deduction under the Gambling Duties Act 
1971 and the Racing Act 1971 can be made. 256 The consideration in a 
lottery or other game of chance is the total proceeds of the ticket sales 
less all the cash prizes paid or payable. If however a prize is purchased 
it will be total proceeds since an input tax credit is available. 
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(g) Tokens, stamps and vouchers. The Advisory Panel proposed the sensible 
principle that "prepaid voucher(s) should be regarded as being similar to 
a postal note - a substitute for money". 257 This is carried through into 
section 10(17) which provides that the sale of such a voucher is not a 
relevant event for GST purposes where the voucher has a face value 
(unless it is sold for more than the face value). 258 When vouchers 
without face values and postal stamps are sold the consideration paid 
for them is the consideration for GST purposes and their redemption or 
use is not an event relevant for GST purposes. 

(h) Gifts. Section 10(19) makes explicit that a supply for nil consideration 
(i.e. a gift) has a value of supply of nil and is not a chargeable event. 
Also a consideration only partly for a taxable supply, say a subscription 
with a cash donation, is only taxable to the extent of the 

"d t· 259 cons1 era 10n. 

The above special cases are required to comprehensively cover the tax base. 
Perhaps the least satisfactory one, as stated previously, is that concerning 
fringe benefits. The best value of supply for such supplies would be their fair 
market value260 while the GST A approach, like not allowing an input tax 
credit, is an administratively easy second best approach. 

12. THE TIME OF SUPPLY 

Once it is known that the criteria for tax liability have been satisfied the 
question arises: when is the supply to be taxed? The answer is determined by 
the time of supply or, as it is called in the UK, the tax point. Once the time 
of supply is identified precisely when the trader will account to, or claim 
credit from, IRD will be determined by the accounting basis used (see Ch. 13) 
and the return period rules (see Ch. 16). The reader should note that the 
section 84 and 85 transitional provisions also adjust these rules. 

The general rule under the GST A is that the time of supply is the earlier of: 

(a) the time when the invoice is issued; or 
(b) h . h t . . d 261 t e time t e paymen 1s receive • 
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It will be noted that these events will usually be readily observable and can 
be contrasted with the more esoteric tax points lawyers might be expected to 
adopt like the time of delivery or passage of legal title. This general rule 
was developed by the Advisory Panel who considered the WP rules would 
create "enormous practical difficulties". 262 The WP rules deemed goods 
supplied "at the time of removal" or "at the time they [were] made available" 
"and services when they were performed11263 with supply deemed to take 
place earlier in some situations where invoices were issued or payments 
made. 264 These rules were very similar to those operated in the UK 265 and 
other European countries. Though the results of these tests would be similar 
it is contended that the NZ rules will be clearer in the vast majority of 
(armslength) transactions. 

Under the GST A there are a number of special rules for certain classes of 
suppliers. As both the legal events in the general rule can be manipulated in 
a non-armslength transaction the GST A provides that the time of supply 
between two associated persons will follow the UK rules. 266 A door to door 
sales person's time of supply begins after the seven day "cooling off" period 
under the Door to Door Sales Act 1967. 267 The time of supply under a layby 
contract is the time when the "property in the goods is transferred" or, if the 
contract is cancelled, at the time of cancellation. 268 The supply of services 
when placing a bet takes place when the bet is "dealt with11269• The time of 
supply with a lottery or other game of chance is when the result is first 
d t . d 270 e ermine • 

The time of supply of goods or services supplied by coin or token operated 
machines, meters or other devices is the time the coins or tokens are 
removed from the machine by or on behalf of the supplier. 271 This reverses 
the harsh result that occurred in the UK 272 of the time of supply being when 
the coin or token was inserted in the machine regardless of when it was 
collected. 

The time of supply of goods under a hire or lease agreement or enactment or 
services supplied for periodic payment is deemed to occur with each periodic 
payment at the earlier of when the payment is due or received. 273 Similarly 
goods provided "progressively or periodically due to any agreement or 
enactment which provides for the consideration ••• to be paid in instalments 
or periodically •.• " or "building or civil engineering" works paid for periodically 
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are deemed successively supplied with each supply taking place at the 
earliest of when each payment is due, received or an invoice concerning it 
issued. 274 This prevents building contracts triggering large GST liability for 
builders and institutes a regime similar to that in H. W. Coyle and Co. Ltd. v. 
CIR 275 for IT A purposes. This regime also replaces the previous subsection 
on retention payments and contract variations 276• 

The time of supply for a hire purchase agreement is when the agreement is 
entered into. 277 This is a little surprising. In Austria for example the time of 
supply under such an agreement or a financial lease is when the goods are 
actually supplied. In Germany it occurs when the customer has the power to 
dispose of the goods while in the Netherlands it occurs when the last 
instalment is made. 278 As only the cash part of the hire purchase agreement 
is subject to GST it may be the draftperson's thinking that most retailers will 
be able to satisfy their GST out of the first payment they receive unless the 
periodic payment provisions apply. 

Finally section 9(6) is a special provision designed to help primary producers 
participating in pool schemes. Where goods are supplied without 
consideration being known, usually because it will be calculated later in the 
season from set schedules, GST will only be payable to the extent it is known. 
This effectively eliminates a major problem in applying VAT to primary 
producers 279 and represents a major concession to them. 

13. ACCOUNTING BASES 

The GST A provides for two accounting bases: the "invoice" method and the 
"payments" method. The presumption is that all traders will account for tax 
on the invoice basis. 280 On written application the Commissioner may allow 
the following classes of taxpayers to account for GST on the payments 
b . 281 as1s: 

(a) public or local authorities; 
(b) non-profit bodies; 
(c) those with an annual turnover over $250,000 per annum; and 
(d) those due to the nature, volume and value of their taxable supplies and 
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the nature of their accounting system the Commissioner is satisfied it 
would be appropriate. 

As with the $24,000 threshold there is provision for the Governor General to 

increase the $250,000 threshold but no automatic indexation. 

The invoice method is similar to accruals accounting, which recognises 

receipts when earned and expenses when incurred, because output tax liability 

results at the actual or deemed time of supply outlined in Ch. 12 even if 

payment has not been received. 282 Input tax can also be deducted at that 

time even if payment has not been made. 283 The payments method is similar 

to cash accounting, which recognises receipts when received and expenses 

when paid, because output tax liability and input tax credit for an actual or 

deemed supply is only due or available in the taxable period to the extent 
payment has been made. 284 To simplify input tax credit for imports and bad 
debts may be now available on either method. 285 

As accounting systems are more an aspect of tax administration than tax law 

it is difficult to ascertain what accounting systems are used in overseas 

VATs. Though the European model is based on accruals accounting NZ is not 

the only OECD country to use a hybrid accounting system. For example the 

UK has nine standard retail schemes some of which allow cash accounting for 

those, including retailers, who deal with the public and cannot issue tax 

invoices for every sale. 286 Up until 1981 the Swedish VAT operated largely 

on a cash basis with the accruals basis allowable on the trader's request. 

Cash accounting on the basis of gross sales and presumed purchases is also a 

feature of the 'forfait' assessment of small firms used in countries like 

France. 

One of the features of the WP which made it consistent with the European 

model was its use of the invoice basis with no provision for small trader 

schemes or cash accounting. The Advisory Panel, following many submissions 

calling for the use of the "tax fraction" method of calculation of GST, 287 

recommended that all organisations have the option of accounting on a cash 

or accruals basis. It was argued for groups like local authorities, sports clubs 

and dairy farmers cash based accounting was necessary to avoid excessive 

compliance costs. It was noted that larger traders would opt for an accruals 

basis since they were probably already using it and that the option would have 
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no revenue cost in the long run because the choice of method only affects the 

timing of payments to the IRD not their quantum. The Minister of Finance 

accepted this proposal. 

However the Minister of Finance appeared to change his mind when the first 

GSTB provided the regime as already outlined. A number of submissions to 

the de Cleene Committee noted this change and argued for a fully optional 

regime. Others asked for a different threshold: the Retailers Federation at 

$5M annual turnover and the Small Business Agency based on the number of 

employees. The Accountants Society argued for the optional regime as it 

would minimise compliance costs by allowing unsophisticated traders (of 

whatever turnover) to file simple returns and all traders to choose the most 

favourable cash flow position. 288 Also a number of arguments were made 

why the cash basis of accounting might be more appropriate than the accruals 

basis. It was argued that the payments basis was more appropriate as GST is 

in reality collected when payments are received, not when invoices are issued 

and similarly that the payments basis recognises the commercial reality of 

t . b t . . . d t 289 Th L S · 290 h" 1me gaps e ween 1nv01cmg an paymen • e aw oc1ety saw t 1s 

as a particular problem for those, like professionals, providing services 

because unlike suppliers of goods it is not commercially realistic for them to 

withhold services until after payment. Also even large law firms usually only 

have cash accounting systems anyway which may have been the reason for 

the rather strange clause 16(10) WP. 

Mr. B. Niculescu 291 argued that the invoice basis was derived from NZ's 

previous sales tax where it would have been worthwhile for traders to delay 

payment to the Customs Department. However he pointed out there would 

be no such advantage under GST as delay for one party would result in an 

offsetting delay for the other party to the transaction so that the IRD would 

be indifferent to such delays. 

These are all very strong arguments. It should further be noted that the usual 

argument for accrual accounting, that it is the most appropriate way to 
calculate profit for a particular period because it correctly "matches" 

revenue and expenses for that period, is not directly relevant here. VATs are 

not annual taxes on profits but ongoing periodic taxes on consumption. 
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Probably there are two arguments for the GSTA's regime. Firstly a fully 

optional scheme would benefit few taxpayers. The writer understands 

thatTreasury estimates that at least seventy seven percent (or 135,000) 

traders will be eligible for the payments basis. One imagines that many of the 

rest will have adequate accounting systems to meet the Act's requirements. 

Secondly there are compliance arguments. Overseas studies292 have shown 

VAT compliance costs on average may not be excessive but tend to be very 

regressive with respect to firm size. The $250,000 threshold is one of a 

number of GST A provisions attempting to reduce this problem. Also as many 

businesses would wish to adopt the same accounting basis for GST and their 

own purposes the threshold can be seen as an incentive for larger firms to 

switch to the superior accruals basis. Sandford's study shows that these sorts 

of managerial benefits can be quite major. On balance the author would 

probably support the current regime. 

Two further problems should be noted. Firstly as, amongst others, the Arthur 

Y b · · 293 d h · . 1 d" . d oung su m1ss10n note t ere 1s an essent1a contra 1ct1on an 

disincentive effect in criteria (d) for the payments basis. Traders with poor 

accounting systems will have the benefit of choosing between the two bases. 

If they choose the payments basis there will be a disincentive to improve their 

accounting system as they may risk the Commissioner putting them on the 

accounts basis. However as the nature of the accounting system seems to be 

a relevant criteria in exercising this discretion it is difficult to see a solution 

to this conundrum. The writer would agree with the Arthur Young submission 

however that the underlined "and" in (d) should be changed to "or" to allow 

the Commissioner a wider discretion. 

The second problem is the lack of automatic indexation of the $250,000 

threshold allowing its possible erosion over time. 

14. THE TREATMENT OF PARTICULAR GOODS AND SERVICES: 

EXEMPTION, ZERORA TING AND MULTIPLE RA TING 

14.l The Mechanisms of Exemption, Zerorating and Multiple Rating 

It is possible in a VAT to apply special treatment to particular goods or 

services, particular transactions (for example exports) or particular types of 
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traders (for example small traders). These latter two types of special 
treatment are discussed elsewhere but similar issues arise to those discussed 
here. The three main alternatives for countries wishing to apply these special 
treatments are exemptions, zeroratings (exemptions with credit) and 
differential rating (i.e. imposing a higher or lower rate than the standard 
rate). As a general proposition such special treatments should be avoided 
because they reduce neutrality, create horizontal inequities and increase 
complexity making the tax less visible and administratively simple. However 
many countries feel vertical equity and other social arguments outweigh 
these considerations and also have found it very difficult to apply normal VAT 
principles to some goods and, particularly, services. Therefore some special 
treatments are probably unavoidable. 

The three methods discussed here have very different economic effects. 
Exemption is usually considered less desirable by traders than zerorating. 
Exemption has the effect of removing the VAT component at the stage of 
exemption. There will still however usually be a VAT component in the 
prices of the exempt trader. This is because the exempt trader cannot claim 
any input tax whereas the zerorated trader can claim both input and output 
tax. The effect of exemption is then to shift the point of application of the 
tax back from the consumer to the trader. 

Exemption also has the effect of freeing the trader from the requirement to 
be registered and file returns. Traders with zerorating on the other hand 
must be registered and file returns in order to claim back their input tax. 
They thus must collect invoices and, as traders who are part of the VAT 
system but subject to a different rate, issue them to other traders. 
Therefore zerorating is not an option for the treatment of small traders for 
compliance cost reasons. The burden of collecting invoices and issuing 
invoices and returns is that the special treatment is attempting to avoid. 

When an exempt firm sells to a consumer they will enjoy a competitive 

advantage compared to registered traders and a competitive disadvantage 
compared to zerorated traders because their VAT component will be the tax 
on their purchases compared to the tax rate multiplied by the value added in 
the first case and nothing in the second. However if the exempt trader sells 
to a registered person exemption can result in more taxation than would exist 
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under full taxation of the exempt firm's sales. This is because the registered 
firm will be paying a VAT component in the exempt firm's price but will not 
be able to claim an input credit for it as the exempt firm cannot issue an 
invoice. This has resulted in substantial distortions overseas for example in 
farming. 294 Zerorated firms on the other hand selling to other registered 
persons would have the unnecessarily large competitive advantage of selling a 
product with no VAT. This is one reason why zerorating is not widely used in 
the GSTA. 

There is a further problem with exempting commodities. If a trader handles 
both exempt and taxable supplies substantial administrative and compliance 
problems are created. As input tax credits cannot be claimed for exempt 
uses the cost of purchases put to both exempt and taxable uses must be 
apportioned to allow the trader any credit. For a discussion of apportionment 
see Ch. 10.3. 

In evaluating the two methods of special treatment then the central 
consideration is whether it is desirable to free the particular good or service 
of all or only some VAT liability. Multiple rating is probably not a 
worthwhile special treatment because it is another method of imposing 
different VAT liability on a particular good or service (like exempting) but 
requires the differently rated firm to be registered. It also creates economic 
distortions, horizontal inequities and sizeable administrative problems. 
Therefore the best method of special treatment can be determined by the 
motive for the special treatment. If the desire is to give a large economic 
advantage to a particular good or service, for vertical equity reasons for 
example, then zerorating i's probably the best method. If a particular good or 
service requires special treatment because of the design problems of fully 
integrating it into the VAT, and it is desirable that distortions be minimised, 
exemption is probably more appropriate. 

14.2 Special Treatments in the GSTA 
All the special treatments in the GSTA are predominantly for design rather 
than income redistribution reasons. The GST A exempts: 

(a) financial services including life insurance that are not "exported11
;
295 

(b) the supply by a non-profit body of any donated goods and services;296 
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(c) rental accommodation: 297 and 
(d) the sale of a·rental dwelling owned for at least five years. 298 There is 

also a special regime for "commercial dwellings" (e.g. hotels and hospitals). 

In addition the sale of a business as a going concern and, of course, exports 
are zerorated. 

14.3 Financial Services 

The treatment of financial services is one of the most difficult questions the 
introduction of a VAT raises. Bakker and Chronican state that of the about 

thirty overseas cousntries who have a GST-type tax none have financial 

services fully integrated into their tax system. 299 Considering financial 

services the Advisory Panel said applying "GST to financial services raises 

difficult problems, conceptually, practically and politically". 3oo They said 

the one point on which most of the submissions to the Panel agreed was that 

they considered the Government's proposal not the preferred solution. In one 

of their reports Treasury stated:301 

••• there is no practical and theoretically correct 
treatment of financial services under an indirect tax. The 

solution must inevitably be a compromise between what is 
conceptually correct and what is practical, and between 

under and over-taxing the services. 

Bakker and Chronican describe four types of financial services:382 

(a) Financial intermediation: the borrowing and lending of money by 

financial institutions for interest; 
(b) trading in financial assets: the buying and selling of stocks, shares, bills 

etc; 
(c) Fee and commission activity; and 
(d) Insurance services. 

The situation in (a) may seem initially easy to cover. Banks are essentially 

"renters" of money. 3o3 They pay interest to their depositors, "create" money 

through credit expansion and rent it out receiving interest. Their value added 

is the difference between the proceeds of their lending and the costs of their 

borrowing. However many banks' depositors do not receive interest at all but 
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other services, like cheque facilities, whose value is difficult to assess to 
compute for input tax credits. 

Trading in financial assets for capital gain is arguably a service provided for 
customers. As Bakker and Chronican argue304 the existence of this service 
is most obvious, and hence easily taxed, when the bank is making short term 
gains on both sides of the transaction. In principle though the situation is no 
different to an institution buying a parcel of stock and selling it many years 
later the service element is more difficult to isolate and tax. 

By comparison the value added of brokerage activities for commission can be 
easily calculated. With insurance too the value added is easily calculated. 
Where insurance policies have little or no savings element the value added of 
an insurance company is roughly equivalent to the payments it receives from 
policyholders for risk protection. 305 The situation with life insurance is 
more complex. As life insurance premiums have three components 
(policyholder savings, indemnity and management charge) the value of the 
service can be defined as the net return from providing life cover plus 
management charges plus any pre-tax operating surplus of the institution. 306 

Though the Advisory Panel favoured separating these components and taxing 
the value added this would be by no means easy. 

Of course the problems in this area are magnified by the fact that all 
financial services, with the possible exception of non-life insurance, are 
substitutes. Therefore different treatments or the exclusion of any one type 
of service may result in financial institutions reorganising their activities to 
minimise GST. In their discussion paper Bakker and Chronican discussed the 
possible options for financial services including full invoicing, differential 
rating, zerorating, exempting and an additive approach. After a number of 
seminars it was decided to adopt the second best approach of exempting all 
four activities except non-life insurance which is subject to full invoicing. 
This European approach was put forward by the Treasury while the Advisory 
Panel favoured full invoicing for all financial services. There are a number 
of advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 

Full invoicing has the advantages of appearing to treat financial services the 
same as other services, avoiding apportionment and not requiring any 
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definition of "financial institution". However there are a host of difficulties. 
The heavy GST burden would probably result in disintermediation. There are 
transitional problems: the Advisory Panel proposed a transition of zerorating 
before full invoicing could be brought in. The approach has never been 
adopted overseas and is largely unresearched. It has also been suggested that 
the Government were concerned about the impact of GST in a high interest 
rate environment. 307 

A more fundamental reason for opposing full invoicing is that it can lead to 
the overtaxation of financial intermediation which introduces the income tax 
tax wedge into the GST:308 

Taxing interest in full converts a tax like GST - a uniform 
levy on expenditure - into a uniform levy on expenditure 
plus a variable levy on the return of savings. In effect the 
transformation required to convert GST into a kind of 
income tax collected indirectly. 

Differential rating of financial services would have a similar effect to 
exemption except that it has the disadvantage of introducing a separate rate 
into the GST A. 

Zerorating financial services 
problems exemption creates. 

would remove many of the apportionment 
However by imposing no GST on financial 

services it would be very distortionary and by requiring all financial 
institutions to be part of the GST system would have higher compliance costs 
than exemption. 

As exemption without credit was the option adopted its advantages and 
disadvantages are very important. Its advantages are its simplicity, provided a 
reasonable definition of financial services can be adopted, its low compliance 
costs for unregistered traders, its lack of transitional problems, its widespread 
overseas use and its ability to impose some liability on financial 
· t·t t· 3o9 o· d . 1 d . t bl th t· ins 1 u 10ns. 1sa vantages inc u e apport1onmen pro ems, e crea 10n 
of some price cascades and the possibility of international tax avoidance 
zerorating some financial services. As the export of financial services are 
zerorated and the import of services untaxed it will be possible for a NZ 
parent 
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company to lend to an off-shore affiliate who will lend back to the NZ parent 
thus allowing the NZ parent to claim back its input tax. 310 

The addition approach is an interesting one. The Advisory Panel had a formula 
for calculating tax liability using this approach. 311 This approach is perhaps 
more appropriate for financial services than the credit offset approach. 
However there is no overseas experience with it, it does not tax the full price 
of all financial services and would be difficult to integrate into a credit offset 
GST. Most importantly it would require a definition of "financial institution" 
which would be very difficult to formulate (for example would it include shops 
making hire purchase sales?) 

Once the second best option of exemption was chosen it was necessary to 
create a comprehensive definition of "financial services" covering all the 
activities listed by Bakker and Chronican. The difficultly of doing this can be 
seen for example in a UK case which held the payment for an option to 
purchase, bought to deal on the London Metal Exchange, was not the 
purchasing of a financial service and therefore was taxable.312 The services 
exempted include the exchange of currency; the payment or collection of a 
cheque; the issuing or transferring of a debt, equity or participatory security; 
underwriting a security issue; the provision of credit under a credit contract; 
the provision of life insurance; futures contracting and "arranging" financial 
services. 313 This definition is extended by a wide definition of "cheque11314 

which for example includes electronic funds transfer. The GST A definition is 
a very wide one, even when compared to the comprehensive German and 
Luxembourgeois provisions in Appendix AS. Whether it is comprehensive 
enough will have to be seen in practice. Practice will also show the extent the 
financial services sector will be able to use tax avoidance techniques. If this 
is the case the writer would suggest consideration of the Bankers' Association 
proposal, used in Belgium, France, Germany and the Netherlands (see Appendix 
Al5), of a low rated financial transactions turnover tax despite the price 
cascades it might create. 
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14,4 Donated Goods and Services 

The supply by a non-profit body, as defined in Ch. 16.2, of goods or services 
donated to it are exempt. The provision was an innovation of the Advisory 
Panel315 who saw it as a compromise to imputing an input tax credit for what 
would usually be donated secondhand goods. It was also aimed at reducing the 
likelihood of applying GST to events like cake and "white elephant" stalls 
which would create compliance problems. Perhaps more significantly the 
special treatment is logical because from the point of view of the non-profit 
body such donations are substitutes for cash donations which are not 
taxable. 316 

Not taxing donations but taxing items like membership subscriptions creates a 
potential "grey area", say where a golf club asks for a compulsory "donation" 
to play a round of golf. The Advisory Panel suggested distinguishing true from 
contrived donations not by whether the donor actually receives some benefit 
from the non-profit body but whether the benefit is conditional on a donation 
being made. 

14.5 Accommodation and Land 

As the GST's treatment of rental accommodation cannot be sensibly separated 
from the treatment of accommodation and land those topics are discussed 
here. After financial services the treatment of accommodation and land 
creates the most design problems for a VAT. This is because land is 
fundamentally different to other goods or services (if land can be described as 
a good or service in the economic sense). Bare land is not capable of being 
consumed therefore to be strictly correct a consumption tax should leave it 
untaxed. On the other hand services related to bare land, the renting of it, the 
granting of legal interests in it, improvements to it and other services should 
be taxed like any other services. However in any land sale the bare land and 
service components are rarely apportioned. 

A further complicating factor is the fact that an important part of the 
economic definition of consumption is the imputed or notional rent a person 
receives who occupies their own home. While economic theory suggests this 
should be taxed IRD considered this "unworkable11317 because it would require 
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many homeowners to be registered, would be a step towards taxing all sorts of 
intra-family services and would create valuation problems. The non-taxation 
of imputed rent provides a good case for not taxing actual rent and other 
substitutable forms of accommodation. 

Considering first the sale of land for residential accommodation five main 
h "bl 318 approac es are poss1 e: 

(a) zerorate all property transactions between registered persons but tax the 
full price of sales between registered and unregistered persons; 

(b) exempt the residential construction industry; 
(c) tax the actual value of improvements of land supplied by registered 

persons; 
(d) use (c) but use some arbitrary ratio of improvements to total value 

unless the taxpayer wishes to calculate (b); or 
(e) tax the full contract price of all sales of land by registered persons. 

Approach (a) was considered by the Advisory Panel as a simplifying method. 
However it assists little in dealing with the major problem - how to value 
supplies of land between registered and unregistered persons -and is more 
consistent with a retail sales tax than a VAT. Option (b) was not widely 
considered in NZ but was discussed by the US Treasury as a second best way of 
reducing the VAT content of residences sold to the extent of VAT on inputs 
(i.e. essentially materials). 

Option (c) was the approach favoured by both the IRD and the Treasury and 
that used in the first GSTB. Conceptually it is probably the best approach. 
The draft legislation provided319 that supplies of bare land (i.e. fee simple 
estates and leases of twenty one years or more) were not taxable while sales 
of lesser estates were fully taxable. The value of improvements to bare land 
was separated from the bare land element and were taxed. The definition of 
"improvements" was adapted from the Valuation of Land Act 1951 definition. 
Section 2 of that Act includes "visible" improvements, like buildings and 
fences, but since 1970 has not included "invisible" improvements like drainage, 
levelling, subdivision and other development work. To calculate tax liability 
the percentage of improvements to total value on the district land valuation 
roll would be applied to the sale price and the result multiplied by the tax 
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fraction. For example, if a residential property had a seven year old valuation 
of $50,000 with $22,000 attributed to improvements and were sold for 
$150,000 the GST liability would be $6,000. (i.e. 1/ nth of $66,000). Clauses 
ll(3) and 12 allowed the registered person selling the property to appeal 
against the valuation method and to substitute a more appropriate one. 

As improvements did not include invisible improvements and such 
improvements would have been deductible under the GST A as a registered 
person developed the land an adjustment was required. "Land developers" (as 
adapted from section 67 IT A) were required to charge tax on "specified 
supplies" received in the last ten years, for example supplies related to 
drainage, excavation, filling, land reclaimation and so on. This would have 
required such land developers to keep reasonably detailed records for the last 
ten years. 

While being conceptually correct then this approach was quite complex and 
would have imposed a very heavy compliance burden on land developers. The 
N.Z. Institute of Valuers also had "grave reservations" about the adequacy of 
the district valuations roll and estimated up to 20,000 special valuations might 
be required each year when the Valuer General only performed 13,400 such 
valuations in 1984. The de Cleene Committee accepted these arguments and 
replaced this regime with the simpler but technically inferior method 
described later. 

Option (d) was a simplification of the above treatment proposed by the 
Advisory Panel. They proposed that unless the registered person could produce 
a more accurate valuation of improvements they should be deemed to be 
seventy percent of the sale price. Treasury and the Valuation Department 
rejected this approach since they believed no sensible average could be 
generated as factors like the age of the standing buildings would produce 
percentages very different from any average. 320 

Approach (c) - as proposed by both the US Treasury and McDaniel and Surrey -
was adopted in the GST A. All supplies of real property are taxed on their full 
contract price. The approach has the same tendency to over-taxation as the 
European turnover taxes on land in Appendix Al5. This major legislative 
change was easily achieved. The special land provisions were deleted and 
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replaced by adding real property to the definition of goods. This approach 
increases the importance of section 6(a) as any person who intends to sell land 
will be liable for full GST if they "regularly" carry on the activity of supplying 
land for consideration and exceed the threshold. If they do not they will be 
exempt. The writer suspects the courts will not interpret this provision as 
widely as the similar but less strict section 67(5) ITA restriction. 321 

The treatment of real property as goods has a number of interesting 
consequences. All supplies of lesser estates or interests in land which may 
appear to be services will be treated as goods. Registered persons who acquire 
such real property from unregistered persons may be able to acquire the 
imputed input tax credit for secondhand goods. All of the place of supply, 
importing and exporting provisions as related to goods will apply so that for 

example, technically, cross-border leasing322 is the importation of a good 
though it is difficult to see the Customs Department taxing it. 

As all sales of residences by unregistered persons will be exempt section 14(d) 
provides that the sale of any ex-rental dwelling owned for five years will also 
be exempt. This provision is to prevent a sale price differential between ex-
rental and ex-owner-occupied residences. Obviously however a period like five 
years is necessary to prevent GST avoidance. 

Of course one result of this treatment of residences is a possible price 
differential between exempt existing residences sold by a landlord or 
unregistered person and secondhand residences sold by property speculators 
and new residences built by builders. However a similar price differential will 
exist in most asset markets between registered and unregistered sellers of the 
asset. 

The second important aspect of the GST's treatment of land is its treatment of 
rental services. As rent is a straightforward service to apply GST to two 
approaches are possible: rent can be exempt or taxed. In line with the Sixth 
Directive the GST exempts residential rent because an imputed rent is not 
charged to owner-occupiers. Though this may seem uncontroversial the 
Advisory Panel proposed full invoicing. 323 They rejected the imputed rent 
argument because the exempt landlord is likely to be passing on a sizeable 
amount of GST to his or her tenants anyway (with GST on rates, electricity 
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and so on) and because there are many situations where preference is given to 
owner-users of assets over renters. One reason why this argument was not 
accepted, presumably, was that the Advisory Panel's approach would require 
the registration of many landlords for, on the Advisory Panel's argument, little 
revenue. 

The third, related, area of the treatment of "commercial dwellings" has also 
proved difficult to legislate for. Commercial dwellings include establishments 
like hotels, motels, boardinghouses and camping grounds. The GST A also 
included hospitals, hospices and the like. 324 There is a good argument for 
treating such dwellings like owner-occupied and rented residences where they 
are used as a residence. For example a camping ground may be used on a 
casual basis by holidaymakers or for long periods by retired couples as an 
inexpensive form of accommodation. To specially treat cases like the second 
section 10(6) provided a concession for accommodation at such commercial 
dwellings for more than four weeks. The value of supply was to be less the 
portion attributable to "domestic goods and services" like cleaning, 
maintenance, electricity and heating services. 324 However the concession 
could not be used to reduce the value of supply by more than eighty percent. 

In the TRB however it was decided to alter this regime. In effect a new six 
percent rate was introduced. 325 This will apply after four weeks unless the 
establishment is a "residential dwelling" in which case it will apply all of the 
time. "Residential establishments" are basically those who expect seventy 
percent of their customers to reside with them for four weeks and includes 
similar hospitals. 326 Presumably IRD will attempt to identify these 
residential establishments fairly early on so that they will be able to apply the 
administratively simple method of charging all customers six percent. Other 
commercial establishments will have the more difficult task of applying two 
rates for their customers. Even this will probably be more straightforward 
than the GST A treatment where the portion attributable to domestic goods 
and services (which was not fully defined) would have to be calculated in each 
case. 

The final important area of the GSTA's treatment of land is its application to 
the construction and building industry. The major problem that could arise 
here, as noted by the Accountants Society, is that the commencement of a 
$10M building on 1 October 1986 could trigger $1M of tax liability 
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immediately.327 This was a real possibility on cases like Fincon Construction 
328 Ltd. v. CIR but has been prevented by clause 8(3) TRB which provides for 

periodic payments. 

The GSTA's treatment of land is then a second best one, largely the creation 
of the de Cleene Committee, after the more correct Treasury and IRD 
proposals were found to be too problematic. As in the area of financial 
services the Advisory Panel's approach was largely rejected. 
approach is also quite different to overseas regimes. 

14.6 The Sale of a Going Concern 

The N.Z. 

The GST zerorates the supply of a whole or part of a taxable activity, capable 
f t t . . 329 Th" . b 1 b t o separa e opera 10n, as a going concern. 1s 1s ecause sa es e ween 

registered persons create no GST revenue for IRD and therefore can be 
excluded. However, this argument is the basis of the retail sales tax not the 
VAT and therefore, it is submitted, should only be considered in situations like 
this where it raises no administrative problems. N.Z.'s approach is the same as 
that in the UK and Norway while Belgium and Germany takes the other 
approach of taxing such transactions in full. 

14. 7 The "Necessities": Food, Clothing and Energy 
NZ's VAT is almost unique in having no special treatment for the so-called 
"necessities". Argentina, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg and 
the Netherlands apply lower rates to some of these products. Ireland and the 
UK makes use of substantial zerorating of these goods and services while 
Israel zerorates some food and Norway and Sweden some energy forms. Even 
the comprehensive Danish VAT exempts some forms of energy. 330 The 
arguments against such special treatments are well known: they produce 
substantial distortions in the economy, reduce the tax's visibility and increase 
complexity and hence compliance and administrative costs. They also create a 
host of definitional and boundary problems. These arguments were accepted 
by the majority of submissions to the Advisory Panel and the Panel itself. 331 

Groups like the Parliamentary Opposition and the Federation of Labour 
supported zerorating necessities to assist lower income families. Putting aside 
political or social considerations the only tax policy argument that can be 
raised here is one of vertical equity. Comprehensive taxes on expenditure are 
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likely to be more regressive than comprehensive income taxes because lower 
income families are likely to save proportionally less than higher income 
families and therefore pay a greater proportion of tax. Even if this is accepted 
as vertically inequitable the question arises: is the special treatment of 
necessities the best response to this problem? An incidence study in 1985 on 
the impact of GST on the distribution of income considered this and other 
questions. Though the study had a number of limitations332 it concluded that 
though the exemption of food would decrease the GST's regressivity "the 
effect [would be] relatively minor11333 and that "it may be that [t.he effect) is 
insufficient to justify the exemption of food, in light of the disadvantages 
associated with exemption.11334 The exemption of clothing was found to 
decrease regressivity slightly for different households but to actually increase 
it for some households comprised entirely of adults. As heat and light is a 
relatively small part of most household's expenditure its exemption was found 
also to have little impact on the GST's regressivity. 335 Therefore as 
compared to tax credits or, the method adopted in N.Z., personal income tax 
reductions special treatments for necessities appear to be a very inefficient 
and expensive method for providing a small amount of compensation. 

14.8 Medical and Related Services 
N.Z., apart from the special treatment of hospital accommodation, has no 
special treatment of medical or related services. This is unusual 
internationally. For example in Europe Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Norway exempt some medical services 
while Ireland, Sweden and the UK use a mixture of exemption and zerorating 
and Austria imposes a lower rate. The arguments of those who sought 
zerorating 336 for primary medical services were based on the sort of vertical 
equity arguments in Ch. 14. 7. However the Institute of Policy Studies 
incidence study shows the impact of excluding medical practitioners and 
hospital fees from the GST base only reduces its regressivity a little and not 
uniformly. Therefore the argument for special treatment for medical 
services, apart from medical accommodation, is probably weaker than that for 
food. Furthermore there would be many boundary problems in specially 
treating medical services. For example would dentists, chiropractors, 
acupuncturists or herbalists be included? 
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14.9 The "Luxuries" 
The GST applies no special treatment to goods or services often considered 
to be "luxuries". In countries like Austria, Belgium and France luxuries like 
perfumes, jewellery, fur skins, audio and video equipment and sport and 
luxury boats attract a higher tax rate. The disadvantages of this approach 
to compensation for vertical inequity are similar but generally greater than 
those for the special treatment of necessities because overseas experience 
suggests that multiple rating usually creates more difficulties for a VAT 
than exemption or zerorating within a single rated VAT. 337 Luxuries are 
also harder to identify. 338 Our perception of what products are luxuries 
also tends to change over time for example when the wholesale sales tax 
was introduced items like washing machines and clothes driers were taxed at 
the luxury rate. 

14.10 Books, Periodicals, Libraries etc. 
Again the NZ VAT is unusual in having no special treatment for books, 
periodicals, libraries, or similar goods or services. In Europe Austria, 
Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands apply lower than 
standard rates to publishing while Norway, Portugal, Sweden and the UK 
zerorate and Ireland uses a combination of zero and lower rating. 339 In fact 
on average EEC countries levy twelve percent less sales tax on books than 
other commodities. In 1985 rumours that the UK Government were about to 
impose VAT on books resulted in a very successful "Please Don't VAT Books 
Campaign" which defeated such plans. Also many European countries 
subsidise their publishing industries for the effects of VAT and other taxes: 
for example Sweden annually subsidises their industry by $3.5M. 

The "don't VAT books" argument, in NZ as elsewhere, is not based on 
vertical equity but on a number of social grounds, namely that: 

(a) books have a special cultural and national significance; 
(b) books are required for the literacy and education of the nation; 
(c) to tax books is a "tax on knowledge"; 
(d) taxing books is contrary to the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence 

Agreement (1976) which NZ is a signatory of. 
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On these bases the NZ Book Council asked for zerorating with an annual 
cost of $11.SM in revenue or a similar amount of· "compensatory funding". 
They regarded exemptions as more prejudicial than full invoicing. The Book 
Council also produced results from a survey which estimated that if an eight 
percent GST were introduced twenty two percent of locally published titles 
would not have been produced while with a twelve percent GST that figure 
would rise to thirty three. 

Though it is difficult to evaluate these sorts of arguments in a paper like 
this the author would make three points. Firstly the effect of excluding a 
commodity from a broadbased VAT is to subsidise it and hence to include 
any sector should not prejudicially affect the demand for the sectors' 
commodities. Secondly zeroating creates boundary problems, should 
publications without national or cultural significance (e.g. pornography) get 
special treatment? Is it sensible to zerorate a book of a Shakespearean play 
while the sound recording or a ticket to the same play is taxed? Thirdly NZ 
has not ratified and therefore is not bound by the Nairobi Convention. 

14.11 Secondhand Goods 
As stated previously section 2 treats all secondhand goods like any other 
goods. The only adjustment is to allow a registered person an imputed input 
tax credit when a secondhand good is purchased from an unregistered 
person. 340 To be secondhand goods, to qualify for this credit, goods must be 
"acquired", which on previous case law may exclude gifts, and "have been 
used, or acquired for use, or held for use, by any other person". This 
imputed input tax credit is desirable as most secondhand goods will have 
borne GST previously and to allow secondhand dealers a neutral choice 
between goods from registered and unregistered persons. 

The NZ approach of taxing secondhand good sales is a common one. In 
Europe it is used in Austria, Denmark and Germany. In Denmark however 
there is also a special scheme for used cars341 while there are used goods 
schemes in the UK for motor cars; horses and ponies; goods acquired for 
entertainment purposes which do not give rise to an input tax credit; 
antiques, scientific collections and works of art; and used caravans, motor 
cycles, boats and outboard motors, electric organs, aircraft and 
firearms. 342 Both the Danish and UK schemes are similar in only imposing 
VAT on the 
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registered person's margin. For example if a car is purchased for $8,000 by a 
dealer and sold for $9,100 output tax is ($9,100-$8,000 = $1,100 multiplied 
by the tax fraction) $100. The dealer's costs related to the car, say $ll0, 
are not subtracted from the margin but are deductible as on normal input 
tax credit. 

The group who found the GST secondhand goods scheme most objectionable 
were, unsurprisingly, the used car dealers. 343 As well as complaints about 
transitional provision they argued the tax would have adverse effects on the 
industry. They said the ten percent price differential between registered 
and unregistered car sellers would reduce the market share of used car 
dealers from their present fifty percent to twenty or thirty percent having 
adverse effects on the industry and attracting customers away from the 
protection under the Motor Vehicle Dealers Act 1975. The dealers did not 
seek an exemption or a used car scheme, presumably because two tier 
pricing would remain under these, but wanted a levy on all vehicles payable 
at the Post Office. 

The writer does not accept these arguments. 344 It is submitted there has 
always been a two tier market in most used goods. The purchaser of a used 
car from a dealer purchases not just a motor car but a bundle of services -
the possibility of a trade in, loan finance, dealers' preparation, certain legal 
warranties and so on - which the private seller does not sell. The effect of 
the GST A is to tax those services (i.e. the value added). For example if a 
dealer purchases a car for $22,000 and puts it in her lot with all the services 
she sells for $24,200 then the value added will be ($24,200 - $22,000) $2,200 
on which tax of $200 will be payable by her. As the $2,200 represents the 
service component which is consumed in the normal sense it should be taxed. 
To do otherwise would be to give services provided by used car dealers an 
advantage over dealers providing services related to new cars. It is 
conceded that services provided by private sellers of used goods escape GST 
but this arises from the normal exempt treatment of the household sector 
under a VAT. Thus measures like special levies are difficult to justify while 
used goods schemes, which result in similar tax liability to applying normal 
VAT principles, are unnecessary. 
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14.12 Hiring and the Hire Purchase of Movable Property 

Hiring or leasing and hire purchase are in a sense services so their treatment 
is discussed here while the hiring and leasing of land are discussed in Ch. 
14.5. Hiring movable goods is taxable under both the GST A and all the EEC 
VATs. As stated previously only the cash price of an article bought on hire 
purchase is taxed with the finance charge an exempt financial service. The 
combination of these treatments creates problems where a lease is used not 
as a method of hiring (or an operational lease) but as a substitute for hire 
purchase (a finance lease). In the latter case the defacto finance charge is 
taxed. While the Accountants Society argued this treatment of finance 
leases lacked neutrality it is difficult to see how the two types of lease 
could be separated. One country which attempts to do so is the Netherlands 
who seem to distinguish them on the basis that finance leases cannot be 
terminated whereas operational leases can. 345 Finance leases are treated 
similarly to hire purchase agreements. While this treatment has merit it 
could be concluded that, as the legislature were aware of the issue, they saw 
the GST A as a means of discouraging finance leases. 

14.13 Non-life Insurance 
As was seen in Ch. 14.3 non-life insurance is integrated into the GSTA 
regime, It will also be recalled that where insurance has no savings 
component the current treatment is to tax all insurance premiums paid to 
registered insurance companies. This does not prevent most European 
countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands) exempting insurance while Belgium, France, Germany and the 
Netherlands impose special transaction taxes on insurance (see Appendix 
Al5). However the full invoicing proposal was adopted in the Government 

346 paper of 6 June 1985. It was proposed that all the basic provisions 
relating to invoicing requirements, time and value of supply and transitional 
provisions would apply to all forms of insurance other than life insurance. 
The Advisory Panel accepted these proposals but had some doubt about 
provisions relating to overseas reinsurance. 34 7 The Insurance Council of NZ 
Inc., on behalf of the industry, also accepted the approach. Hence the 
GSTA's approach is to levy GST on all non-life insurance policies to the 
extent they do not expire before l October 1986. 
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The calculation of liability for most members of the insurance industry is 
more complex than for most industries for a number of reasons. Firstly 
insurance companies are likely to be, or related to, providers of exempt 
financial services. They will also usually be over the de minimis limit of 
section 21(1) and will have to adjust their output tax when they use assets 
partly for exempt purposes or may be barred from claiming input credits in 
some cases. Secondly, as they will usually hold assets for security, any 
realisation of their security will result in GST liability. Thirdly their 
reinsurance contracts complicate the situation. Output tax will often be 
incurred due to deemed supplies arising from recoveries from reinsurers 
while the GST paid to an outside reinsurer is deductible. Their position will 
be still further complicated by overseas reinsurance depending on whether 
the reinsurer is deemed a resident. If they are not, as is likely, no GST will 
be payable on premiums paid to reinsurers and no credit will be allowed for 
indemnity payments from them. Fourthly insurance companies will have to 
provide their own documentation to claim credit for indemnity payments to 
clients available under section 20(3)(d). Fifthly, and similarly, the insurance 
industry will probably have to do a large amount of section 24(2) self 
invoicing. Finally the transitional problems for the industry are quite 
complex. 

Of course the full invoicing of insurance will have a major impact on 
policyholders also. The insurance industry estimated that the levying of 
GST on all premiums would affect most of its client base of six million 
policies and would result in customers owing $SOM extra on existing 
insurance contracts. 348 Also, though the Insurance Council regard it as 
unnecessary, 349 some insurance companies may raise their excesses because 
of GST. Further it is arguable that because of the increase in the cost of 
most replacement assets due to GST policymakers should increase their 
amount insured though the Insurance Council also regard this as 
unnecessary. However despite the major complexities and important 
economic effects for both insurance companies and policyholders it is 
contended that NZ's full invoicing of insurance is the best treatment 
available. 
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14.14 Local Body Rates and Government Services 
Few issues surrounding the GST produced so much debate or were so 
controversial as the decision to impose GST on local body rates. No country 
in the world the writer knows of imposes a major indirect tax on local body 
rates. However after the decision to tax rates was announced in the WP 
forty five local bodies made submissions to the Advisory Panel and eighty 
made submissions to the de Cleene Committee seeking the zerorating of 
rates. To summarise their arguments included: 350 

(a) that to impose GST on rates was a "tax on a tax"; 
(b) that "the rating system is itself an antiquated, unfair, and generally 

unsatisfactory way of funding local authorities, and to apply GST to 
this system would make the situation even worse"; 

(c) that central government does not pay rates itself and to be neutral 
ought to; 

(d) that zerorating could be the first step for government to introduce a 
form of revenue sharing with local government; 

(e) that rates are compulsory and therefore tax cannot be avoided by not 
paying them; 

(f) that local bodies are non-profit making bodies and should not pay tax; 
(g) that if taxes like rates are taxed income tax ought to include GST. 
None of these arguments seem to be of much merit to the writer. With 
respect to argument (a) it is obvious many taxes on other taxes exist, for 
example excise taxes subject to GST. These are only undesirable if they 
produce undesirable economic distortions which, it is submitted, is not the 
case here. While there are undoubtedly problems with rates as a form of 
taxation and good arguments for (b) to (d) it is submitted that it is rarely 
good tax policy to attempt to alleviate weaknesses in one tax system by 
compromising another. Argument (e) seems to be based on the common 
misconception that GST is a discretionary tax on spending. While this would 
be true of excise taxes it could never be true of a broadbased tax like GST. 
Argument (f) is very weak as GST is not a tax on profits but on sales so the 
motives of those making them are irrelevant. As the Advisory Panel noted 
argument (g) is theoretically a strong one though impractical because the 
purpose of GST was to fund reductions in income tax. 
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The arguments against zerorating include: 

(a) that local body rates represent a part of the consumption base and 
thus ought to be taxed; 

(b) that to do otherwise would result in competitive disadvantages for 

those firms competing with local authorities; 

(c) that it would encourage local authorities to finance their activities 
through rates rather than making the user pay with charges; 

(d) that most local authorities would still usually have to be registered but 

would collect little revenue; 
(e) that local authorities would have to separate out in their accounts 

their zerorated rates funded activities from their taxable activities 

funded by fees, increasing complexity; and 

(f) that, on Treasury estimates, about $SOM annual revenue would be lost. 

An example of argument (b) was provided to the de Cleene Committee by 

the Association of Consulting Engineers who do twenty percent of their 

work for local authorities in direct competition with the inhouse capabilities 

of their customers. It is concluded that the arguments for the current 

treatment are much stronger than those for zerorating. 

The principles above can be extended to the activities of central 

government. For example the US Treasur/51 argued that if an activity is 

taxable when provided by private enterprise then it should be taxable when 

provided by government. The arguments for applying VAT to the 

Government's commercial activities where there is actual or potential 

private sector competition have been widely accepted in Europe. However, 

in countries like France public bodies are not usually taxable in fields like 

administration, social affairs, education, welfare and sports. The practice 

the NZ central government seems to have adopted is the full invoicing of all 

commercial or non-commercial goods or services supplied to or from central 

government to the extent that transfers from the consolidated fund to 

government departments will bear GST. All grants, subsidies and transfers 

will also result in GST liability for their recipients and all government 

departments will be registered. This approach is then a desirable but very 

ambitious one as the same results as under the full invoicing of intra-
government transfers could be achieved by zerorating those transfers 
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(similarly to how transfers within a large company would be treated). Not 
distinguishing between commercial and non-commercial supplies to the 
public is also ambitious though it has the advantage of removing many 
boundary problems that would exist with such a distinction. 

15. THE TREATMENT OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 

15.1 The Destination and Origin Principles 
As Biehl states the territorality principle requires some sufficient territorial 
nexus to be established in order for a country to tax a transaction. 352 As 
Ruppe states the territorality principle is applied in most European VATs so 
that only transactions taking place in the national territory are taxed 
regardless of where the business that carries them out is resident. 353 With 
direct taxation residence or source rules are used to establish territoriality 
whereas with indirect taxation the destination or origin principle is usually 
applied. The destination principle applies the rate(s) of sales tax in the 
country where the goods or services are consumed. This could be done in a 
number of ways in theory354 but the mechanism used in both NZ and the 
EEC is border tax adjustment. Imports are based at the rate(s) of the 
importing country while exports are not taxed (except in the country they 
are exported into if that country has a destination principle sales tax). The 
origin principle taxes goods or services at the rate(s) of the country they 
were produced in or exported to. To implement this border tax adjustments 
would provide no refund of taxes on exports and therefore imports are taxed 
at the rate(s) of the countries they are exported from. 

One of the major reasons for the popularity of the VAT is countries' desire 
to have a major destination principle sales tax. There are a number of 
reasons for this. For example Lindholm states that the:355 

use of the tax-origin principle .•. nearly exclusively by one 
producing area and a very considerable use of the tax-
destination principle by another are a closely paralleling 
situation to that which is developing between the United 
States and the EEC. Under this fiscal relationship, 
exports will be stimulated from the destination-principle 
country to the origin-principle country, but not on the 
basis of the most efficient resource use. 
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This export incentive may not be on the basis of the most efficient 
resource use, because the value added is taxed merely where it happens to 
be consumed rather than where it is produced, but seems to be valued by 
governments anyway. Further Tait is probably correct that taxes " ••• on 
exports appear against commonsense to most politicians" and that 
"probably the origin principle could only be adopted if a number of 
countries agreed to introduce it simultaneously.11356 This is why the EEC, 
whose eventual aim was to introduce the origin principle, only planned to 
apply it within the EEC and apply the destination principle to the rest of 
the world. 

Reinforcing the perceived desirability of the destination principle is the 
fact that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade permits its use. 
Article XVI provides an exception to the rule forbidding subsidies for 
exports for destination principle indirect taxes. Article III paragraph 2 
allows imports to be taxed providing the rates are not higher than for like 
domestic products. 

Finally it is important to note that difficulties often arise with the 
treatment of services under the border tax adjustments required by the 
destination principle. While it is easy to identify and specially treat goods 
passing across the border it is harder to identify and therefore specially 
treat "exported services" or "imported services" because of the intangible 
nature of services. It may be that an exported service, like an exported 
good, is an activity which earns foreign exchange and thus would include 
for example accommodation of overseas tourists in the country. Or 
perhaps an exported service must be something physically performed 
overseas. However as will be shown it is probably true that where 
"services are concerned, border tax adjustments as a tool for avoiding 
double taxation and applying the destination principle is a failure". 35 7 

Exports of Goods and Services 
It will be recalled from Ch. 9 that the GSTA place of supply rules uses 
residence criteria to ensure tax liability arises for goods or services 
consumed in NZ. This is the basis for the destination principle's application 
once the special treatments of exports and imports are added. The 
principle that 11 t,}o tax will be levied on exports and the tax mechanism 
will provide for the automatic refund of the tax entering into the cost of 
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exported goods11358 was a part of the GST proposal from the beginning and 
resulted in the zerorating of exports. However the first GSTB only 
zerorated goods. The final treatment of exported goods is that zerorating 
applies, to summarise, to goods entered, deemed entered or that will be 
entered for export under the Customs Act 1966 so long as they are not 
being re-imported. 359 Fallowing on from the Advisory Panel's 
recommendations the following exported services are also zerorated: 360 

(a) the transportation of passengers or goods to or from NZ and the 
associated transportation of goods in NZ (and arranging those 
services but not ancillary services like loading or handling); 

(b) services supplied directly in connection with land outside NZ; 
(c) services directly connected with moveable personal property 

performed outside NZ; 
(d) services directly connected with goods under sections 47(2) or 181 of 

the Customs Act (for example the repairing of an international 
aircraft in NZ); 

(e) services that are "physically performed outside New Zealand"; 
(f) services supplied to a non-resident outside NZ unconnected with NZ 

land, moveable property, intellectual property or other rights; 
(g) work on intellectual property rights for use outside NZ; and 
(h) an agreement to refrain from conducting a taxable activity outside 
NZ. Clearly the most important of these provisions is (e) which will allow 
most "exported services" tax relief and arose from the Advisory Panel's 
general philosophy that GST should be a tax on all consumption in NZ and 
therefore not on consumption outside NZ. The distinction in (a) also arose 
out of this philosophy: 361 

..• the freight cost involved in transporting imports to New 
Zealand, and the landing charges involved in getting them 
across the wharf, form part of the cost of imports used in 
New Zealand, and so should be subject to GST •.• 

Conversely, the freight cost involved in transporting 
exports from New Zealand forms part of the cost of 
imports in another country, and so should not be subject 
to tax. If the exporter is selling on an FOB basis, the 
overseas importer is responsible for freight charges and 
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the question of GST is unlikely to arise. If the exporter is 
selling on a CIF basis, with the exporter arranging and 
paying for freight, any GST charged by the shipping agent 
••. would be fully refundable as an input credit to the 
exporter. Either way the appropriate result is obtained. 

It will not be possible to see if the exported services definition is 
comprehensive enough until the Act comes into force. 

The area of greatest debate on exported services was the treatment of 
inbound tourism by non-residents in NZ. The NZ Tourist Industry 
Federation Inc. and the Travel Agents Association of NZ Inc. argued that 
"qualifying" overseas pre-purchased tourist services (per section 156E IT A) 
be zerorated as exported services. Their argument was opposed by the 
IRD, the Advisory Panel and the de Cleene Committee but supported by 
the Treasury. Their submission was largely opposed and presumably failed 
because it was argued that the GST is designed to tax all consumption in 
NZ including by overseas tourists. The contrary argument is that, like 
exports, inbound tourism is a foreign exchange earning activity and should 
be zerorated and that zerorating is necessary to maintain international 
competitiveness vis a vis other locations especially Australia where half of 
NZ's tourists came from. No country has comprehensively zerorated all 
inbound tourism though a number have granted concessions. Argentina, 
Brazil, Denmark, Germany, Italy and Sweden all exempt some passenger 
transport services in their country. UK zerorates some passenger transport 
services. France and the Netherlands apply a lower rate to some passenger 
transport services while Austria and France apply lower rates for 
accommodation. Korea comes the closest to the tourist industry's desired 
treatment. Since 1978 it has zerorated lodging services for non-residents 
and since 1980 food and lodging for non-residents. While NZ's special 
treatment of commercial dwellings may give some advantage to inbound 
tourists the writer would accept the tourist industry's arguments. 

Imports of Goods and Services 
It has also always been a principle of the GST that "GST will •.. be levied at 
the time of importation of goods". 362 This revenue, collected by the 
Customs Department, is expected to account for up to forty percent of 
GST 
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receipts. 363 This GST will generally be levied and collected as if it were 
customs duty under the Customs Act. All goods "entered or delivered for 
home consumption" under the Customs Act, including smuggled goods, will 
bear GST. The value of supply of these goods is different to that discussed 
in Ch. 11 and is the sum of: 364 

(a) the price paid for the goods (per the Ninth Schedule of the Customs 
Act); 

(b) any customs duty and sales tax; and 
(c) the cost of transportation to NZ and insurance. 

It will be recalled that sections 12 and 13, which are deemed part of the 
Customs Act, create a separate form of liability to section 8(1). No 
taxable activity is required so that the imports of unregistered persons, for 
example NZ tourists returning from overseas, will attract GST. It should 
also be noted that (c) is consistent with the quotation from the Advisory 
Panel in Ch. 15.2. 

The payment of GST by registered importers creates a potential cashflow 
problem for importers. Under the GSTB importers had to pay the GST 
component of their goods' price to the Customs Department before they 
were released to them. Importers would thus be incurring GST liablity 
before those subject to the normal invoicing rules. The Advisory Panel 
looked at a number of solutions to this problem - including having the 
Customs Department simply invoicing traders as if they were a normal 
taxable activity - and argued imports should be an exempt activity. Their 
argument was that exempting imports by registered persons used to make 
taxable supplies would lose no revenue for IRD since GST would be 
recovered later in the production and distribution chain. Imports by 
unregistered persons would be taxed under the Customs Act. 

While a number of submissions to the de Cleene Committee supported this 
approach others preferred the use of a deferred payments scheme. The 
Customs Department's submission strongly opposed this arguing that such a 
scheme would: 
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(a) be open to fraud like overseas schemes; 
(b) provide an incentive for NZ producers to use overseas sourced goods; 
(c) affect the government's cash flows; and 
(d) conflict with their plans to report back on their own deferred 

payments scheme in February 1986. 

Therefore the GST A's approach was to extend the bonded warehouse 
concept currently in the Customs Act. Bonded warehouses are warehouses 
under Customs Department control where goods subject to duties or taxes 
can be held for importers or manufacturers without liability arising until 
they are removed. Title in the goods can also be passed without incurring 
this liability. This regime for deferring tax liability was substantially 
unchanged by the TRB. 

However on 14 March 1986 the Cabinet announced it was planning to 
abolish the bonded warehouse principle in favour of a deferred payments 
scheme. The deferred payments scheme is designed to treat importers as if 
they are normal purchasers of goods by having Customs Department 
invoice them in a similar way to how a local supplier would. In effect the 
scheme will allow importers to defer tax liability up to seven weeks. To 
minimise bad debts the scheme is only available to approved importers and 
security must be given to the Customs Departent. The scheme will come 
into effect on l October and is expected to be used by at least the 60,000 
traders currently registered under the Customs Act. It is hoped to 
eventually introduce direct crediting of GST payments into the system. 

It is an important lacuna in the GST A that the importation of services from 
non-residents not in NZ when the services are performed are not taxed. 
Only goods are covered by sections 12 and 13. Also the GST component on 
imports cannot be picked up later in the chain when the importer is the 
consumer of the service. To overcome this problem the Advisory Panel 
proposed some sort of withholding payment for unregistered traders. This 
problem emphasises the difficulties the destination principle has with 
services and the importance of the definitions of goods and services. A 
good example of the latter is computer software where importers are often 
merely licenced users rather than purchasers and are arguably importing a 
service or a good with a service component which should be untaxed. When 
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a book is imported to be photocopied and ongoing royalties paid for the 
copyright again GST liability is unclear. These problems arise again in the 
international context. 

15.4 International Double and Non-Taxation 
As in the income tax context double or non-taxation often arises between 
two countries with VAT (or similar sales tax) systems. For NZ this will be 
particularly a problem in trade with the EEC. The theoretical VAT double 
taxation literature is not as well developed as that for direct taxation. 
There are also no VAT double taxation agreements although for EEC 
countries problems of non-uniformity are reduced by the requirements of 
the Sixth Directive. Ruppe concludes there has been little interest in 
double tax agreements because problems are reduced by the near uni versa! 
application of the destination principle; the availability of input tax credits 
in some situations where double taxation problems arise and the cost plus 
nature of many firms' pricing. 365 Generally however he concludes 
problems can arise when: 

(a) there are overlaps or gaps regarding the territory for which the right 
to tax is claimed; 

(b) there are overlaps or gaps regarding the territorial attribution of 
goods; 

(c) there are overlaps or gaps regarding the territorial attribution of 
services; 

(d) there is differential treatment of national and foreign business; or 
(e) there are incomplete or superfluous border tax adjustments. 

It is submitted that problems (b), (d) and particularly (c) will probably be 
the most important for NZ. Problem (a) will usually only result in non-
taxation. Problem (b) will not result in unduly large distortions because NZ 
like most countries generally follows the rule that for goods to be taxable 
they must be located in the territory at the time of transfer. A number of 
overseas countries however depart from this rule. Similarly type (d) and (e) 
difficulties will not arise from the GSTA's standard treatments but from 
unusual overseas treatments. 
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Unsurprisingly problem (c) is the most difficult to solve in theoretical 
terms. This is because the border adjustments for taxing imported and 
exported services often break down and the multiplicity of possible tests 
for the place of supply services should be taxed. These include: 366 

(a) the place of the person's business who is rendering the service; 
(b) the place where the service is rendered; 
(c) the place where the recipient of the service is resident; 
(d) the place of the utilisation of the service. 

Option (d) is probably the "correct" option for the destination principle 
indirect tax but is difficult to operate in practice. NZ relies mainly on a 
combination of (a) and (b) but makes use of (c) and (d) too. 367 Options (a) 
and (b) are probably the most common methods: for example Israel, Mexico 
and Portugal rely heavily on (a) while Argentina, Austria and Sweden 
generally use (b). The EEC Sixth Directive, which has a strong influence on 
member's VATs, applies the four tests: (a) is the general test; (b) is 
applied to services connected to immovable property and some transport; 
(c) is used for some transfers of intellectual property and advertising and 
(d) is applied to some transactions involving the leasing of movable 
personal property. Of course the non-uniformity of treatment of some 
problematic services, like financial services, further exacerbates this 
problem. 

In conclusion the international consequences of the GST are very complex 
but it is probably true that wide possibilities exist for economic distortions 
and inequitable treatment of some taxpayers. International indirect 
taxation law or even the economic theory to create such law is not well 
enough developed to solve these problems. It is probably true however that 
these problems will not be as prevalent as income tax double taxation 
because of the universality of the destination principle and the similarity 
of VATs based on the European model. There are also obviously 
considerable opportunities for tax minimisation in international trade. 
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16. REGISTRATION AND RETURNS 

16.l The General Rules 
It is a prerequisite for tax liability under the GSTA that supply must be 
from a "registered person" to be taxable. Any person carrying on a taxable 
activity may be registered. Such a person is required to register if they 
believe they have had or will have a turnover $24,000 or more of taxable 
supplies in the last or next twelve months. 368 The test is a subjective one. 
The Commissioner has a direction to not require this registration of such a 
person if their exceeding the threshold level is solely as a consequence of 
any cessation or substantial permanent reduction of the taxable activity or 
the replacement of a capital asset used in the taxable activity. Under 
section 52 once a person is registered they must stay so for two years. All 
registered persons must have been registered by 31 August 1986 under 
section 82. Also the GST A has an anti-avoidance provision which can be 

d . 1· b th C · · · · 369 use , inter a 1a, y e omm1ss1oner to require a person to register. 

Once registration is required or voluntarily entered into the person must 
choose an accounting basis (see Ch. 13) and a return cateogory. These 
categories are: 

(a) two monthly - January, March, May etc; 
(b) two monthly - February, April, June etc; 

(c) six monthly; and 
(d) monthly. 

Under section 15(1) the usual case will be that the Commissioner will 
allocate most registered persons to category (a) or (b). However the actual 
day of the return period can be altered seven days either way if permission 
is received. 37° Category (c) is available to all registered persons with an 

371 annual turnover less than $250,000. A registered person cannot apply 
for category (c) because of deficiencies in their accounting system. 
Category (d) is available to all registered persons and is designed for those 

in a regular refund situation (e.g. exporters and those developing 
farms). 372 Registered persons normally have until the first day of the 
second month after a taxable period finishes to furnish the Commissioner 

. h t 373 wit a re urn. 
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Under section 15(4) a registered person in category (a) can change to any of 
the other categories with a written application. Other registered persons 
can only change categories if they meet the relevant criteria or fail to 
meet the relevant criteria. Category (c) registered persons will not be 
required to change categories if they exceed the $250,000 threshold solely 
as a consequence of or substantial and permanent reduction in the size or 
scale of their taxable activity or the replacement of any plant or capital 

374 asset. 

The Special Cases 

The GST A provides seven special cases for registration. These are: 

(a) Non-profit bodies. Branches or division of non-profit bodies can be 
treated separately for registered purposes if each: 

(i) maintains an independent system of accounting; and 
(ii) can be separately identified by reference to the nature of the 

t . ·t· . d . l . 375 ac 1v1 1es carr1e on or its ocat1on. 

This is a generous provision which effectively allows non-profit 
bodies to split themselves up to get under the $24,000 threshold 
provided they have the required amount of independence. Such a 
provision does not exist in any overseas legislation the writer knows 
of though this is not surprising given the wider taxation of non-profit 
bodies in NZ than overseas. 

However it is important to realise that not all of what are generally · 
considered non-profit bodies will be able to use this concession, and 
others available to non-profit bodies, as such a society, association or 
organisation must not only not be carried on for gain: under section 2 
its articles or memorandum must not allow any distribution to its 
members or proprietors. Though most charities will fall within the 
definition many sporting and cultural clubs will not. This provision is 
logical however since organisations which do allow the possibility of 
such distributions cannot, in law, really be though of as non-profit 
bodies. In addition if this was not required commercial organisations 
could be structured to take advantage of this special case. In any 
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case this special case should have caused a number of non-profit 
bodies to rewrite their constitution. 

(b) Groups of companies and individuals. Where there are two or more 
persons who are about to be registered they may constitute a "group" 
for the purposes of the GSTA if: 376 

(i) they are companies and are a group under the section 191 IT A; 
or 

(ii) one of them is not a Companies Act 1955 company and one 
person "controls" each of the others or one "controls" them all. 

The test in (i) is, to simplify, whether any person (widely defined) 
holds two thirds of the shares in or is enti tied to two thirds of the 
profits from the companies. 377 Part (ii) of the definition is very 
similar to section 29(3) VAT A and presumably enacts common law 
tests of control. 

However it is unclear precisely what is required for control in this 
context. Section 29(3) has adopted Companies Act definitions of 
requmng someone to control the composition of the board of 
directors or hold more than half of the entity's share capital for there 
to be control. These tests may not be relevant however to persons 
outside the Companies Act. Given the multiplicity of different 
commercial relations that would be covered by (ii) it is perhaps 
better if the courts and the Commissioner exercise the discretion on 
a case by case basis than set down specific tests. 

Where (i) or (ii) have been satisfied and the members of the group 
have decided that they wish to be members for GST purposes a 
representative member must be nominated who will account for the 
group's GST and recommend to the Commissioner the members of the 
group. Though the other members of the group are now relieved of 
making returns and intra-group transactions have no GST 
consequences they must still adopt the same return period and 
accounting basis as the representative member, issue invoices, keep 
records, be registered and remain jointly and severally liable for their 
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representative member's unpaid GST. This concession then is a 
desirable one as it will ease compliance costs for some groups of 
companies without revenue implications. 

(c) Branches and divisions of a registered person. This special case is the 
converse of (b) but very similar to (a). Any branch or division of any 
registered person, as opposed to just NZ companies under clause 20 
WP, can be separately registered if it meets the requirements of (i) 
and (ii) in (a). 378 Though each branch or division may account for 
GST separately it must maintain the same taxable period and 
accounting basis as if it were still part of the registered person. This 
special case is different to (a) (if it were not that special case would 
confer no benefit on non-profit bodies vis a vis other organisations) in 

that it allows branches and divisions to register separately not to be 
treated separately for registration purposes. Hence branches and 
divisions of registered persons cannot subdivide to avoid GST 
liability. This provision is similar to section 31(1) VAT A but that 
prov1s10n appears to give the Commissioner more direction. The 
rationale for this concession is similar to that for (b). 

(d) Unincorporated bodies. "Unincorporated body" is defined in section 
57(1) GSTA to include partnerships, joint ventures and trustees of 
trusts. The income taxes conduit taxation of partnerships and joint 
ventures are replaced to make these bodies legal taxpayers. The 
complex income tax code of sections 226 to 233 IT A are also set 
aside to make trustees carrying on a taxable activity legally 
responsible for GST. However the GST A recognises the reality of 
partnerships and other unincorporated bodies as legal fictions by 
making their members jointly and severally liable as members for the 
default of GST. Also the estate of a dead member is similarly liable. 
When a partnership has been determined an ex-partner can only 
escape such liability if s/he has notified the Commissioner of the 

change in membership. It is submitted that it would be difficult to 
devise a system of wider liability than exists in section 57(3). For 
example it is considerably wider than tort or contract liability under 
the Partnership Act 1908. 
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In the UK partnerships are also taxable entities under section 30 
VAT A since persons carrying on a business in partnership may 
register in the partnership's name. Betram and Co. v. CEC379 seemed 
to provide a method for those in partnership to avoid being registered 
when it was held that it was "pefectly possible for the same two, or 
the same three or more, people to join together in separate 
partnerships for different purposes". However this proposition was 
put to rest in CEC v. Glassborow380 which held that two persons who 
carried on two quite separate and distinct partnerships, set up before 
the VAT A came into force would be required by the Commissioner to 
register as one entity. The writer would be surprised if a NZ court 
did not follow Glassborow as it is consistent with the special case 
which recognises the commercial reality that unincorporated bodies 
are an organisational form that often provides goods or services. 

(e) Personal representatives, liquidators, receivers etc. Under section 58 
if there is a bankruptcy, incapacitation or death of a registered 
person the Commissioner is empowered to deem any person carrying 
on the registered person's activity to be the registered person. For 
example a mortgagee who, to realise a debt, takes possession of the 
mortgagor's taxable activity can be deemed to be the registered 
person. This provision is similar to that under UK VAT regulations. 

(f) Agents. Three situations of agency are provided for under the Act: 
Agents of absentee principals, agents generally and auctioneers as 
agents for those whose property they sell. In the first situation the 
principal must be outside NZ or, if a company, incorporated outside 
NZ and not having a permanent place in NZ. 381 In the second 
situation the agent must merely be a registered person who makes 
supplies "for or on behalf of" the principal. 382 In the third situation 
the agency of the auctioneer for the person whose goods are sold 
arises out of some sort of agreement between the two that such a 
relationship should exist. 383 

In each of the three situations slightly different GST consequences 
arise. While the supplies made to or from the agent are still deemed 
to have been made to or from the principal tax invoices or debit or 
credit notes are issued to or from the agent. 384 Agents of absentee 
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principals will be liable for the principal's GST and will be required to 
make returns. Ordinary agents, though they issue and receive 
invoices and are required to keep records of such invoices, are not 
required to make returns for their principals. 

The position is more complex with respect to auctioneer agents and their 
principals. People selling goods at auctions may or may not be registered 
persons. They also may be registered persons selling in their private 
capacity. Hence bidders at auctions may have two problems. Firstly they 
may not know if the price of goods being bid for should include a GST 
component for the seller (there will be course be GST on the auctioneer's 
commission if that person is registered). Secondly they may not know 
whether they will get an invoice from the seller. Hence two situations are 
provided for. Firstly, if the principal is unregistered, if the principal and 
auctioneer agree they may treat the supply of goods as if it came from the 
auctioneer with the tax collected and paid to the IRD by the auctioneer. If 
the principal is a registered person, making the supply to the bidder a 
taxable supply, then presumably the agent auctioneer must collect the GST 
and pass it along with the rest of the price (excluding commission and 
probably GST on that commission) to the principal who is liable in the 
normal way. Secondly, if there is no agreement to adopt this approach, 
again on general principles, the supply from principal to agent will be 
taxable if the principal is in the course of a taxable activity supplying 
those goods and the principal must account for GST on the money passed 
back to them. 

The optional scheme, which is an innovation of the Advisory Panel as 
altered by the Minister of Finance, may result in higher prices for some 
goods but would reduce the confusion about whether prices in auctions 
include GST and would allow buyers, particularly in the export business, an 
invoice. How widely the optional scheme will be used, and whether in fact 
it will reduce confusion, will not be known until GST is in operation. For a 
discussion of the pricing issues in auctions see Ch, 17,Z 

16.3 Conclusion 
The treatment of small traders was one of the most important areas of 
debate in the GST. The treatment of small traders under a VAT is usually 
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an area of concern because overseas studies have shown that compliance 
costs fall disproportionately heavily on small traders. For example 
Professor Sandford's study of the compliance costs of the VAT A, which has 
a comparatively high threshold for registration, has shown that compli~nce 
costs for the smaller firms in his study were thirty times those of the 
largest firms. 385 The smaller firms who carry this burden usually only 
make a small contribution to revenue. For example the Sandford study 
showed that forty percent of the compliance costs and fifty five percent of 
the administrative costs were incurred by, or in respect of, sixty nine 
percent of traders who generated less than five percent of the VAT 
revenue. Thus despite the neutrality arguments to the contrary there are 
good administrative reasons for some form of special treatment for small 
traders. 

What concessions are possible? For the reasons in Ch. 14.1 zero or 
differential rating would appear to be poor concessions. As stated in Ch. 
13 the optional accounting basis available to the smallest seventy seven 
percent of traders will allow some compliance advantages. There are also 
a number of concessions for non-profit bodies in the GST A including that in 
Ch. 16.2. Overseas forfait systems and a number of special shcemes for 
groups like retailers and farmers have been introduced. 386 However it is 
submitted that the government was correct in regarding these as 
introducing unnecessary complexities into the GST. 

Debate therefore centred on what registration threshold there should be 
below which traders would be exempt. The WP suggested a $2,500 annual 
threshold. Though this may appear very low, it will be seen from Appendix 
A9 that countries like Denmark, Italy, Norway and Sweden have similar 
thresholds (albeit usually with other small trader relief). In any case this 
threshold caused great concern to small businesses and other organisations 
and 171 submissions to the Advisory Panel suggested thresholds as high as 
$50,000. The Advisory Panel rejected a UK level threshold because they 
feared many businesses would operate just under it and that a high 
threshold would actually raise compliance costs for those who were 
registered. They proposed a $20,000 threshold which the Minister of 
Finance increased to $24,000, the writer understands, to fit better into a 
twelve month year. 
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As it turns out this threshold is similar to the unweighted average of the 
countries in Appendix A9 (excluding Luxembourg and the Netherlands) of 
$31,000. However in the international context NZ has joined Germany in 
the middle ground between a group of countries with very low thresholds 
and those over $50,000. The NZ threshold is estimated to exempt between 
25,000 and 35,000 businesses with $50 to $SOM revenue forgone per 
annum. 387 At least 180,000 and probably more than 200,000 businesses will 
be registered. 

As seen in comparing the NZ returns regime to those of overseas countries 
in Appendix AlO the GSTA has attempted to alleviate the regressivity of 
compliance costs with differential payment periods. The WP proposed a 
standard two monthly return period. Following their proposal of what they 
regarded as a relatively low threshold the Advisory Panel proposed 
alternative monthly, six monthly and annual return periods, using various 
methods of calculation. This would be more return periods than any of the 
overseas countries in Appendix AlO. The Minister of Finance accepted 
these alternative periods with the exception of the yearly return period. 
This return period regime is quite different to the usual quarterly return 
period in the appendix. 

As a final point it is submitted that the failure to automatically index to 
inflation the $24,000 and $250,000 figures is a major weakness of the 
GST A. As an ad valorem tax the GST is inflation proofed so that the 
failure to increase the $24,000 threshold would create a phenomenon 
similar to fiscal drag and is undesirable for reasons of visibility. For the 
GST and some overseas registration and return forms see Appendix All. 

SOME DOCUMENTATION AND PRICING ISSUES 

Documentation 
It is not proposed to cover the administrative aspects of the GST A. 
However one important and hotly debated documentation issue was the 
disclosure provisions of tax invoices. Tax invoices are important because 
they usually provide the documentation which enables a trader to claim an 
input tax credit. Also a registered person who supplies goods or services 
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must under section 24(1), on request, issue a tax invoice in twenty eight 
days. Failure to do so is a criminal offence. 388 

Section 24 GSTA sets out the information required to be in a "tax invoice". 
It is important to distinguish between the "tax invoice" and an ordinary 
"invoice" as both expressions appear in the Act. Under section 2 "invoice" 
has its ordinary meaning as a "document notifying an obligation to make 
payment" for goods and services supplied. An invoice may be a "tax 
invoice" if it includes the following particulars:389 

(a) the words "tax invoice" in a prominent place; 
(b) the name, address and registration number of the supplier; 
(c) the name and address of the recipient; 
(d) the date upon which the invoice is issued; 
(e) a description of the goods and services supplied; 
(f) the quantity or volume of the goods and services supplied; 
(g) the tax exclusive consideration, the total amount of tax charged and 

the total consideration or (where the tax is charged on a tax fraction 
basis) the consideration and a statement that it includes GST. 

The requirement for an individual serialised number on each tax invoice 
was removed by clause 19(1) TRB. Besides this change, and some 
alteration of (g), the only other drafting change was the removal of the 
requirement to include the date of supply. 

These requirements for the normal tax invoice are similar to those in other 
jurisdictions. Of the EEC tax invoice requirements390 the author has seen 
only the Belgium one requires an individual serialised number. In fact the 
Belgium tax invoice is a fairly complex one. In addition to the earlier 
mentioned information it must contain the date of supply, the applicable 
rate(s) and, if no VAT is due, reason for the exemption. The Danish, West 
German and Irish requirements are very similar to NZ's though the first 
two do not require VAT registration numbers while the latter requires the 
date the goods or services were supplied. The UK tax invoice is virtually 
identical to the GST's. The Austrian tax invoice is somewhat simpler since 
neither the registration number nor the quantity or volume of the goods 
supplied is required. 
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In most countries there is provision for simplified VAT invoices. In NZ 
these provisions are twofold. For supplies for consideration between $100 
and $20 a simplified tax invoice can be used. Under section 24(4) this must 
disclose at least: 

(a) the words "tax invoice" in a prominent place; 
(b) the name and registration number of the supplier; 
(c) the date upon which the tax invoice is issued; 
(d) a description of the goods and services supplied; and 
(e) the consideration for the supply and a statement that it includes a 

charge in respect of tax. 

This can be compared to Austrian simplified invoice which requires (b) to 
(e) for supplies for consideration under 1000 AS (about $135). In Denmark 
the name and address of the consignee can be omitted for supplies for 
consideration under 200 D.Kr. (about $50). Similarly in Germany this and 
the date can be omitted for invoices for less than 200 OM (about $190). 

For invoices for less than $20, presumably for items like taxi fares and 
periodicals, no invoice is required under sectiosn 24(5) to claim an input tax 
deduction. Similarly under section 24(6) and (7) for secondhand goods 
purchased from unregistered persons and some other transactions, like 
automatic bank deductions for certain payments, where it is not possible to 
acquire an invoice, provided sufficient records are kept the Commissioner 
has a discretion to allow particulars to be omitted from tax invoices or to 
not require invoices. 

There are other important provisions regarding tax invoices: following 
recommendations of the Advisory Panel the GST A allows the UK practice 
of buyer created invoices or self billing in situations where the buyer, not 
the supplier, normally issues invoices. 391 The writer also understands that 
invoices relating to more than one supply will also be allowed ~y the 
Commissioner. This may be useful for the auctioneers and other agents 
discussed in Ch. 16. 2. 

The other important disclosure requirements in the GST A concern those for 
the credit and debit notes discussed in Ch. 10.2. The disclosure for a credit 
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t . . ·1 t th f · · l 392 no e 1s very s1m1 ar o ose or a tax invoice, name y: 

(a) the words "credit note" in a prominent place; 
(b) the name, address and registration number of the supplier; 
(c) the name and address of the purchaser; 
(d) the date on which the credit note was issued; 
(e) the amount of consideration involved;393 

(f) the date on which the tax invoice was issued; and 
(g) a brief explanation of the circumstances giving rise to their issuing of 

the credit note. 

The disclosure requirements for debit notes under section 25(3)(b) 
essentially mirror these. At least one commentator has criticised these 
disclosure requirements as too onerous since they require more information 
than the tax invoices to which they relate. It is difficult to see how they 
could be sensibly further simplified however now that the requirements for 
serialised numbers have been removed. 

As the GST legislation was originally drafted not only was it an offence to 
knowingly issue a tax invoice but to issue any tax invoice "in any material 
aspect erroneous or incomplete". 394 No mens rea was required and 
materiality was not defined and, per clause 64(3) GSTB1 each disclosure 
error could result in a $500 fine for an individual or $2,500 for a company. 
A number of submissions to the de Cleene Committee objected to these 
provisions including Mr. Whitmore's Citizens for a Better Tax who said the 
provisions were "unsatisfactory as they treat innocent oversights as serious 
offences. [They J will also put taxpayers who discover that minor errors 
have affected prior returns in a quandry". Consequently the current 
section 62(k) requires knowledge on the part of the offender. 

Whether or not these documentation requirements will prove too onerous, 
particularly for small businesses, associations and clubs, is difficult to 
judge at this stage. It is also unclear how well credit card invoices, 

· · 395 d h · . · t " ·11 b . t t d . t computer invoices an ot er invoicing prac ices wt e m egra e in o 
the GST regime. The writer understands that the UK Commissioners allow 
the following types of tax invoices: the adapting of credit card sale 
vouchers for small amounts, the adaption of till rolls from cash registers 
for cash and 
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carry wholesalers and computer invoicing including on paper, magnetic 
media or for direct transmission. Whether these methods will be allowed is 
of course as much a question of tax administration as law. It is also 
submitted that the lack of indexation of the $20 and $100 "disclosure 
thresholds" may create problems if inflation forces higher informational 
burdens on businesses. The provisions for the Governor General to increase 
these amounts are not considered satisfactory alternatives. Finally it 
should be noted that the informational required by the GST, including that 
discussed here, does not just have negative consequences for business. 
Certainly there will be compliance costs but overseas experience suggests 
"managerial" benefits should be weighed against these. Sandford's study 
for example in 1977 /8 found that of firms with a turnover under £100,000 
forty two percent thought their purchase records and thirty percent 
thought their sales records were better kept because of VAT. For 
examples of GST tax invoices see Appendix Al2. 

Pricing 
Another contentious and unresolved GST issue is that of pricing methods. 
Three main pricing methods are possible for goods' "sticker prices", price 
lists, advertisements and auctions: GST exclusive pricing, GST inclusive 
pricing and grossed up pricing (a variant on inclusive pricing). In a shop 
displaying GST exclusive prices the customers must estimate the total 
price of the good or service by adding the GST component to the sticker 
price which the vendor would calculate when the article was brought to the 
counter or the service performed. If a shop used GST inclusive pricing 
then, as is common in the UK, the vendor would probably display a sign 
saying "All prices include GST". Other than that a customer would have no 
reason to know or be concerned with GST. Grossed up pricing displays both 
the GST inclusive and exclusive prices and the GST component. 

The WP was silent on pricing issues. The Advisory Panel received a number 
of submissions and summarised the arguments in favour of GST inclusive 

. . h 396 pricing t us: 

(a) A consumer should be able to make the buying decision knowing the 
total cost without having to make a calculation; 
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(b) GST inclusive prices are easier to compare for the customer; 
(c) GST inclusive pricing might encourage some retailers to absorb some 

tax themselves; 

(d) Certain types of unattended sales (e.g. parking meters) must be GST 
inclusive; 

(e) Some transactions which must be done at speed (e.g. bus fares) may 
have to be GST inclusive. The Advisory Panel noted however the 
argument for GST exclusive pricing including: 

(a) GST inclusive pricing may result in some rounding up of prices to the 
detriment of consumers; 

(b) If the GST rate were increased all goods and catalogues GST inclusive 
priced would have to be repriced; 

(c) GST inclusive prices are harder for shop invoices to write tax 
invoices from; 

(d) Unregistered persons who need not add the full GST to their products 
would be inclined to sell articles with pre-printed GST inclusive 
prices for that price. 

There are further arguments. Against the clarity and simplicity of GST 
inclusive pricing must be weighed the economic arguments of lack of 
visibility and the possibility of a ratchet effect. Over time a tax inclusive 
GST may become so invisible that revenue from it would be easily raised by 
increasing the rate and/or not increasing the $24,000 threshold. A ratchet 
effect might arise from businesses including GST in their cost structure, 
adding their markup on both the base price and the tax content. 

Following submissions from groups like the Retailers Federation and the 
Accountants Society and the recommendation of the Advisory Panel either 
method (or the grossed up method) is permissible. This is implicit in the 
provisions for tax invoices and auctions. There is no legislation specifically 
on point despite the Government's clear preference for GST inclusive 
pricing and suggestions that regulations might be promulgated under the 
Fair Trading Bill 1986. The writer understands that the Minister of 
Consumer Affairs will only regulate, implementing GST inclusive pricing, if 
she is dissatisfied with practices after 1 October 1986. 
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18. THE GST IN RELATION TO THE REST OF THE TAX SYSTEM 

In 1984, before the advent of the GST, NZ direct taxes were seventy two 
percent and indirect taxes (including highways tax and relying most heavily 
on wholesale sales tax and customs duty revenue) twenty eight percent of 
total tax revenue receipts. 397 This three quarters to one quarter direct to 
indirect tax mix had been a feature of the NZ tax system for a number of 
years and is similar to the mix in other DECO countries. In 1982 the make 
up was seventy six to twenty four percent compared to an unweighted 
average DECO mix of seventy one to twenty nine percent. This DECO 
average however is somewhat misleading as it includes a number of 
countries like Japan who had no broadbased sales tax whereas NZ 
supposedly did. The mix of DECO European countries - who all had 
broadbased indirect taxes, usually of the VAT type - though was still only 
seventy percent to thirty percent. Although the writer has not seen 
subsequent DECO data it can be assumed that the direct - indirect tax mix 
has not altered substantially since 1982. 

What is the post-GST direct-indirect taxation proportion? The problem 
with answering this question is that the 1986 Budget data only gives 
projection of taxation revenue for the 1986/7 year. The GST will only be in 
force for half of that period. There will also be substantial collection lags 
so that all the revenue attributable to the 1986/7 year will not be collected 
in that period. Thus the GST will earn just $1.28 in 1986/7 and the direct-
indirect tax mix will be seventy one to twenty nine percent,398 

substantially the same as above. To suggest that no switch to indirect tax 
has occurred would be erroneous however. The best published comparison 
of the direct-indirect tax mix in NZ was published in the Minister of 
Finance's Statement on Taxation and Benefit Reform 1985 and is 
reproduced in Appendix Al3. That shows a direct-indirect tax mix without 
GST, but under the existing wholesale sales tax, of seventy five to twenty 
five percent for the year ending March 1986. The tax system after 
October 1986 (in full 1986/7 financial year terms) shows a five percent 
shift to a sixty five to thirty five percent mix. If this is the long term 
position the GST, even at only ten percent, would have changed NZ from a 
country which relies less than average to about sixth in the DECO (on 1982 
data). However NZ would have to substantially increase the GST rate to 
emulate 
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Ireland whose thirty percent rated VAT helped indirect taxation to raise 
forty five percent of total tax revenue. 399 

Is there any "appropriate" tax balance NZ should seek between direct and 
indirect taxation? As noted in Ch. 3.2 older taxation economists used to 
regard indirect taxation, under a number of very restrictive assumptions, 
as inferior to direct taxation. This however was invariably because they 
were comparing theoretical comprehensive direct taxes to indirect excise 
taxes on one or a number of commodities.400 Newer analyses suggest 
broadbased indirect taxes are not inferior to direct taxation and the 
question of the appropriate tax base - income, expenditure or wealth - is of 
much more interest to public sector economists. The appropriate mix of 
methods is largely then a question of tax administration: for example 
minimising administrative and compliance costs and incentives to avoid and 
evade tax. Overseas experience of course tells us very little about the 
appropriate tax balance in NZ. 

While the direct-indirect tax mix can be used to approximate the 
percentage use of the income and consumption basis this is not necessarily 
appropriate. So-called income taxes often have elements which tax 
wealth, for example the treatment of land transactions, or consumption, 
for example any treatment of superannuation which allows a deduction for 
savings. So-called consumption taxes often have elements which tax other 
tax bases, for example the GST's treatment of land is closer to a partial 
assets tax than a true tax on consumption. However the GST certainly 
means that the NZ tax system taxes more heavily the consumption tax base 
and probably moves closer to the income base-consumption base mix of 
those DECO countries with VA Ts. As stated, though this is still a current 
debate in economics, taxing the consumption base is generally believed to 
be more neutral because it does not double tax savings. 

Within consumption direct taxes how does NZ's division between the GST 
and excise taxes compare with overseas countries with consumption taxes 
and excise taxes? DECO statistics between 1955 and 19Bo401 show that 
the share of consumption taxes to total tax revenue has fallen eight 
percent. However revenue from general consumption taxes as a 
percentage of total taxation actually increased three percent in that 
period; the fall 
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was entirely due to an eleven percent decrease in the share of revenue from 
specific taxes on goods and ser'vices (i.e. largely excise taxes). One point is 
clear here: the tax on specific goods and services, which was once the 
primary source of indirect tax revenue, has fallen from favour. In 1955 
taxes on specific goods and services were two and a half times as important 
as general taxes. By 1980 the two sources were of roughly equal 
importance. 

In NZ in 1986/7 the ratio of GST and sales tax revenue to other indirect 
taxes (including highway taxation) will be forty five to fifty five percent. 
Again a more accurate ratio is gained from the data in Appendix Al3 of 
sixty percent to forty percent. 4oz This is an increase in the ratio of, say, 
1985 when the wholesales sales tax allowed a ratio of just forty five to 
fifty five percent. 403 Post-GST however a substantial amount of revenue 
will still be coming from other indirect taxes. Following on from the TRB 
these other indirect taxes will be excises on alcohol, tobacco, motor 
spirits, motor vehicles, various gaming duties as well as highways taxation, 
customs duty and (not included in this data) local body rates. Large in 
number though these various taxes may be they are not as numerous as 
many in the European countries with VATs included in Appendix Al5. As 
stated previously such taxes violate neutrality and are often markedly 
regressive. Also as stated previously their existence, as opposed to raising 
the GST rate, can only be defended on the benefit approach to equity. 
Putting aside customs duties and local body rates, which have functions 
outside the scope of this paper, the taxes on alcohol, tobacco, betting and 
highways taxation can only be defended as taxes to compensate the 
government for costs borne in areas like health, the criminal justice system 
and reading. However it is more difficult to argue that the taxation of 
motor cars and fuels, which has rarely been explicitly linked to expenditure 
in the reading area, can be justified on the benefit principle. It is 
submitted for any government to do so, for any excise tax, the social cost 
of a particular activity would have to be specifically identified and 
quantified to assess the amount of tax liability and revenue from that 
source explicitly "earmarked" to reducing that social cost. It is further 
submitted that in the absence of this the more neutral GST should be 
extended to replace these taxes. 
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Finally it is interesting to look at the GST specifically in the tax system. 
Overseas VA Ts contribute varying amounts to tax revenue. The average 
European VAT contributes seventeen percent of tax revenue or about seven 
percent of GDP (see Appendix Al4). However there is a good deal of 
variance between the Luxembourgeois VAT which contributes eleven 
percent of tax revenue to the single rated comprehensive Danish VAT 
which earns twice as much. This link between single rated VATs and high 
revenue yield can be observed in the DECO study which shows in single 
rate VAT countries in 1980 VAT receipts were eighteen percent of tax 
revenue; in multiple rate countries they were sixteen percent and in sales 
tax countries just eleven percent. At $1.2B revenue the GST will 
contribute only seven percent of total tax revenue. 4o4 In a full year it 
would contribute the European average of seventeen percent of total tax 
revenue or five percent of GDP.405 The comprehensive nature of the GST 
can be seen from the fact that this level of revenue yield is possible with 
such a low rate. 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this about the nature of the 
GST in the tax system. Firstly it has changed NZ from a country which 
makes less than average use of indirect/ consumption taxes closer to the 
average without making exceptional use of them. Secondly NZ has 
followed the OECD trend out of the economically inferior selective taxes 
of goods and services towards a comprehensive consumption tax. However 
specific taxes remain very important in the NZ context as well as overseas. 
Thirdly though the GST is set at a low rate it contributes the European 
average percentage of revenue from such a tax. 

19. CONCLUSION 

Consistent with what has been written so far it is contended that the 
following major changes should be made to the GSTA: 

(a) definitions of "supply" and "services" should be included; 
(b) some rules for apportionment, the treatment of GST for income tax 

purposes and pricing methods should be legislated for; 
(c) all thresholds should be automatically indexed for inflation; 
(d) the introduction of a low rated financial services turnover tax in 

exchange for making financial institutions registered persons should 
be further considered; 
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(e) all prepaid inbound tourism should be zerorated; and 

(f) all imported services, particularly to unregistered persons, should be 
taxed. The need for other specific charges will only become clear once 
GST is introduced. It is interesting how the introduction of a relatively 
neutral tax shows up weaknesses in other areas of NZ taxation. In the 
writer's opinion there are good arguments for reviewing the fringe benefits 
tax, the local body rating system and excise taxes in particular and all 
indirect taxes in general against tax policy criteria. 

This leads to the writer's major proposal for change: it is submitted that 
the ten percent rate should be increased (keeping an appropriate tax 
fraction). In international terms the GST's rate is at the bottom end of the 
scale for a developed country (see Appendicies Al4 and Al5). Overseas 
such rates have been introductory, increased once the VAT has been in 
operation a while. From Appendix A4 the average standard or only positive 
rate of countries at introduction was eleven percent. By 1984 this average 
had crept up to fourteen percent. The use of introductory rates is often 
justified because it minimises the VA T's immediate impact on inflation. It 
is submitted that it is sub-optimal tax policy to use a comprehensive tax on 
200,000 traders to earn only about seventeen percent of total tax receipts 
or half of indirect taxation, even if that is the European practice. Raising 
the rate would also allow further reform of indirect taxes, possibly revenue 
sharing with local government and income tax reductions as well as a 
further shift toward taxing the consumption tax base. A higher rate would 
also lower administrative and compliance costs because it would generate 
more revenue, with largely fixed costs, and increase the cash flow benefits 
to business. 

How good a tax is the GST in terms of the criteria in Ch. 1? The GST may 
be the world's most neutral tax on expenditure. The draftsperson of the 
GST has learned the: 406 

central technical lesson of European experience with the 
value added tax ... that multiple rates can be used to 
eliminate the regressivity of the value added tax, but that 
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the penalties in administrative complexity increased 
compliance costs, and distortions in consumption decisions 
have been high and probably unjustified. 

The GST's coverage is also very broad. All of the usual special treatments, 
usually for vertical equity reasons, have been avoided. Though the GST's 
treatment of financial services, land and fringe benefits, as well as the 
medium sized registration threshold and the non-taxation of the household 
sector, will produce some economic distortions these are probably no worse 
than most overseas treatments. The GST's treatment of insurance, 
government services and supplies of non-profit bodies are in some respects 
quite revolutionary in their width. 

A good measure of neutrality is the comprehensiveness of coverage of the 
tax base. According to the 1986 Budget 407 the GST tax base is slightly 
over one hundred percent of household consumption expenditure. Though it 
is difficult to know if exactly comparable measures of expenditure are 
being used in other studies this can be compared to the thirty seven 
percent of consumption NZ's previous wholesale sales tax taxed. It can 
also be compared to the UK where their VAT taxes fifty six percent of 

408 consumption while zerorated items remove thirty percent of the base. 
Even the Danish VAT, the most comprehensive in Europe, covered only 
seventy percent of total personal consumption expenditure while the 
Canadian manufacturers' sales tax covered forty percent. 409 With the 
possible exceptions of the Korean and Israeli VA Ts, for which the writer 
has not seen data, the GST is probably the most comprehensive VAT in the 
world. 

In terms of vertical equity it can be argued that the GST measures up less 
favourably. The Institute of Policy Studies incidence study found, under a 
number of assumptions and with a number of reservations, that the GST 
would be regressive with respect to income, though no more so than the 
existing wholesales sales tax. If this conclusion can be compared to 
overseas studies, which it cannot, it would be slightly more regressive than 
many overseas VATs and retail sales tax. 410 However even if that was 
decided to be undesirable it is submitted vertical equity is a criterion for 
the entire tax-expenditure system rather than one element of it. No such, 
general equilibrium, incidence study has been done in N.Z. 
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The administrative costs of the GST, at such a low rate and for an 
introductory period, are probably not excessive. On 31 March 1986 IRD 
employed 414 staff on GST on work though the writer understands ther13 is 
authorisation for 1,000 staff. The projected GST administrative costs of 
$18.3M in 1986/7411 are 1.5 per~ent of the actual revenue of $1,200M. 
This is lower, for example, that the comparable UK figure for the 1977/8 
year. 

412 
Although a lower than UK registration threshold suggests higher 

and more regressive compliance costs than the Sandford studies show this 
conclusion cannot necessarily be drawn. A simpler, more comprehensive 
GST, different return periods and accounting bases, the concessions for 
non-profit bodies and a different interest rate environment could produce 
very different results. 

Without any empirical evidence for saying so the writer would suspect that, 
because of the educational programme undertaken, the GST is a very 
visible tax for the general public, especially when compared to the previous 
indirect taxes. 

The GST then, to the extent that information is known, is a very good tax 
in terms of the Ch. l criteria. However this conclusion is necessarily 
premature. If the history of taxation, and particularly indirect taxation in 
NZ, shows us one thing it is that it is much easier to compromise a good 
comprehensive tax than it is to maintain one. 

STOP PRESS: The GST Amendment Act 1986 has just been passed and 
includes some changes to the regime in this paper. In particular the 
turnover limit for the invoice basis has been raised to $500,000 and the 
treatment of supplies of fine metals has been clarified. 
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APPENDIX Al - IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF VAT 

1342 First turnover tax introduced in Spain and Spanish colonies (the 
Alcabala), 

1904 Philipines rekindled interest in the turnover tax by introducing one. 

1917 The French introduced a turnover tax as did many other European 
countries in the early part of the century. 

1918 Professor Thomas S. Adams of the Yale University spoke at the Annual 
Conference of the National Tax Association recommended a form of 
VAT as a business tax and a German industrialist, van Siemens, 
proposed a "refined turnover tax" (veredelte Umatzsteuer ), an income 
type VAT, for Germany. 

1932 and 
1933 

1934 

US Brookings Institute recommended the VAT as a state sales tax for 
Alabama and Iowa. 

A German, Gerhard Calm, published an article entitled "The Ideal Tax 
System" that incorporated a VAT. 

1935 A partial VAT element was introduced into the Argentine turnover tax. 

1940 American, Paul Studenski, concluded VAT was the ideal business tax 
and wrote in favour of it. Senator C. Joseph O'Mahoney introduced a 
VAT Bill into the US Senate. 

1948 The French introduced a VAT component into the wholesale state of 
their turnover tax. 

1949 The Shoup Mission went to Japan to rebuild its war torn economy. They 
recommended a VAT and the Local Tax Bill was passed in 1950. 
However the legislation was never put into effect and was repealed in 
1954. 
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1953 With little prior warning the State of Michigan introduced the VAT-like 
tax Adams had proposed (the Business Activities Tax). 

1954 Maurice Laure (the "father of VAT") extended the VAT component in 
the French turnover tax. 

1957 The Treaty of Rome created the EEC. 

1959 Carl Shoup's influential report on the "Fiscal System of Venezuela" 
argues in favour of the turnover tax over the VAT. 

1960 The Swedish General Tax Commission proposed their retail sales tax be 
replaced by a VAT. The US case of Armco Steel Corporation v. 
Department of Revenue 359 Mich. 430 (1960) held the Michigan VAT to 
be an income tax. 

1963 The EEC Neumark Committee made VAT part of the EEC tax 
harmonisation policy. The UK National Economic Development 
Commission report recommended a VAT as a way of increasing 
economic growth. The German federal government sent the Fourth 
Bundestag a "Blueprint for a Turnover Tax Law" which envisaged an 
income type VAT. 

1964 The UK Richardson Committee on Turnover Taxation (Cmnd 2300) 
opposed the VAT for administrative reasons. A partial VAT was 
introduced in Finland. 

1965 The Brazilian states adopted a VAT (called the ICM). 

1966 The Canadian Carter Commission argued for the retail sales tax ahead 
of the VAT. 

1967 The EEC issued the Sixth Directive with guidelines on members' VATs. 
Oakland wrote two pathbreaking theoretical articles on the VAT in the 
National Tax Journal. 
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1968 France introduced the first comprehensive consumption type VAT 
followed by Germany and Uruguay. 

1969 The Netherlands and Sweden introduced VATs. 

1970 Deadline for all EEC members to introduce VATs : Belgium and Italy 
failed to meet it. Luxembourg and Norway introduced VATs. A 
minority report to the US President proposed a VAT for the US. A 
Conservative Government was elected in the UK with a promise to 
abolish the Selective Employment Tax (SET) and investigate VAT. 

1971 A UK Green Paper (Cmnd 4929) was published proposing to replace SET 
and the purchase tax with a VAT in 1973. Belgium introduced a VAT. 

1972 Irish VAT introduced. 

1973 The UK and Austria introduced VA Ts. A US Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations report opposed VAT for the US, but two 
IMF reports supported it. 

1975 The Australian Asprey Committee recommended a shift to indirect 
taxation. The State of Michigan introduced a VAT-like business tax 
calculated on an additive basis (called the Single Business Tax). 

1976 Israel introduced a broadbased VAT. 

1977 Following IMF recommendations Korea also introduced a broadbased 
VAT. 

1978 The UK Meade Committee on the Reform of Direct Taxation argued in 
favour of the expenditure tax base. 

1979 The UK standard and higher rates were replaced by a single rate of 
fifteen percent. 



1979 and 
1980 
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Senator Long and Representative Al Ullman, Chairman of two 
influential congressional tax legislation committees proposed a ten 
percent VAT for the US yielding $US 1158 (HR 7015, the Tax 
Restructuring Act of 1980). 

1984 The Secretary of the Department for the Treasury reported to the US 
President on proposals for introducing a VAT. 

Sources: Various. 
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APPENDIX A2 - A HISTORY OF THE GST 

1933 A five percent wholesale sales tax on most products was introduced as a 
temporary emergency measure. Over the years its rates proliferated 
and its base narrowed to thirty seven percent of the potential base. 

1967 The Ross Committee investigating the NZ tax system argued the VAT 
was unsuitable for NZ. 

1976 and The Monetary and Economic Council proposed a major shift in NZ 
1977 taxation to indirect taxation. 

1981 A private sector consultation held at the Trillas in Auckland on 
February 24 considered the VAT but decided it was "politically 
unacceptable". 

1982 The McCaw Committee Report recommended consideration of the VAT. 

8 November 
1984 GST announced in the 1984 Budget. 

26 March 
1985 

l May 

17 May 

4 June 

6 June 

13 June 

The White Paper on the GST and "GST the Key to Lower Income Tax" 
published. 

An Institute of Policy Studies incidence study of GST found it to be 
little more regressive than the existing wholesale sales tax. 

Submissions on White Paper closed. 

The Advisory Panel presented their First Report to the Minister of 
Finance proposing major changes to the GST after considering 1067 
submissions in two weeks. 

IRD discussion paper on the financial services sector completed. 

The Minister of Finance's second Budget dealing mainly with 
government expenditure given. 



16 June 

5 August 

20 August 

22 August 

27 September 

19 November 
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Deferral of GST to l October 1986. 

The Economic Adviser to the Treasury submitted a critical report 
on the Second Advisory Panel Report to the Minister of Finance. 

The Minister of Finance gave his Statement on Taxation and 
Benefit Reform when he announced the GST rate. 

The Minister of Finance released the Second Advisory Panel 
Report on the GST dealing with financial services and land. The 
first draft of the GST Bill was introduced into Parliament and 
later referred to the Finance and Expenditure Cosmmittee who 
called for further submissions and received over two hundred. 

Submissions on the GST Bill closed. 

The GST Bill was reported back to the House of Representatives 
from the Committee. 

28 November The GST Act was passed in Parliament. 

3 December The Act got the Governor-General's ascent and became law. 

22 March 1986 The Automobile Association and some magazines were reported as 
beginning charging for GST. 

1 April 

31 July 

31 August 

l October 

Sources: 

Original commencement date for GST. 
abolished. 

1986 Budget estimated revenue from the GST. 

Most sales taxes 

All taxable activities were required to be registered. 

GST introduced. Deferred payment scheme introduced. 

Various. 
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APPENDIX A3 - THE WORLD'S VATS 

Designed Other 
VAT Taxes effect concurrent 

Country introduced mainly replaced• on revenue tax changes 

Argentina ...... .. . January 1975 Wholesale sales Equal yield Provincial tax 
changes 

Austria ........... January 1973 Cascade Equal yield Lower income 
wholesale taxes 

Belgium .......... January 1971 Cascade Equal yield 
wholesale 

Bolivia . . .. . .. . ... November 1973 Multistage ring Equal yield New luxury 
system or increase tax rates , in-

creased excises 
Brazil ....... ..... January 1%7 Cascade tax on Equal yield 

sales and con-
signments 

Chile ... .. ... .. ... March 1975 Cascade turn- Increase Taxes on gaso-
over line income and 

property raised 
Colombia . ........ January 1965 No sales prior Increase Income, prop-

to VAT erty, capital 
gains taxes 
changed 

Costa Rica ........ January 1975 Multistage ring Increase Increased 
system excises 

Denmark . .... .. .. July 1%7 Wholesale Increase Lower income 
tax 

Dominican 
Republic ......... November 1983 

Ecuador · ... . .... . . August 1970 Turnover taxes Increase Mining taxes 
on mining and reduced 
manufacturing 
replaced 

France . ... . ..... .. January 1968 Simpler VAT Equal yield Tax exemptions 
abolished and 
income tax ad-
justments 

Germany, Federal 
Republic of. ...... January 1968 Cascade retail Equal yield 

Greeceb 
Guatemala ... ..... August 1983 Stamp duty on 

sales, services, 
and imports 

Haiti ............. November 1982 79 excises Equal yield Replaced corn-
missions, levies , 
and excises 

Source: Aaron "The Value Added Tax Why and How'; op.cit. 488-490. 
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Designed Other 
VAT Taxes effect concurrent 

country introduced mainly replaced• on revenue tax changes 

Honduras ......... January I 9i6 Single-stage Increase 
ring system 

Jndonesiab ....... . January I 985 Manufacturers' Equal yield Reform of the 
ring with eight income tax 
rates 

Ireland ... .... ... · November 19i2 Wholesale and Equal yield Some tariff 
retail sales reductions 

Israel ..... ······· · July 1976 Various sales Increase 
Italy .. ···· ······ · · January 1973 General and Equal yield 

local govern-
ment sales 

Ivory 
Coast. ... .. . . .... January 1960 Manufacturers' Equal yield 

VAT 
Korea .. . . . .. . .... July 1977 Eight sales taxes Equal yield Changed excises 

representing 40 
per cent of 
revenue 

Luxembourg .. . . .. January 1970 Cascade whole- Equal yield 
sale 

Madagascar .. . . . . . January I 969 Cascade pro- Increase 
duction 

Mexico . . . . ..... .. January I 980 Cascade pro- Equal yield Lower border 
duction or increase VAT of 6 per 

cent 
Morocco . ... .... .. January 1962 Cascade pro- Equal yield Changed cor-

duction porate and pro-
duction taxes 

New Zealand .... . . May 1986 Wholesale tax Yield extra Changed in-
revenue come taxation 

Niger . ....... ... . . January 1986 Cascade manu- Yield extra Replaced 
facturer revenue existing taxes 

on services 
Netherlands ....... January 1969 Cascade whole- Equal yield Lower income 

sale tax 
Nicaragua .. . . . .. .. August 1978 Multistage ring Equal yield Reduced 

system customs duties 
Norway . . .. . ...... January 1970 Sales taxes on Loss Reduced income 

65 per cent of and property 
consumption taxes 

Panama ..... ... .. January 1976 No sales tax Increase Stamp taxes 
reduced and in-
creased excises 

Peru ........ . .. . . January 1973 Cascade pro- Increase 
duction and 
stamp tax 

PortugaJb .... . ... . Manufacturers' Equal yield 
sales tax 

Designed Other 
VAT Taxes effect concurrent 

Country introduced mainly replaced• on revenue tax changes 

Senegal ........ March 1961 Manufacturers ' Equal yield 
VAT 

Spainh 
Sweden ..... . ..... January 1969 Reta il sales tax Equal yield I per cent pay-

roll tax to o ff-
set lost revenue 

Turkey .. . .. . .. . .. January 1986 
United 

Kingdom ... . . . . . . April 19'73 Muir irate Lo,, Selectrve em-
wholesale ployment tax 

removed 
Uruguay .... . ..... January 1968 Manufacturers' Equal yield 

single-s tage tax 
and a cascade 
turnover tax 

• Thif column is as accurate as a brief summary can be : "cascade production tax"' refers to 
a cascade tax on business turnover restricted to the production stage; "cascade wholesale tax"" 
extends the turnover tax to include the wholesale stage; "cascade retail tall ·· extends the turn-
over tax to include the retail stage; "manufacturers"." "wholesale ." or "retail" taxes a re 
single-stage taxes, some operated on a ring sys tem. others on a credit system. t- Proposed . 
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APPENDIX A4 - RA TES OF THE WORLD'S VATS 

Source: 

VAT 
Country introduced 

Argentina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1975 
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1973 
Belgium .... . ... . ... ... . January 1971 
Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 1973 
Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1967 
Chile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March ! 975 
Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1975 
Costa Rica . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1975 
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July I 967 
Dominican Republic . . . . . January 1983 
Ecuador . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 1970 
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1968 

Germany, Federal 
Republic of . . . . . . . . . . . . January I 968 

Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 1982 
Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1976 
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 1972 

Israel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 1976 
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1973 

Ivory Coast . . . .. ... .. . . . January 1960 

Korea. .. . .. ..... .. .. . .. July 1977 
Luxembourg. ...... . ... . January 1970 
Madagascar . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1969 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1980 
Morocco. . . ... .. ... . ... January 1962 
Netherlands . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1969 
Nicaragua..... . . .... . . . January 1975 
Niger . . . . .... ... . . ... . . January 198q 
Norway .. . .. .. .. . ...... January 1970 
Panama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 1977 
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 1976 
Senegal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 1961 
Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fanuary I 969 
Turkey .. . ..... . ..... . .. January 1986 
United Kingdom . . . . . . . . April 1973 
Uruguay .... . . . .... . .. . January 1968 

• Rates in italic are the so-called "standard rates ." 

Ibid. 496. 

VAT rates at 
introduction• 

16 
8, 16 
6, 14 , 18 
5, JO, 15 
12 
20 
4, 6, JO 
8 
JO 
6 
4 
6.4, 13.6 

20, 25 

5, JO 
7 
3 
5.26, 16.37, 

30.26 
0, 8 
6, 12, 18 

8 

0, 10 
2, 4, 8 
6, 12 
JO 
5, 12 
0, 4, 12 
6 
8, 12, 18 
20 
5 
2, 30, 40 

II.I 
10 
0, JO 
5, 14 

1984• 

5, 8, 18, 25 

6, 17, 19, 25 
5 
9, 12, 17 
20 
6, JO, 15, 20, 35 

22 
6 

5.5 , 7, 18.6, 
33 .3 

7, 14 
JO 
5, 6 
0, 23, 35 

28, IO, 15, 18, 
20, 38 

II.II, 25, 
35.13 

3, 6, 12 

0, 6, 15, 20 
11.25, / 7, 30 
5, 19 
10, 25 

5 
18 
7, 20, 50 

0, 15 
12, 20 
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APPENDIX A5 - METHODS OF CALCULATION 
Assuming a 10 percent rate and three firms in the economy. 

Firm M Firm W Firm R Total 
Addition Method 

Wages 120 180 300 600 
Rent 20 30 50 100 
Interest 20 30 50 100 
Net Profit 40 60 100 200 

Value Added 200 300 500 1000 
VAT 20 30 50 100 

Subtraction Method 

Sales 300 600 llOO 2000 
Purchased 100 300 600 1000 

Value Added 200 300 500 1000 
VAT 20 30 50 100 

Credit Offset Method 

Sales 300 600 llOO 2000 
Output Tax 30 60 llO 200 
Purchases 100 300 600 1000 
Input Tax 10 30 60 100 

VAT (i.e. Output Tax 

- Input Tax) 20 30 50 100 
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APPENDIX A6 - METHODS OF CALCULATION FOR EACH VAT TYPE 

Source: 

Ex.ampl•• to Illuatrata C&lculation Tacbniquaa with aacb VAT Bua 

•• Tachniquaa 
B••• . 

Croaa P roduct 

Inco .. 

Conaump tion 

Aaaumptiona: 

Addition Subtraction Credit 

+ Profit 180 + Sales 1000 + Tax on Sales 100 
+ Depreciation 40 - Purchases(Currentl300 -Credit on Purchase(30) 
+ Wagea 400 + Inc reaa e in 20 + Tax on Inventory 
+ Rant paid 100 Inventory Increua 2 
+ Interest paid ~ ---- -- --VAT Base 720 VAT Baae 720 --

Tax (10%) 72 Tax 72 lax 72 

+ Profit 180 + Salaa 1000 +Tax on Sales 100 
+ Wages 400 - Purchasea(Currantl300) -Credit for Tax 
+ Rent paid 100 + Increase 1n on Purchaua (30) 
+ Interact paid -o- Inventory 20 +Tax on Inventory 

- Depreciation (40) Increase 2 
-Tax on Depreciated 

-- -- Part of Proper!!l:1 -- -- -
VAT Bua 680 VAT Bua 680 

Tax 68 Tax 68 Tax 68 

+Profit 180 + Sales 1000 +Tax on Sales 100 
+ Wagaa 400 - Purchases(Currentl300) -Credit for Tax 
- Increase in - Investment (50) on Current~ 

Inventory (20) Investment 
+ Depreciation 40 Purchues (35) 
- Investment (SO) 
+ Interest paid -0-
+ Rent paid ---122. -- ---- -- --

VAT Base 650 VAT Bue 650 

Tax 6S 65 65 

(1) Absolutely general comprehensive VAT at single uniform 10% rat• 
(2) Enterprise Tra.nsactiona aa follow& 

Purchases on Current Account 300 Sales 1000 
Depreciation 40 Closing 
Wages 400 Inventory 120 
Rent 100 
Profit 180 
Beginning Inventory 100 
Invaat ... nt in Fixed Aaseta so 

(3) Profit is net after depreciation and adjusts for inventory 

Price, Waterhouse and Co. Information Guide 
1979). 

Value Added Tax (US, 
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APPENDIX A 7 - SCHEME OF INPUT TAX DEDUCTIONS 

Source: 

YES IS SUPPLY PRINC'IPALLY FOR NO 
~--------, PURPOSE OF MAKING TAXABLE 1----------, 

SUPPLIES ("'TAXABLE PURPOSE,? 

IS SUPPLY PARTIAi.LY FOR 
:'\O:'\-TAXABLE PURPOSE? 

YES NO 

IS SUPPLY SL'BSEQLEi\TLY NO 
APPLIED WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY 
FOR :'\O:'\ -TAXA BLE PURPOSE? 

YES 

IS :'\O:'\-TAXABLE PURPOSE 
MAKl:'\G EXEMPT SUPPLIES 
. .. A:'\D ... YES 
ARE EXEMPT SUPPLIES LESS 
THA:'\ S-48.000 A:'\D LESS THA:"< 
5Ci, OF ALL SUPPLIES? 

'1;0 

C/\1.(TI./\TE PORTION OF COST 
(OR LOWER OMV) ATIRIBUTABLE 
TO :','0'1;-TAXABI.E PURPOSE 
.. I\ 'l;I) 

CLAIM NOTHING 
- YET .. . 

... BUT 

IS SUPPLY PARTIALLY 
FOR TAXABLE PURPOSE? 

NO YES 

NO IS SUPPLY SUBSEQUENTLY 
APPLIED WHOLLY OR 
PARTIALLY FOR TAXABLE 
PURPOSE? 

YES 

CALCULATE PORTION OF COST 
ATIRIBUTABLE TO TAXABLE 
PURPOSE ... 

... /\'ID 

CAI.Cl I.ATE A'l;D RETURN 
I\\ Ol .TPl°T TAX U:'\DER 
"' ,\l>Jt:\TMF:'\TS" 

NO FURTHER 
ACTION 
REQUIRED 

CALCULATE A:'.DCLAIM 
INPUT TAX ON RETURN 
UNDER "ADJUSTMENTS" 

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. The Complete Business Guide to GST 
(NZ, 1986), p. 38. 
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APPENDIX A8- FINANCIAL SERVICES EXEMPTIONS IN GERMANY AND 
LUXEMBOURG 

Germany 
The following financial services1 to simplify, are exempt under Article 4 of the 
German VAT Law 1980 being certain financial transactions and turnovers in 
connection with: 

(a) the granting of credit and intermediary services in that connection; 
(b) legal tender, if not as a collector's item, as well as intermediary services in 

that connection; 
(c) dealings with respect to claims for money and intermediary services in that 

connection; 
(d) deposit and current account transactions, including payment and remittance 

transactions; 
(e) negotiable instruments, options with respect thereto, and intermediary 

services in that connection, as well as the custody and administration of 
negotiable instruments; 

(f) participations in companies and other associated bodies and intermediary 
services in that connection; 

(g) undertaking liability, acting as surety and granting similar collateral security, 
and intermediary services in that connection; 

(h) administration of special capital according to the law on investment 
companies; 

(i) dealings in official stamps at a specified value; 
(j) supplies under the Property Acquisition Tax Law or the Insurance Tax Law; 
(k) supplies under other insurance and reinsurance contracts; and 
(I) business of agents for institutions such as building societies and insurance 

companies or insurance brokers. 

Luxembourg 
The following financial services, to simplify, are exempt under Article 44 of the 
Luxembourg VAT Act: 

(a) the granting, negotiation, and administration of credit, discount and 
rediscount transactions; 
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(b) the registration and management of credit guarantees or any other security 
for money; 

(c) transactions, including negotiations, with respect to debts, except for debt 
collection; 

(d) transactions, including negotiations, with respect to cheques and other 
negotiable instruments; 

(c) transactions, including negotiations, concerning deposits and current 
accounts; 

(f) transactions, including negotiations, concerning payments and transfers of 
funds; 

(g) transactions, including negotiations, concerning currency, bank notes and 
coins used as legal tender, with the exception of collectors' items; 

(h) deliveries, negotiation and importations of gold used as legal tender or 
regularly quoted; 

(i) transactions including negotiations, safekeeping, and administration, 
concerning securities and shares, stocks and bonds of companies; 

(j) services rendered in the issuance of shares; 
(k) services concerning investment funds; 
(l) the supply, at face value, of postage stamps; and 
Cm) insurance and reinsurance transactions, including related services performed 

by insurance brokers and insurance agents. 

Source: Supra n. 195. 
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APPENDIX A9 - VAT REGISTRATION IN SOME OVERSEAS COUNTRIES 

Austria 
threshold : 40,000 AS (about $5,400) per annum turnover. 
other : deduction for small traders of 20 percent of turnover if turnover is 
less than 100,000 AS and 10 percent of turnover if turnover is less than 
150,000 AS. 

Belgium 
threshold : 2.5M BFrs. ($112,500) per annum turnover. 
other : threshold 4.5M BFrs. if food is sold. 

Denmark 
threshold : 10,000 D.Kr ($2,500) per annum turnover. 
other : threshold 30,000 D.Krs for canteens and 50,000 D.Krs for blind 
entrepreneurs. 

Germany 
threshold : 20,000 OM ($18,800) per annum turnover. 
other : turnover less than 100,000 OM allows special low rates and simplified 
accounting methods. 

Ireland 
threshold : £30,000 ($78,300) per annum turnover (if ninety percent of 
turnover is taxable supplies otherwise £15,000 turnover). 

Luxembourg 
threshold : 20,000 LFrs. per annum turnover. 
other : deduction for small traders with turnover less than IM LFrs. 

threshold : 2M lire ($2,700) per annum turnover. 

Netherlands 
threshold : 2050 Dfl. ($1,700) per annum tax. 
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Norway 
threshold : 6,000 Nkr. ($1,600) per annum turnover. 

Sweden 

threshold : 10,000 SKr. ($2,800) per annum turnover. 

U.K. 
threshold : £19,500 ($56,160) per annum turnover. 

Source: Idem. 
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APPENDIX AlO - RETURN PERIODS IN SOME OVERSEAS COUNTRIES 

Austria 

return periods : monthly 

: quarterly if turnover less than 300,000 AS (about $40,500) per 
annum. 

returns required : ten days later. 

Belgium 

return periods : monthly 

: quarterly if turnover less than 20M BFrs ($900,000) per 
annum 

returns required : twenty days later. 

Denmark 

return periods : quarterly 
: monthly 

: six monthly (for some agricultural entrepreneurs). 

France 

return periods : monthly 

: quarterly if returns less than 500 Frs ($140) per month. 

Germany 

return periods : monthly 

: quarterly if tax liability less than 6000 OM ($5,600). 

Ireland 

return periods : two monthly. 
returns required : nineteen days later. 

return periods : quarterly if turnover 36M to 180M lire ($36,000 to $180,000) 
per annum. 
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Luxembourg 
return periods : monthly 

: quarterly required if turnover 1.6M to 18M L frs per annum. 
returns required : fifteen days later. 

Netherlands 

UK 

return periods : three monthly (normal) 
: monthly (voluntary). 

returns required : one month later. 

return periods : three monthly 

: monthly (voluntary). 
returns required : thirty days later, 

Source: Idem. 
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APPENDIX All GST AND OVERSEAS REGISTRATION AND RETURN FORMS 

Sources: 

11] INLAND REVENUE. 
Goods and Services Tax 
Application for Registration 
Guoels Mid S11rv,cH T•x Act 1985 

• Pt•••• pnnt ,n CAPtTAL LETTERS ,n u,e 
11ppt"opuate pan•l1. 

• When completed, return this form to the 
Inland Aevwnt.Je Department using tha reply-
paid enivelope provided . 

• It you reQu1re help to comphtte this fo,m, 
please contact the Inland Aw-venue D1str1ct 
Office at the location below . 

PORIRUA 
374249 

I.R.O. Number I 
oocco 

21-68 3- 973 

-~ Please read the brochure "Guide to Registration" before completing this fomt ··-·~ 

Om W,11 you be conducting a ·taaebl• activity ' 
on 1 October 1986? Ent•r YES or NO 

If your answer 1s "NO' . 1ust complete f) tthe 
Oeclarat1on panel) and return this 
form to the Inland Revenue Depanment 

00 Do you e,cpect your ' total taaabla suppUe1' for the year ended JO September 1986 or 
30 September 1987 to be mor1 than $24,0007 Ent•, 'rES o, NO 

tiiil Jf the answer to Iii) above ,s "NO". are you applying for 'voluntaty r•gi1tration ' 7 
Ent•t YES o, NO 

CJ 
CJ 

QHICIWilOltl.1 
RVN 

ID 
Q Trading Name - Enter trading EJ 

name, 1f any. •---.JL.1.....J......L...J......J.........L-L-'-.J'-'-.1....-'-..J......J.........L-L-L-'-''-'-~-'-...... -'--'--'-'~~ 

O gg:~1~Ii~~~~~fLhis ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I I id 
8 Street Addr••• - Enter street 

address of principal place 
of busmesa. 
(do nor us• bo11 numb•rJ ~: :::::::::::::::::::: 

0 Enter Telephone numtHtr of principal place of busmeu. 

0 What 1s your main 't•••bl• 
actlvity ' 1 

e Do you make ' exempt supplies ' 1 

a 
En,•, YES o, NO ··-L..----' 

C:, Enter date of commencement of ·111.ab&e •ctivity" if after 1 October 1985. El .., 

: : : : : : : I 

0 lmporter/E.aporter la) Are you an 1mporter1 
Ertt•, YES 01 NO =D~I~ m I 

If YES tJnter your C. A . S. P ER. numbdr 

tb) Are you an exporter? m I I 0 Oec:laration c-•• -- m•"'V •~• - ••••-

••111 ~ c:·~. -- ~ ~ ~ ···-~~ ~~ rn.n...,., -.,.1.,y ofhc.• ,__ "'ci..a u, 
---· ...., ... ,,_, ...... -on r--· ~ '----____ / .... LJ 

0 Once your regostrauon has been acknowledged, would you like AssiStance - an officer to contact you to explain 1h11 Goods and Services Tax? En1•, YES o, NO 

OFFICE USE ONLY • 
v,s -llloc CCXJ• o.,. m I .... I. ... 

Various 



~ INL\J\DRE\'ENLE 

Goods and Services Tax 
Application for Group Registration 

NM"• A8C l"l</1'1/Tcl?S t.lMITcD J-
....... AO BOX ..J419[ 

_ t,.'_£__U..IN_G_!':}_N ____________ _ 

0 Eligibihly lor Group Aegistralion 

I. Group of Coms,.n1e1 

GST• 

• Plti,bt! p rm1 ,n CAPITAL LETTERS m 1ne 
a pp10µ11.ite panel, 

• 0Vl1t!n Cl)mOIOht cJ re lurn 1r11s 1orm to lhe 
tnlotn\J A•venue Dt1(Jii1rlmen1 

• II VOIJ •t1~uire h~lp to comp1e1e this to,m 
~lc oi~ t:- cu11 1ac1 your 1()(. .il lnl,md 
ReYur1ue Dt1po1t11ne111 oll1ce 

Please read the 'GST Guide' 
before completing this form 

Do tts this Group Qu..i11ty 10, Group Tre.ument lo, Income T &A 
m uums 01 Section 191 01 1ne Income T •• Ac1 l\17d? E.nt•r Y• s or ~o ~s] 

2. Group, olher lh•n Comp,niH 
\ 41 1 Ou ~s Onts Tl8ffl0itf COnltOI 

ea.:n 0 1 1ne otne, 
memc.e,s? __ 

101 Dot-s one persun coni,01 
au ot trie members '> 1.:1 Oo 1 .... v o, mo,e 1no 111,llua1~. carry1nQ 

on cl 1,haOle ac1w11) 111 

Eru•r Y•s or !vu C_ ] ponno<sn,o con1<ol .,, I _

1 
rni:1 mcmoer) '> 

£tt1•r )•,a Ot N O 

\UJ l'lame111 anti c11.Jc1 r11S)(1'SJ lll 1ne m~rnOtJI 0 1 111111v10u4I~ ""no ..: on1rol tnd G,oup [ -------__ · ---=~-~=-==-=----
1 - ----- --- -·-

____ =i 
. - ··-------------------_______ -·------~ 

G Enttt1 1ne o,ue you w1sn grouping lor GoorJs an<i S1::N1ce~ Ta ... 10 begin 

e Lisi of Member& lo be included 1n lhe Group 
/All MBmluus must Oe 1nd1v1aua11v ,,,9,s1e1er1 /or Goads •nd SBno c .t.) 
T,u lJeto111 dpµly111g tor Gtoup Reg,str•tionJ 

:;:;F_ ~~(_"f_~~- {':E_VI~ LIA,ft~ - - -- - - -~ ~-=J 
[ ABc -P~10~ ~,;i~~s~ ~~1-;_F~ --~] 
[ 

k~"· --- - - - - - --- - ·-- ----- .-- J 
,MC P_KIN~s__ {KorC?_~vA) l../"7'?7=Y - --- - ----

L Aic -;~,;;~;;7:;,;,;;,,,:;J_~;:.;,~ ---- ---J 
[ ·;-;~ PR/IVrFRS l;;;;~;;,::;;;:,JL/M-;;;;- ---~~ 

0 O•claratlon- <Jn a . ,,.,,, u, th• mtfmO•rJl 01 th• (Jro uJJ, I cfffCl•1 • that IN• 
JJ~I/ICulrir:. o,i this form.,. IIUf/1 - "" COll#/1..:I 

L;r~y;NGh1 ~liliJ 
C4l~1~1jl ~14J;_GJ 
LiJ~J ~[iG=fi!ilil 
[il~l6T6}Sl 6TI,F] 
!r Ir1rfzTrfz1z1iJ 

tont11111e on r•r•r•• u ""••••,, 



-lt.~b-

~ INLAND REVENUE. ,,,_.. ,.,., to tM IHMN,_t -OST Gulde' ... ,OfW comp#{,tlttf ""• form 

GST 101 

Goods and Services Tax RETURN 
a.o.,._,,,.s.n..c..r .. lkt,.., -- "'-'gt.,, .. _ ""° 99- 999-999 1 
, .. --:::--i 
L2MOlm!Sj 

ABC ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
P.O. BOX 2197 
WELLINGTON 

Goods and Services 
Tax on supplies 
made by you 

Deduction of Goods 
and Services Tax 
paid by you 

Toea, ,_.,.. ___ ~ 

~0.SrJfror-.ctolu ""-':1n0,..,._.~ --

I ,--·--.. ~ 01-MARCH- 1987 

,..,_,. .......,., ,..,.,._. ~ 
PORIRUA 

t 
pl•oc , .. Adi••·-·· r~ '-===''=5:::::::.;;Zn~, , ... not•• 111 ~ e °"" ,....... ot lormJ r 

.____, ________ .,_,._._-_., ___ ._-_ __,! ••------~ ~~====7.=·='=s=='~~~;;:.-;t:_ 

S~l>t,act 

Tolal 0 
from 
Total 0 

phn ==:~~°!s 1&1 ._f ___ 2-"'-4-"f_,,'[_·._i <3JC7.C_. • 
,.w,r'-----.--, O.Claratlon 

r:;-;;;z-&'.:;;~ c.,,~ L-.'. _______ _ 
I o.cl•,. tMt tll• lnlonfNtion ,....,, 11' tit,, ,.,llffl 
It trw and COl'r.Ct 

c~=-----,0-,_-z-i_d-,7-, 
l::::::.~:".:~.E.'~27] 
O"'Q V.:Olol• •----------

.,__., 

Tot~.!:':.'ton· C) ._r __ ,,;...' -~-~_2--=,_;_, '-"I • o-..,,.,.,, 1tr.. I OST p,ayaote ) r--~Z;711
7 - ·-· ~;:::~;:':=::::;~:; I / TILJ • '/ ' -·- .±§.tl';~ .__J __ • _ ___,,___,_ 

,_WCI 100 lwo eoc,,.n A '9C.iot ril i,oc N ft ,.._lftQ .,.,_.! a, a,1 
.. 1t1)'0Ulc;.~1otl\ol .._.,.,o,~11 liNand"--utltf'Nol:e 
o.c-,,,,.,ufOfGSToairte'e t,yc~ ,.._~1••~ 

OHGl.vs,:OO,..• • ---------------

Amounl of peym.n1 



D 
i 

I 
fJ 
I 
I 
EJ 
I 
I 

a 

' ~ 

fEffffi 
I ffffi\ 

I 
HMCus1oms 
and Excise 

You should read the notes opposite 
be lore you answer these questions. 
Please write clearly in ink. 

-1 L;.Oc. -

F~offlclalUM 
Dile or receipt 

,--------1 
L ________ .J 

Localott,cecode ~---------~ Mld ,eg1s1raoon 
numoet 

Name 

Trade name 

Ta.11atHe 
lurnovet 

I I J t I I l 

o ...,. s.4'N"' s~ 

~~l~I: I: I: IDD 
°'"'"'· ~ CO""P,,W C,.,o,..-

Reot ""31 ..... 1,1... °"" ""'Q o..--
D D D D D D D 

0 .. y 

.. J: I: I: I D 
Applicant and business , .... . ·.· ", -·· • ··- · ;. ··, · · - ·- "' -,·~. <:<"-di.:'·"!.,.,-=-.,_: ·· 

Full name 

Trading name 

Address 

Phone no. 

Status of business 

I::::~::::~: :::~::::~:::::::::~::: :I 
I::>~:::::::::~>:::::::::::::::: :I 

Postcode I 
l.Jm1ted company O Company incorporauon cert1f1cate no ~----ano datel'-__._ ...... 119____, 
Sole proprietor -0 _ Partnership O _ Other-spec1 ....._ __________ __, 

El Business actJv,ty '------------~ 
Trade I clasS1ficat1on ._ ____ ...,.. 

. m Computer user O 
' ... - -'° Date of first taxable supply 119 Expected value of taxable I 

supphes in the next 12 months ._£ ____ _ 
Repayments of VAT • .. _ . _ _ _ 

I 

I Bank sortlng code and account no. National Girobank account no. 

DO I I ! I I 
' ', I I I ' I I I I I I I 

1/Afl please conunue o..,e, teaf -



Compulsory registrations . .-~ · · · . . ,. . ·. · · · . ,. 

r.'I ed M Date trom which you have to be r89'ster 

IIiJ Exemption from compulsory registration 

expected value of zero-rated supplies in the next 12 months 

m Taxable supplies below registration limits 

value of taxable supplies in the last 12 months 

m No taxable supplies made yet 

(a) expected annual value of taxable supplies 

(b) expected dale of first taxable supply 

•·" · Business changes and transfers ·"' 

m Business transferred as a going concern 

(a) date of transfer or change of legal status 

(b) name of p1ev1ous owne< 

(c) previous VAT reg1strat10n number (11 known) 

m Transfer of VAT registration number 

• · · · Related businesses· 

fa Other VAT reg,strauons 

-·· ·' Declaration ' 'rou must complete this declaration. 

""' l 
D 
1£ 

D 
I£ 

D 
1£ 

.... 

D ... 

I 
D 

Yes 0 

I Full name ,n BLOCK LETIERS) 

- -1,9 

....... -!19 

....... -!19 

No D 

decla,e that all the entered details and informat,o:i ,n any accompanying documents a1e correct and complete. 

J 

S1gnatu10 ------------------------
Date ___________ _ 

Propnetor D PartnerO 01tectorO Companyo 
Secretary 

Authonsed o 0 Ottic,al Trustee 

For official use -· __ .:: ... ... ~ -- • ! '' ·•r• • - -~·- ! - - ·--- ..,2. ... • ~. _>-:. •• ..; __ - ._;;;. .... :...~ ... 
Aeg1strat100 Obligatcry Exempuon Voluntary Intending Transfer ol Regn. no. 

I 
IApp,oved -lrwaUOate 

! Aetused - ln111al/Oate 

!Form -IOtUal/Oate VAT9/ VAT8 VAT 7 Lener Approval 
Issued Othtir Lener 

\/ATt FJ7J.JtfE8RUAAY 19861 Pnnted 1n tt-4 UK lo, HMSO 0o 8,ij5aQ99 5924 ~ l 



You must .answer thls que,tion even it you ue •pplying for rnmption underQuution 10. 
You ,huu\J 

0

rt•aJ p.uJi;rJph 6 of the rl'i;1str,1tu,n lX>vl,,il-t bdu1,· you Jll>Wl'r th1:, 4ue,11un. II l'llU dt'cidt.' th,1t y,,u han· to ro,i;1>tt'r you must f;IVC the date trom which ~·llu ha\'e to be reg,st.-red. H you "bh tu rci;1>t,•r from a dal" c.ulicr than yuu have tu. pkas.: t.'ndu"" a letter c,plaimni; why and trom what d,ito,. 

OU Can Jrr }' or exen1prio~ mm n .. ·>,;1Str,1tton l v,,u would nN nomMlly t.... \1ahl,• to pav VAT to Cu)lon,~ .. u1J r 11.n~l.' ht.·1..·~1u~· ~our tJ'.l.,1bll· )uppli1.· .. ar,· wholly or mainly z,·ro·rar,·<l. II> uu want tu ,1pply f,>r ,·,,·mpllnn frllOI «'h1>trall11n . you shuulJ . • ti,l,, tht' tx,,; ilnd 
• give tht.' , ·alu,· uf lhl' zt:ro·r.111,d ,upplic? you e,p.,ct to mal,,e an tho, nc,t U months 
Parai;raph 7 of the fl•i; istral1un lx,ol,,\l>t tells )'OU muro, about th,,. 
Plt>."'I~ malr..e ~ure thc1t vou have abo ~tn-,wt>n·J Qut':.h_on 9 • -~10 1 

I 'ar.1i;raph !1,11 lhl' r.-i;istrJtllln boukl,•t l'xpla1n, whc11 , ,n1 can appl) for r,•i;1,tratmn if th,• , ·a\u(' oi vour ta,uble ,upplit.>, is bt,Jow the r<'h1>lra11on limits If, l)avini; rt>ad th1~, y<>u dec,<l,· to apply, yuu :,huuld. 
• tick t h,• bo,; 
• i;iv<' th-, Vd\u-, of your ta,dbl.- ,uppl1.-, in tht' ldsl 11 month,, and 
• cndusea l.:tkr e,plammi; why }UU n.:t!d lo bL' t\.\~j j~lt, .. •n_•J . 

I 
· 1 

j 
,, 

P.,r.J~t.,ph 9 of lhi..• r1,..•>(1,tr,1til1f\ l,,.,ui,..l,'l l•J1.pl.11n, wht'n yuu can appl}' ior "'81>trallun ii you a, .. nlll y,,_.t nMli..in~ t.l).abl'-· ~uppli1.•.., hut inknJ lll dl, :,O in the hllurt'. If. hJ,·in[: re.1J th1;, ynu d,·nJ,· to apply, \'uu should. ·· 
• ticl,, tht' box, 
• f;l\'e the annual value of ta,ablc supplies you t'>;pt:ct to 111.lke, 
• ~iv~ th'-· JJlc wht>n ~·uu t.'"'flc( l to n,aJ..t: \vur i,rst taxable supply; .and 
• enclose supporting end('ncc lo show that ~·ou 11 will b..· mak1ni; t.ixabk· supplies toy th.11 date. 12 

If yo~ are answering Qu.,,tiuns 13 and 14, you should rNJ the leaflet Selling or tr,rn:,ferrin!,., bu,ine:,s .,,. ~ going con cern, b ecause o f the specia l VAT rules which apply. 

Ii you art' taking over a bu,ant'» a:, a goang concern. or chan8in1,; the lq;al status ol your -,,i,t1nt; bu,1rn:», fur t-xampl.: frum ,olt: pr,>prtl'lor lll p.1rtn,·rsh1p. you :,hould. TtCk thl' t>ox if }'Ou wish to rl'lain tht' .-xisttng n,gistrat1un numbt:r uf th.: bu,i.n.e». • tick lht' Ix>>.; and 
• ans\\'er question, (a). (b) and (c) - ·· · • _ _ . ~3 

Ii. during the la,I twelve months. ,;~·u ha\'e bt't°,n (or no\.v arl'} a dir1.•.:-h.1r.',oll· propnt'tor or partnL•r uf an~· \'AT r,•;;i,tl'reJ business. mu should: 

If. durin1,: tht' last ,.,•elv.- month,, vou haw nut h..t:n a dir,·ctnr. >lilt' propn..:lur ,>r pJrtm·r of am· \ 'AT rehistcr,·J bu>1ness. pJ,,.,,., t,d.. the NO b." • tid, tht' 't ES box; and 
• L'llcillsc a kiter gl\·ing the naml'(s) oi the bu ... 11h·.._~,t'~~ JJh.i th.~ \'AT_~~ ' blrdt&on numb..~r(!'.-) . 

Only tlh· fh .. ·r~nn !'!r1.·cif11.·d t"t..•l\t\\ ~huulJ ~lbll the.· J1.:d.,rJlll>f'\ .ind tKlr.. tlu. .. · Jpprl1pnJ.l1.· bo": 

• for a sole propn-,tor - the sol(' proprietor 
• for a pM!n,•r,h,p- a p,utn,·r 

• ior a compJny incurpo r.itcd under the UK CnmpJnu,s Act, - a J1rl.•ctor llf thl• comp.in,· Sc..~l·uu·y 

• fur a publiccurp,.>rJllon or nallonail><·d bud\', ur a local authority. or any other corporation - an au1h,1n.....J Oll1C1al 
• tor an unincorporat~J a,;ocia11on - an authons.>d ot11c1al 
• for a trust - the trustc~(s) 

• iL>r Jn over:,l·.:i~ con,pJn~, nun·rl",tdL'nt p,t:r~1n l>r hrm - :,et,.• Ult:' ll:'..tflt•t Oi 1,'rst't1) trmit'r-:- and Untlrd Km5:dom \ '~.T. 

· 15 

• ~ :. • ' • " . t . '.. __ ..:_ .:.J 
.. . '' ' . '.11,.r::>~ .• J 
I I. ~ lj -. ~ 

- .r... ,.----, .. i'/: _, 1 ; •1 ...- ....,.. 

IJ • .~ , ' ' ' • ., '> . ___ _ j 

. i 
! 
I 

lb 



i :-.;... : ;r.- .: ~: .:.:. .• ~-... 

/ J"'11 lh.: .ipplic.itiun c; from .1: • ,omp.iny - i;ivc th.e comp.my nJm" 
• pJrtncr.,,hip- ;;iv-.! the: iinn') I\.Jmt: U there i:- rn)nt:. 

- --. ·,,.,1., propri.:tor - i;ivc your ritl" (cg Mr) folhiw,,J by )'Our t.u:sl n.un.:\s) and ,um.un.c ~l\·clhc1ulln.imc,oiJllth,:p.utncr>.. Yuuml.blJbu / till in• form VAr2. / I 

• ,, ' -.. l ll .;,rr ,r .111 •H• • ·• c 111 , I. • ~ T' I , 1,·. 1 ... 1 , • •l1;r111 .. l~Lul. -~ ........ ~ -· l 

Sj MR M,'\ ~ K JO HN SM -rH I 
...... ,. • 
~ 

., .. . 

•11• ' t•_ " ,... • • •.• . -7~ 
" ' - • I~' 

or• 1 , • H', ..i, I ,;r ,,,, ,., . 
·lfl '!'"~-

· · 1• 1"' !' ::.~ 
., '· ···· .:;..:;; 

~ 

Tid. Lb.: .ipprupn.rn: bue\. U tho.: bu.siru.:» i:. .L. hmrtcd comp.my } 'OU should ;,I.so 1,,vc the · nun,bt.•r Jn,{ JJh~ )huwn on the Ct:rtlfi(...il.: l)f 
ln.:urpur.iliun. 

t-- · ,. .. 

Tick the bo>< ir Jny 
p.irt ul yow n:.:ur.b 
ur .sc.:ount:; will bt, 
pr.:p.ircJ by 
computet 

Civ.- the J.ite un whtch you 
m.1Je, or exp.,,:t to nwl..c. 
your h.r.t IJC\.lblt' ~upply . 
Tht'n ~ve the tut.i.l vJluo, of 
l.l>..ibl., supplii!s - :w~•. clC ~ 
th,1t you t'Xf'KT to mak,; in 
th,; nl'>.t 12 munth,. 

Shuw rh., lrJJ&ng OJTll"' uf yuur bu,111 ... .., 1f 111> J11t,,rcnl Imm llw n.imc yuu 6Jvc .,l Qu.,,r,on I. 

Thi, ,huulJ b.- th.e pl.1<c "h.·rc vrJd> J<.e «·,:e,n,J JnJ JcJII ,,111h .inJ th<' d•y tu J.,y 
llu..,,nt'!3:) .l(t1v1th ... i (jmed on ,,r m ... H,.1,:.cJ 
Don't lvri;.:t tu ,huw the pu,t.:uJc .1nJ phun,: numbt,r whcrt' your.in bt, .:ont.Kt.-J. 

Giv~ ..t bnt:'t Jt:'~np11un ut yuur m.,u, bu:.,tnc~ a,'t1v1ry and put tht' tradt' classu,canon cudc · numbt,r whi.:h b.:,t lib ,1 . A 1.,, ut bu,an,:» 
~h.UVlhc:, .u1J th1:1r (oJc':. 1::a ~,...,<n 111 th..: bookll't VAf fr11J~C/0»1/ic<11rurr,(VAf-ll) . 

You wLil tin.I muro, .1buut wublc ,upphc> in 
pJr.1Kr•ph, 2 JllJ 3 ul thl' <cK1>tr.111un bu. ,J..Jct. Norm•ily th.: vJiuc ot )'Our IJ>.,1bk ,upphc> ,,11U bt! y,,ur tut,11 tumuv.,r If you Jr,: un,uro, .,bout 
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NOTES 

fhes11 notes and the pamphlet. Flil,ng in your VAT return, will help you to fill 1n this form You may Jlso need 10 refer to other 
VAT notices and leaflets 

If you need help or Jdv1ce. or any of the answers overleJf gives a negative figure. please contact your local VAT office quoting 
you r VAT reg1strat1on number. 

Box 1 I You must show the VAT d1Je on ail goods and seriv,ces 
, 1..1u )upphed 1n this pet1od This 1:, your output tJx 

Remember to ,nclude VAT due on. 

• yoods tdk~n lor private use 

• ij,hs and lodns of goods 

• sales to staff 

• '.>dies of business assets 

• 1mponed sen,1ces listed ,n The VAT gwde. Appendut G 

• µostal 1mpons v-here a full customs entry ,s not requirt!d 

RtmHtmbdr to subtract Jny VAT credited to your CU)IOmers 

II you use a re tail sc heme lhe H ow to work pdmphlet for your 
''"ht1mw w,11 hvlp you wo,k <JYI lhv IJUll,WI la• due 

Bo• 21 If any of your previous returns showed 100 little VAT 
Udydbl~ by you or 100 much VAT repayable 10 you. show the 
1moun1 her&-but leJ\/e Oul 

• ad1us1men1s noufied ,n ,1,m1ing by Cu:,toms and Excise 

• VAT t.h!cldred on a pr~v1ous rt:turn which you ha\/e not pJ1d 
1n lull 

, B0.11-i) You mu~t show the Jmounl of VAT d~Juc.1,bld on any 
lJt..:,,n~~s purchas~s you have made. tnclud111y imported goods 
.inll st:rv,ces ano goods removed from bonded wdrt:house Th is ,s 
vu ur input tax. 

If tn,s 1s your first rt:turn include any VA T you can reclaim o n 
'.JOOds and services received bdore reg1s1rat1on (see The VAT 
ywde. paragraph 33) 

E.c1ude any VA r on 

• yoods JnJ ":>ttrvict:s not suµphc<.J lor thtt u~tt of your bu,,nt:ss 

• bu:,,nt:~s t!nterta1nmdnl (~•Ct:pl at OvtHSeas Cu:,fomers) 

• motor cars 

• St!COnd hand ~cods which have been sold 10 you und~r one 
at lhd VAT second -hand schemes 

It f 0 U Jre a builder see VAT Leafle t Construct,on mdustry about 
llOll ·dt:duc11b ld input laJC on f1dur~s .:ind t,111ngs 

At!membt:r to sublrJCI ,my VAT cri::dtted by your suµpht:rs 

If vou have t:l(empr ou1pu1s th,s mJy affect the amoun r of input 
IJ.1. yo1.1 can rttcla,m (~t: tt The VAT !Jun.let. 1-)Jrayraph 30) 

J Bo• 5 / If any o f your previous rc1ums showed too much VAT 
i.>Jy db id bv you or 100 l1 11 lt1 VA T repuyd b le (O you :,how 1he Jmount 
h i::,~ 

tncluJe. 

• dnv VAT you are cla1m,ny back as b.Jd dtbt relief under the 
cond+tlons Sttt ou r in !he VAT Ledllet. Reltel lrom VAT on 
bJd d~h ts. and 11ck thtt box on lhe lront o f th,s lorrn 

E•tludt: 

• ddJuslm~nts no1d11::d ,n wt1ting by Customs ,.rnc.J ExC1!1ott 

• r~pdvmcnrs of VA T claimed on a prev,ou:, return but no r ye l 
rece,v~d lrom Cu:,roms dnd Excise 

• d:,!loi::ssmenu Jhe.idv pJ,d ,n 1t-,1s or O!ht!r perrods 

IBox 7 J If !he amount to be enlert!d •S unddr (1 you mu:,I srd l 
till 1n 1h1s form dnd !lot:nd ,1 10 the VAT CentrJI Un11 You 11cciJ 11u1 
send anv pavmt:nr no, w ,11 ,my reµJymen1 be mJUd to you 

(Bo,i;es 8 and 9 I Show your roral o utputs ,n bo• 8 Include 
t!.llports. e.11t!mp1 income sut.:h JS ,~nts Jnd 0 1her bu:,,nt!:,S 1n\.."omi:: 
Ledv~ o ut 1he VAT If eaµo11s or e•emµr o urputs dre ,ncluded 
plt!ase 11ck the JpµropriJ!i:: bo.a.{t!!io) on the front o f th,s form 

Show vou, IOIJI ,nputs 1n ho.a. 9 lnclucte imports and other 
bus,ne!los c.a.pt!nses Lt!d\/~ our lht! VAT 

For both boxes 8 and 9 vou :,hould :,how net f1yures .ilter 
cJi=duct1ng dny credirs Do no1 <.Jeduc t dnv CJsh d 1scuun1s If your 
accounts are net of CJ:,h d iscounrs you should <Jdd bJck. d 
reasonab lt! amount tor any cJ 1:,coun1 s (]1\lun or rt:Lt!•vtHJ 

Suma 111coma Jrld tHj.Jun~c:a !tlu:at Ud lult Oul uf !JUA~!lo 8 Jnc1 9 
fht:rt?' ar~ IWO WJyS 10 work tht!~~ bOAcS Out BJ!lol!a A Jnd 6J:,1S 
B u~e the samt! basis ta, both t.Jo.1.cs Wh1~hevt!f bds•s vou u:,ct 
always ledve out 

• VAT 
• wagt:s and sJlan~s 

• PAYE and NJt1onal l nsuranct! con1r1buhons 

• mont:ty µut into or IJltvn ouc of 1hc ll ti!l,1fh.:~s 

• loans. d 1\/1dcods yrJnfs 91fb VI muney 

• compensar,on Pdvm~ms a , •n!lourance clauns 

• Stock Exchange deJlmgs 

If you use Basis A abv lcdve ou t 
Bu• 8 

• Sdli::s o f ca,s on which you pJ1d nu VAT {::,t: tt fh11 VAT yu11.lt!, 
Ap1,Ji::n ct1.a. B iJJrJgrJi.>h 10) 

• e.11.c:mp1 ou1pu1s exc luded lrorn any pJrt1dl c .. t:mp1,on 
calcular ,on 

Bo• 9 
• e.11. t!mpr purchJ:,e~ 

• MOT let:s dnd vchu.:h:t licence Juty 

• local Julnouty rates 

• p urchJ~cs on wh ich you CJn1101 reclJ1m 111 1.>ut tax {see The 
VA T 511.m.Jc. µJIJIJrJph :!8} 

If you d~Cllld 10 U!at: 8J:,1S B c heck., eit her Or both o f VOUf OUI PUIS 
or u1µu1s Jte JbOvi:: (!:>0 OOO on i11 .. e1Jye (or l 20.000 11 you maktt 
monthly rt:lurns) If lht:V a,e you must 1ell Cv!iolOms Jnd E.11. c1s~ by 
.J1tach1ng a le1ter to 1he fir~t VAT return inat you makd using 8J~1s 
B. 4uo1mg ·,cteri::nca 28, BJ:a1s B 

If vou IJter dec ide to ch.inge 10 8J:,1s A vou musr ,n fa,m Cu~roms 
Jnd E.1.c, se 1n lhtt :,~me way 

Remember, you must tell your local VAT office 
about any changes in your business circumstances 
You w11f find deta,ls in The VAT gwde. Sec11on XI. 
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Danish VAT Form 

Date 
Purchases 

I Purchase Tax Credit price 4 
Including 2 Domestic J on own 

VAT purchases imports 

Value Added T ax 
DECLARATION 

Taxable Period 
Kroner (rounded) Specification 

Tax payable 
Tax deductible 

Tax liable 

Signature 

Space reserved 

Sales 
price 

Value Added Tax 
TAX ACCOUNTING 

-
Sales 

5 6 VAT 
Tax dedm:tiblc 

payable on exports 

Comments 

---

LETTER 

To 
Tax Service 
Postbox 297 

Copenhagen V 

Official 
Paid 

i94 
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APPENDIX Al2 - GST TAX INVOICES 

Name, address and Reglstratlo Words 'tax Invoice' No. ot suppller. L-T"I'"------------.:'-------" In a prominent place • .,_ ____ _ 
IlC Manufacturer 

59 . Pakurangi Road ·· 
AUCKLAND 

· Registration No.· 

9Q-684-a8a 1 
TAX lNVOlCE 

Suppt!ed to: 

Croydon Supplies Ltd 
P.O.Box 48030 
AUa1.AND Date of Name and address supply. i------------~ of recipient. I----------;__.:..:_~ Date suppITcd Description Unit Rate Total 

14.1.87 
14.1.87 

B[mvtorches - Mark 6 
Gas bottles. 

Description of goods. Quantity or 
volume of goods. 

Ptc:iso pay thi:: ::icx:::ount by 30th of month. 

10 
. 10 

Amount 
payable. 

4000.00 
2000.00 

$5000.00 

Statement that 
GST ls Included. 

Words 't:ix Invoice' -------------------------t In a prominent place. AilC Manufacturer 

Name and Registration No. 
of supplier. 

10Torcbes 

Description of goods. 

Source: IRD 

Registration No. 
199-684-080 

@6.60 

Statement that 
GST ls Included. 

TAX INVOlCE 

1 O December 1986 

$66.00 

D.atc of 
Issue. 

Amount 
p:i.yable. 
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APPENDIX Al3 - CHANGE IN THE COMPOSITION OF TAX RECEIPTS IN NZ 

Source: 

Percent of Total Tax Revenue 

Tax System for Financial Year Ending March 1986 

Highways 
Taxation (2.6%) 

Direct Tax 74.5% 
Indirect Tax 25.5% 

(8.8%) 

Tax System After October 1986 (in full 1986/87 financial year terms) 

Highways 
Taxation (2.5%) 

Sales Tax (4.0%) 

aJ Direct Taxation 

Supra n. 39, p. 24. 

Direct Tax 64.6% 
Indirect Tax 35.4% 

Company Tax 
(10.1%) 

Taxes (3.1%) 

Indirect and Highways Taxation 
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APPENDIX Al4 - VAT AS A PERCENT AGE OF REVENUE OVERSEAS IN 1983 

Standard Rate % Tax Revenue %GDP 

Austria 18 20 8.3 
Belgium 17 16 7.3 
Denmark 22 22 10.1 
France 18.6 21 9.0 
Germany 13 17 6.3 
Ireland 30 15 5.4 
Italy 18 16 5.1 
Luxembourg 10 11 4 . 9 
Netherlands 18 16 7.3 
Norway 20 18 8.6 
Sweden 23.46 13 6.6 
UK 15 14 5.1 

Unweighted Average 19 16.6 7.0 

Source: Head,op.cit. p313. 
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APPENDIX Al5 - OTHER INDIRECT TAXES IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITH 
VATS 

Austria 
excises on minerals, oils, tobacco, and alcohol; 
immovable property acquisition tax; 
two percent tax on share capital. 

Belgium 
excises on alcohol, carbonated drinks, sugar and sugar products, mineral oils, 
benzoil, natural gas, tobacco; 
registration duty on the acquisition of title of immovable property (12.5 
percent); 
one percent tax on share capital; 
some taxes on documents and stamp duties; 
separate turnover taxes: stock exchange tax, securities tax, tax on insurance 
contracts, hunting tax, advertisement tax and tax on the sale of cars. 

Denmark 

excises on alcohol, sugar, perfume, tobacco and motor fuels; 
stamp duty; 
tax on contributions of share capital; 
customs duty. 

France 

special indirect (usually turnover) taxes: forestry products tax, editors tax (on 
publishing companies), parafiscal tax (e.g. on textiles, watches etc.) and 
manufactured tobacco tax; 
special indirect taxes using VAT mechanism: slaughter tax, taxes on sugar, 
tax on oil, surtax on mineral water, and resinous products tax; 
registration and stamp duties on immovable property and vehicles; 
"Taxe sur les encours de credits": a special tax on the credit liabilities of 
banks and certain financial institutions. 
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Germany 
Federal excises on mineral oil, tobacco, coffee, tea, sugar, salt, some 
alcohol, matches and electric light bulbs; 
"Grunderwerbsteuer": an immovable property transfer tax levied on transfers 
of title to immovable property situated in Germany at two percent; 
"Rennwett" and "Lotteriesteur": turnover taxes on racing bets and lotteries; 
turnover taxes on insurance and contributions for share capital. 

Ireland 
excises on alcohol, tobacco and related products, motorcars and parts 
thereof; licences and certificates; bets; petroleum products and televisions 
and records; 
stamp duties. 

excises on alcohol, oils, matches and lighters, coffee, electricity, cocoa, 
bananas, and methane gas; 
registration duties on written contracts; 
transfer and "cadastral" taxes on the transfer of immovable property; 
stamp duties. 

Luxembourg 
excise duties; 
registration duties on land and buildings; 
duties on mortgages, fire and other insurance; 
taxes on motorcars; 
stamp duties. 

Netherlands 
excises on alcohol, mineral oils, sugar, tobacco, gasoline, carbonated water 
etc; 
transfer tax of six percent on the acquisition of title of immovable property; 
one percent duty on share capital; 
0.12% stock exchange duty; 
six percent insurance premium tax; 
tax on passenger cars. 
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Norway 
duties on alcohol, tobacco, confectionary, non-alcoholic beverages, cosmetics 
and motor vehicles. 

Sweden 

UK 

tax on various sources of energy; 
confectionary and cosmetics sales tax; 
duties on tobacco, beer and tablewater; 
taxes on automobiles and motorcars; 
stamp and registration duties 

excise duties on alcohol, tobacco and petroleum products; 
customs duties on imported goods; 
car tax of ten percent at wholesale level; 

stamp duties on share capital, transfers of securities, conveyances etc; 
local body rates. 

Source: Supra n. 195. 
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